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Abstract, continued
1

various other federal funding programs which provide support to reser-7
vation-based economic development.

The findings also include theidentification of nin exemplary program .
elements which support the integration of CETA and economic development.
These elements which were developed by selected CETA Title III Indian
prime sponsors will be documented and.validated in a Phae
proposed by the Departmentiof Labor.

Finally, a series of recommendations were developed which flow from the
findings of the study and call for,incr'eaed,promotion of the integration
of CETA and community1lind economic development. The study report presents
the above and also prpvides a research design, a bibliography and.a series,
of appendices which Wther define the research effort. j

.4
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I . INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

In the summer of.1977 the Office of Policy, Evaluation and Research of the

Department of Labor itsued RFP ETA/OPER 7709 titled "Study of CETA plans

-ti

and-Indian Reservation Economic Deve 1 pment." The first purpose of the

...study wa4 to determine the degree ofs i 1.1 egration or lack of integration

'between CETA Indian-manpower plans and the Overall Economic Development

Plans (0EDPs) for Indian reservations. Subsequent to such findings, the

contractor was to identify a number of particularly noteworthy approaches

//for the integrition of the itiqo plans with the,aim "of facilitating their

replication by other Indian prime sponsors."

The study required' that a sample of 25 reservations was to be Onsidered.
A

The contractor was ta analyze the CETA plans and the OEDPs developed liy

those 25 and to conduct on-site field visitk to determine the degree of

integration, to assess the relative impact of CETA on economind

community development, and to identify those programs or progrAoelements

which might be considered exemplary.

Urban and Rural Sytems Associates (URSA) was selected to conduct the.study.

URSA, together with its subcorttractor, Draper/Kelly Associates (DKA) had

hypothesized in their proposal that an examination of merely the OEDP and

CETA manpower plans alone would'not be sufficient to identify'the

:links between CETA and economic development on reservations, and propose

to focus more broadly oh the economic and_community development-actiwities

both planned ahd In operation oh the study sites. The approachadeveloped

was exploratory in nature due to the.lack of available primary and second-

ary data on both thegse of CETA funds on Indian reservations and the link-

) ages between CETA funds and reservation economic ahd community development. .

Olaisk

The project began it December, 1977. Wfth the assistance of the Division

of 'Indian and Native American Programs'of DOL and the Indian Desk ofethe.

Economic Development Administration, the study team selec.ted 25 study sites



%

-

and secured the CETA plans and 18 of the 25,0EDPs prepared by the study

sites. Through the cooperation of the stUdy sites themselves, the study

team was ablt to secure the remaining seven OEDPs, numerous OEDP updates

and annual reports, other planning documents relevant to economic and,/

communitY development, and updates in CETA plans. The study team also

secured\materials relevant to the-recent DHUD special jndlan Community

Development Block Grant set-ail4e, the EDA Comprehensive Economic Develop-

ment Strategy (CEDS), the Department of Agriculture's activities in support

of Indian.reservations, and materials frOM other agenCies involved with

Indian economic development (see Bibliography, below). Tbe analysis of'

these materials provided a perspective on Indian econOmic develSpment in

general and upon the actual econolc development activities both planned

and in operatiOn on the study sites.

-

dBetween February and July 1978-the study team conducted% visits to the

.25 reservationS. jn addition, separate visits wel-e condu ed to six
(:- 4

consortium prime sponsorwhich were located a significant distanct from

relevant reservation study sites. Interviews were conducted with over 320

persons, including Tribal Chairpersons and Chiefs, Tribal Council members,

Tribal Executive Directors, CETA DiNctors and staffs, Planning Directors

and FDA planners, program and project directors, enterprise managers and

!developers, and other\ey officials and individuals on or.near the reser-

vations.

t

Individual case study reports were prepared for all of the study sites.

These reports provided a general background on the reservation, cited any

4016Pdate in CETA or economic development activity not reflected in the mate-

rials analyzed prior to the fieid trip, discussed the manpower and economic

development planning processes observed, identified linkages

anekonomic development, highlighted the relationships of the reservation

to other federal agencies, and focused upon unique exogenous factors whicii,

while often irrelevant to the study at first, appear'to have a relationship

to the potential ofthe individwal'reservation to maintain or expand its

economic development activities.



Tte individual case studies also were crttical data-sources for the compar-

at ive analysis activities which are discussed below in this report. The

. comparative analysis was undertaken to discern the appropriateness of

certain exemplary_ approaches to llnking CETA and economic development for

othen reservation CETA.programs. Accordingly, study sites' were aggregated

by population size to provide a perspective on the leyel of government (and

CETA program einistrative capability) which."could reasonably benefit.from

an exemplary approach. .Comparative analysis wa also undertaken to discern
4

discrete substantiv areas which transcend mere differences in population.

It was hoped that, if a gomwative analysis were conducted, certainsisiues .

of conce6 tODINAP and OP62 might'surface.. .,SuCh. amparative. analyses were
,

a/t

conducted with the understanding h aat ea reSerAtton-is_uniqUe in
% J

background and culture, availa e resoLirce's,',econiomiC-dityalopmenf.potentSII:c': .i."-,,,.;1 :

.

and government structure and,administratidt. . .
. . ,

. = . -*

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCED THE RESEARCH-

The exploratory naturegif the study provided the study team with a degree of
0

-Aexibility to expand the general analytical focus when the need arose.

Oring the course of the inquiry, a.number of events occurred.which had_

direct impacts on CETA and its relatioi/ship to economic development on
ir

Indian reservations and ass'such should be discussed in this reporA. More-

over,,in conducting the field trips and analyzing he data, we have come to

a the conclusion that there is a broader range omplex issues and current
4

trends which indirectly shape the interplay-between CETA and dconomic devel

opment on Indian reservations and in Native Alaskan communities. While 'each

is sufficiently broad to warrant a separatd study, we have chosen to igh-

light these subjects to proOde OPER And DINAP wi6 a general'context which

an understanding of the subseqUent discussions of

the CETA program and its linkages to.econom c ervations.

The issues which will be discussed in light of their relative impact on the

study include:
. .

The impact of DOL's Native American Economig Stimulus Progrim
t(NAESP);

3.
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I.

s% .
.

:The formation of CUA dime SRonsor regional organizations; _
..

, . .

The discussion bver TA.reautporizayoa;

\ The aniquenep.of 'economic development on-Indian reseiwations;
.'

.

. . e. 4ffhe tUrsp,lanni;Iti pr:ocesS.and its 'relationship'to economic
.deve.lopment

. .

. t 7 <itair011:. A '-- .

The rècerit.trend of tribal-government exr1 ion;

The recent trend of population increase on.. 4tervatOoMS;
.: 4 .

.. The importance -of'CETA to tribal .operatiOns;

lAhe movement towara.compatible econOmic developmentc and'

The "backlash" against Indian success. -

.Native.American Economic Stimulus Promm,(NAESP)

to

.Im the summer and.fall of 1977, $34000,000 worth of grant funds were made.

available to reservation-basedTitle VI prime sponsors through NAESP. The

program was charaaeriied by a competitive application process. Multi-
,

.' agency panels were convened to review the two phases of applications. In

-A\ phage-4.FY 1977, Iitle VI prime sponsors received $14,090,000 in funding
. vereb

in six categories: paralegal, paramedical, waste disposal, domestic fuel,

'agriculture, and on-site management. In Alition, $4000,000 of i-303 ,

.

(iRarmworker) hinds were made available for agriculture programs. In Phase

FY 1976, 119 Indian and Native American CETA programs received

07,000,000 in fifteen categories: paramedicalparalegal, business manage-.

*ment, agricultural, aquacultural, industrial park managem'ent, road construc-

1 1

I, .

4

tion, domestiC fuel development, tribal management, hotel/motel Management,

waste Aisposal, emergency vehicle operation, ibprenticeship, telecommdnica-
9

tion,, and electric power.

' 4;*

Fifteen of the study sites submitted NAESP applications. Twelve sites had

at least one proj ect funded.
, .

:

:.The NAESP grants represented a unique effort for reservation CETA programs.

By mandating thatlinkages be established with an on-going economic or

a' community development effort, the program-proMoted the establishment of

O coordinative relationshipsibetWeen CETA programs, EDA.pilanners, enterprise

ote

II

'managers, and service program directors, often where.none had existed

.1

1.

4.

1 3
, 4,6;

4.
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previously. By its competitive nature, the 'NAESP Ohogram represented the

. most significant level of .manpower planning in which certain of the appli-

cant tribes were involved.

.. .1

The study was shapecrin part by the NAESP process. The study team sought- to

learn of. NAESP expeMences and pursued lines of inquiry regarding the bene-

fits provided, the problems presented, and the linkages created by the

NAESP 1:orogram. Hence; the study benefi ted from the avai labi 1 i ty- of NAW

and the planning processes .it fostered: 'The et4hation of CETA manpoWer A
.t1.%planning as.expanded and enhanced by NAESP.

t.

'AM
-Regional Prime Sponsor Organizations

In November, 1977, the Eastern Washington Indian Consortium hosted ant

Indian.and Native Atherican Information Exchange Council tn Reno4 Nevada.

Represerlatives from Region IX and-Region X Rrime sponsors and DINAP central.

and regional office staffs were in attendance. --The information exchange

provided the impetus. for the development of regional Mime sponsor organi-.

zationk to engage in infOrmation sharing and support activitiO among

prime's0onsors and be,tween prime sponsor organizations and DINAP.. DINAP
,.

. has slipportefitthe effoliatilid has considered providing resources to regional

organizatibn.s. to condóct techniFal assistance and other support operations.
:

. s.

-

, .

tJ
4-1 .,. , .4,, , f'

. Another.force4for cos540ar4Caction is the Indian and Native American CE%
.4.,, . . ..

(
,,. .

60.11. ton, a Washingto?4 organizationlohich, through its "Friday
,.. .ly

9 e'Reortli ha.s .koVided :info. aflon regarding the CETA reauthoription legis-

latibn ,'aniii, its implications for Indian 'and Native American prime' sponsors..

.

----The yi'ilitioiliOas also been instrumental in promoting the inte'rests of.,. . -
,

,-prime sponsoti to RINAP.
i , t .

. ..ilit .. ......,
..

.

,0 :.,

.e.1 4 i':
The stUdp tgam.iikervIewed-a number of CETA Directors who had participated 1

. t .,v

.. in.theifotmation of regional primp sponsors organizations,iWe learned that
i

i, ....
I,

, such 41c9aniz..ations have. filled A pressing need for information and support,r W4, .

; an-cF' aM-collildered to'be a significant step in the improvement of communic .

;,- , _..=. . ..)

2 1 .tätiorit Oletoordination of Indian CETi!V programs nationwide. .. i

.1, t R

'-' 14 f

Irk.. .1.. ,N
fir' it

..4.iF A.

.

""..
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CETA'Reauthor4zation

Ttie extension oftETA by Congress obviously'has and Will Continue to have.a

significant impact on Indian and Native American programs. The Congres-

c
,

sional delay at'placed a cloud over on-dOing plenning efforts by Indian
. . .

prime*sponsor.s. Certain interviqwers observed that the delay may reard

efforts to promote increased linkages between CETA and economic developmenI,

In addition, the reliance upon CETA by Indian primesais. at times so dramaiic

that the delay'1n reauthorizations has created an aura of concern and
r

apprehension. Indian and Native American primes are anxious to secure

eligibility for Title VII funding to prOmote OJT efforts and are hoping foiJ

a maintenance of Title'VI funding levels. At thiS writing, neither of these

issues has been resolved. As a result, DINAP''s efforts tcl promote a more

significant use of OJT funds may be compromised by.the eventual CETA pack-

age. It is also clear that Ale decided preTerence of Indian and Native

American prime sponsors for a mutti-year funding system has probably been

strengthened by the delay in reauthorization.

The 1JIniqueness of Economic Development on Indian Reservattons

"Economic development" is the process 6f developing a seU-sustaining

system of improved utilization.of land, labor, capital and technology

toward creation or expansioh of a permanent economic base through increased

producttve capacity ind output and effective utiliTion and conservation of

human'and natural resources.

"Indian economic development" differs from rurAl economic development and

frog economic development in general because of: 1) internal factors'relat-.

ed to indigenous cultural, social,,.governmental, andnatural resource char-

acteristics of Indians and Indian reservations; and 2)\external factors

concerning the relationships of Indian tribes with surrounding cOmunities

and their relatiohships with state- and national-level programs 4d agencies

inVplved in economic.development:

IN

Internal Factors

Unicitit relationships exist between indivitlual Indians and their reservationty.



their land, thetr tribal government, and.t conomiltdevelopment projects.

Indians are members as well as citizens o their communities. They have'

strong religious, cultural, and economic ties to.the reservation, to the

tribe, to the clan, to their families, and tothe land/water/air which

constitutes the environmental system. Tribal.government Is an intimate

part of Indian peoples' daily liyes and is often the focus of their polit-

ical, economic ay social finpulses. Land, air and water are regarded as

resources to be used in good faith for the benefit of all the tribe and

the ecosystem, rather than commodities to be bought and sold.

The finportance of maintaining long-hHd values against the dominance of

non-Indian culture is one element.which differentiates Indian economic

devel.opMent.from other rural or general economic development. In measuring

.the appropriateness of economic development on the reservations, social

profits in tribal unity, pride and self-sufficiency must be counted along

with the'standard cost/benefit analysis, and may outweigh the latter.
. .

. Indian people are not just voters or stockholders; they are co-owners, co-

users, and intrinsic parts of their reservation and its various governmental

and economic struCtures.

A key difference between Indian reservations, Alas6'Native villages and

non-Indian communities is the frequent communal ownership of property and'.

the authority Invested n governmental and community organizations for

conomic.development. This is different from the principles of individual

entrepreneurship and capitalism which serve as a foundation for American

economic.development generally, and which are carried through many, though

nc all,.rural non-Indian economic developmenl efforts. This means that

economic development on,Indlan reservations must be focuSed on identifying

and.re-introducing new economic systems while, at the ame time, not violat-
t.

ing the social.and cultural prineiples of the Indian and tribes. This

also means that the economic development proCess must include development of

the necessary infrastructures to-tupport the new economic system, inclueng
41ft

governmental operations and basic community services. In non-Indian rural

areas, political and community infrastructures geritimily exist. In

addition, in rural ecdnomic devdlbOment, the eMphasis is frequently on

7.



revitalizing trad,itional economies whish are experiencing signific t

problems, rather than a primary focus on identifying totall,i new i tlustries

or acthities.

b.'xternal Pa(' tors

Unique relationships between Indian reservations, Native Alaskan communities

and the non-Native American communities surrounding them can create signif-

icant differences between needs and strategies for Indian economicdevelop-

ment. as opposed to rural or general economic development. Due to numerous

and unfortunate actions and circumstances over the last several hundred years,.
,,

Indian tribes have frequently become dependent upon non-Indian communities'

surrounding them .to provide many basic services and resources. The result

is that any income generated by the tribe or by individual tribal members

is frequently "speni" off the reservation, furthering the economic develop- 4

ment and s.tatus of non-Indian commudities, but contributinvothing to.the

status and growth of the Indian community and reservation. This lack of

contribtutionincludes at the very least-a reluctance on the part of local

financial institutions to extend credit to tribal or individual enterprises,

thus forcing tribes to rely onwlimited federal resources for seed money or'

development.capital.: .

441

There is an increasing desire, therefore, on the.part of Indian tribes,

reservations and Alaska Native communities, to acquire self-suffitiency Or

at-least a more equitable flow of economic resources between Indian and non-

Indian communities. ,Thus, there is a desire for self-determination and self-

sufficiency not onlyin terms of federal government involvement on Indian

reservations (a common interpretation of the new emphasis on self-determin-
.

ation), but also from the involvement of surrounding communities directly
1

or indirectly in the social and economic lives of Indians which is not to .

their long-term benefit.

.Another classic distinction between Indian economic development and non-.

Indian rural economic development is the relative inactivity on Indian

reservations and in Native Alaskanvillages of many federaT programs, poli7..

cies 'and fundirig sources which have constituted the most,consistent and

OR?:
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visible means of support to nork-IndiaWrpral America for 40 years.. The mapy

rural assistance programs whidiNwere devised ip New Deal days--Federal Land
.

..Bank, Federal Inlirmediate Credit Bank, Bank for Cooperatiyes, Farmer Coop-

erative Servite, Production Credit Administration, And Commodity tredit

CrToration as examples--have had'negligible effest on the.lives of Indian

Ame'rica, although they have literally remade the rural non-reservation

economy.

Moreover, the U.S. .01epartment of Agriculture has.had i relatively'low profile

on Indian reservations. The USDA, which is charged by the Rural Development

Act of l972.and other legislation with responsibility for developing rural

areas, has not adequately met these respo sibilities in Indian country. The
4

situation may change. For example, state administrators,with the-Farmers

Home Administration have been directed to focus major attention on the needs

of Indians, and to provide outreach. Because USDA has, with the exception of

Indian reservations, focused on agriculturally-related economic development

actiVities, EDA has focused Cm other kinds of economic development opportun-

ities in rural areas': EDA has carried thiS focus onto the reservations as

well, and with USDA not addressing agrictiltural opportunities, there has.been

until recently a significant lack of attention to this potential area of

economic development on Indian reservations.

The response of Indian reservations and Native-Alaskan communities to their

different needs.and objectives inAerm of economic.development has frequent-

ly been the establishment of community and business structures whichlare

diverse in their styles,but generally are all very different from the non-

Indian world% Business structtires oh resAvations include tribally-owned

and operated enterprises with varying degrees of involveMent.by semi-auton-

omous boards of directors and/or outside dorporations under contract; manu-

factOring'plants owned by tribal government, joint ventures with industrial_
.

firms; individual Indian and non-Indian entrepreneurships; agricultural coop-

eratives; consumer cooperatives; externally-owned manufacturing entities

. with profit sharing arrangements with lo'Cal tribal governments and/or..

employees; tribally-owned enterprises established not for profit generation,
-

s. r .18
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but for .the distribution of beef stock, for example, to-in4ividualAribal

membert and for supplying meat'for tribal celebrations.
. 4

Indian economic development, thus, differs from general economic evelopment

and ruril economic development in terms of the internal. economic ind social

histories, resources, needs and objectixes of tribes and triball members;

in terms of histórical and current relationships with surrouvling

communities; and in terms of past and current-relationships with state and

federal agencies concerned with directing or supporting.economic development

programs. An understanding of the differences between Indian anifnon-Indian .

economic development needs and respows helps to explain why.the well-

intentioned inte'rventions byilsome non-Indidn focesed programs have sometimes

been unsuccessful, at best, and often disastrous.
/-

The OEDP Planning Process and its Re4ationship to Economic Development

Since the integration between CtTA plans and Overall Economic Development

Plans was to be the primary focus of the study, a discussion'of the OEDP

process is in order. The 6EDP is an integral element of reservation devel-
,

opment planning activities and is a prereguil4te for designation for-EDA

program participation. Planning units must also update the OEDP annually

to remain eligible to receive funds. Redevelopment areas suc6 as reserva-
.

tions which are 1 cated in an existin'g EDD maY use the districts' accepted

OEDPs if they act lliparticipated in and supported.the OEDP planning
.

process.

In addition to providing eligibility for EDA program benefits, the OEDP

is in theory part of a locally *initiated planning process designed to:

create employment opportunities;

"foster more stable and diversified local economies;

improve local conditions;

provide a mechanism for coordinating 'the efforts

of local individuals and'organizations concerned with the

economic developmpnt -of their area.

4
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Its preparation sets in motion an institutional process of economic

developmgnt Rjanning. OEDP committees have the'responsibility of preparing

010 ,the OEDP and the on-going'development program. The OEDW-committee is to

be reprventative of the community. The structure of the OUP committees

on Indian reservations varies widely,. sometimes comp646 of a broad spec1rum-

of tribal members. and sometimes limited to the Tribal' Wuncil (whose compo-

sition is also citite varied): The OEDP sometimes is.prepared with the

assistance of the Economic Development Representative (EDR) and received

byi.--IpA regional office. The EDR also assists tribes in the pre-
.

applisat.ion and applicat1en process.for projects.

The EDA Indian Programt,has a planning component which funds tribal planning

programs and which is a critical aspect of EDA's overall funding andiimple-

mentation process. These Tograms vary widely; many reservations have their

own planner(s) while some srceive plannil assistance through a consortium

or other multi-tribal organization. Inillny cases EDA-funded planning ef-

forts are supplemented with VD and other federal agency planning funds.

Sophistication of local planning also varies widely. Since unding levels

for most planning programs are relatively small, planning efforts are

often confined to preparation of OEDP updates and EDA reporting. In Some

cases, funding levels are entirely inadequate, especially if planners are

responsible fig,several reservations and must cover large geographic dis-

tances. For Atance, the Int0.-Tribal CoaCif of Nevada has three planners

who are responsible for 23 reservations dispersed thrclughout the state.

Remote reservation locations and inadequate air transportation result in

expenditure of valuable time and scarce administrative funds in travel

alone.

The quality and effectiveness of Indian OGDPs are inconsistent. Many are .

realistic, relevant and,well-conceived, while many are proverbial "wish

lists." 'Some Indian communities view the OEDP as a paPer requirement rather

than as a true,planning document. This Is reinforced when tribal priorities'

enunciated in the OEDP are often ignored,during the funding process, This

latter point is critical. The OEDP is a planning d6cument which must be
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prepared to qualify the reservation as an approved redevelopment area and,

thus, eligible for EDA grant funds. In.order to have an individual project

funded, the tribe MUst submit a pre-application, have it.reviewed by the EDA

regional office, submit an application, and enter into a .aint.ract. The tri, 1/4

is inform4d if the.project is deemed aceptab1e.io-EDA'prior to this-pro:

cess. *Often the project chosen is 'not the highest prioriiy of the tri6e1,

but rather reflects the funding limitations, and regional or national pri-

orities of EDA.

The request for proposal defining this study stressed the link between the

OEDP process and CETA manpower planning. Our field operations have found

that the'OEDP process is not always the most critical element in economic

development planning for the following reasons:

Preparation of OEDPs was not always done on a yearly basis.

EDA.required updates in 1976, and has required annual reports,

but for some tribes (i.e., Santee, which had a 1968 OEDP and

a i977 update but no other interim updates), the OEDP process

. was not yearlyand, hence, not compatible with a yearly manpower

planning effort;

OEDPs include discussions of CETA and manpower, but actual project

funding and.implementation will control the actual economic

development thrusts that CETA should coordinate and link up wi.th.

IThe development of.)ntegrated OEDP documents may in pari compromise

CETA efforts since EDA application, review, and funding processes

are often lengthy and may flow into more than one fiscal year.

Other agencies-- HUD, FmHA, HEW, CSA, BIA, F & W, SBA, etc.--
.

are involved in economic development apart from EDA and the OEDP

process,although the EDA planner is the key person in the planning

process. Therefore, CETAjinkages with other economic development

efforts are in some cases as critical as the need to coordinate

with.the OEDP process; .pid

OEDP.preparatiom is but one role assume'd by the EDA-funded

planners On reservations. Planners are also'required to monitor

the cqnstrction of EDA-funded projects, to subma,applications

12.'
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for other economic development oriented efforts (HUD/CDBG, FmHA,-

etc.). and to mohitor thedev'elopme.nt of such projects. Planners /

also assist the tribes and individual entrepreneurs in packaging

BIA Business Development low and irants and SBA loans. The

importance of linking with the EDA planner is appreciat&I by.many

of the Indian and Native American prime sponsors.

In summary, the OEDP is but one of a series of planning and development

processes which reservations and.communities use in secliring economic

development support. This fact was consistently-brought home during the

study and has shapedfour analysis. Early on we Were forced to expand our

inquiry beyond.the OEDP process to insure that weigained a basic under-

standing of the state of economic developmenf in Indian country. Our

recommendations will reflect our beliefthat DINAP and OPER should expand

their original study emphasis to promote the best interests of Title III

Indian prime sponsors.

Growth of Tribal Governments

The Phase I research tevealed some dramatic shifts in the size, operations

and focus of tribal government operations in all of the 25 study.:sites.

This expansion and improvement in operations has occurred since 1970. Prior

.to the 1970's, tribal government.in thettudy sites was by and large limited

in scope and functjon. Those reservatfons which received 0E0 funding had

CAP agenties which would coordinate such programs as Headstart, family plan-

ning and perhaps alcohol and drug abusbe programs. Often CAP directors

assUANU an overall management and assistance function also. For many others,

tribal government consisted Of the Tribal Chairman, the Tribal Council and .

a limited staff to handle its affairs. Veny little executive responsibility

was assumed. Since 1970 the combined impacts of EDA planning assfstance,

LPW Rounds I and II,,Public Works, and Title IX and X; Manpower funds and

and later CETA Titles II,. III, and VI and Economic Stimulus Projects;

Indian Action Teams; HUD 701.planning, Community Development Block Grants,

and housing programs; NIAAA (now IHS) alcoholism pirograms, ONAP/ANA prb-

grams; and CSA programs (and a limited number of Community Development

Corporations); the opportunities for contracting for existing BLA and IHS

a
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service delivery responsibilities under PL 93-638, and the expanded

educational funding providedfor by the Indian Education and Self Determin-
,-

ation Act have served'to create the need for. much largerltribal governance

structures. The-management and staffing of a comple(ai-ray of programs and

enterprises havcceated a difficult situaVon for many tribes.

%

Perhaps the MOst interesting characteristic of the phenomenon is that many

tribal governments have in large part been able to.absorb"the changes with-

out collapsing. They have exibited a high degree of flexibility, ingenuity

and professionalism in this process in ways that would be difficult for

similarly situated municipal governments.

The transition into new administrative models has not been achieved uni- /

formly by all reservations, nor has the process of Organizational change

been accomplished without attendant problems. Growing pains are felt.

throughout Indian country where many reservations have been unable to

reorganize and others where the process has created confusion and resent-

ment in the staff and resident population. (It is interesting to note that

EDA grants--both PW and LPW--haye.eased the organization process on some

reservations by funding administrative centers which have been large

enough to accomodate the adminTstrative staffs of programs Ahat would other-

wide be widely dispersed throughout the reservations).

1Growth in Pokulation

Since 1970, reservationshave-experienced dramatic population increases as

people have returned home, encouraged by the expanded job opportunities, new

housing constructions, and expanded services which are now tribally con-

trolled (as opposed to BIA and.IHS). The high visibility of business enter-

- prises such as sawmills, agricultural and aquaculture programs, ind commer-

cial operations are examples of relatively low labor-intensive operations

which attract more than their share of job seekers back to the reservations.

New housing is committed long before it has been completed', while long lines

of housing applicants wait for even newer projects to be funOed.



Any formal discus'ion of reservation population is hampered by the inadequate

census figures-available. Moreover., updiiid census counts conducted by the,

BIA or tribal organizations are not comparable across the board. Recognizing

the problems presented by conducting an accurate count of population in

Indian cOuntry, we still founii the following to be significant:

Of the twenty-five sites,

2 reported an tnnual rate of population increase of over 25%;

6 reported an annual rate of population increase of over 10%;

14 reported an annual rate of population increase of over 5%; and

all 25 sites reported annual rates of increase of over 2%.
,

Perhaps the most unfortunate element of the widespread population growth on

Indian reservations is' that the increases i0population have not necessarily

resulted in an Acrease in funds, even from' those programs such as CETA where

funding is tied directly to population. his is a result of the inadequate

census figures of 1970 (which preceded much of the in-migration) agd the

inadequate employment updates performed by the BIA (usually through the

Employment Assistance Program). The tribes will have to wait until 1980

to hate an adequate count of their population (which will in turn assist

program planning) and several, such.as Spokane, Washington and Oneida,

Wisconsin, have undertaken population surveys through their CETA programs

to augmeth the demographic information now available and to prepare the

reservations for the 1980 census.

The Importance of CM to Tribal Operations

In the face of expanding tribal government operations and an across-the-

board growth in population, CETA has surfaced as the most critical source

of funding for the reservations surveyed during the study. FY 1977-78 CETA

budgets,reflected this importance especially with regard to Title VI

Projects and public service employment placement.

CETA has'been instrumental in providing support for tribal government oper-

ations, funding such critical functional areas as: pl'anning, program

administration, tribal courts and law enforcement operations, and project

C.



opei-ations.(in all service delivery fields). Hence, CETA Flas been instru-

mental in supporting the development of ,sery)cé infrastructures and

promoting-self-determination /h_Tost of the sites st'udied.

The link to economic development (which will be disCussed below) is no_less
substantial. CETA has enabled a number of the nascent enterprises on

reservations to get off the ground by providing through PSE employment.a
\1 kind of venture capital that is so often unavailable to tri-bal enterprises.

.In short, CETA placements provide an enterprise with the staff it needs

which allows-the enterpris14 to get to the point where it§ revenues are
suffjcient to support the staff. The addition of NAESP monies has produced
an even more dramatic benefit, by enabling reservations to adevately train
the staff Supporting their enterprises.while again providing subsidized

employment or venture capital to the enterprise. Our findings suggest that
NAESP became the major source of OJT-type support for the study sites. This
is,due to the fact that reservation-based CETA programs have not been

successful in developing OJT programs with non-Indian owned firms. Class-
room training and PSE were found to be much more prevalent than OJT

/

on re-
'servations. CETA Directors explained. that: TO reservation people wanied to
work on the reservation, (2) local enterprises did not have the capacity to

launch an OJT program, and (3) PSE and classroom training would be leasible
in the long run.

Movement Toward Compatible Economic Develo ment

As numerous commentators have noted, Indian economic development funding has

not always reflected the best interest of the individual reservations
which have received support. As Vine Deloria, Jr.-put it,

Schemes for bringing light industry into reservation areas have been
foisted upon Indians for nearly two decades. One need only scan the
accumulated press releases of the-optimistic years of the 1960's
to see the naivete which characterizedlearly -efforts to bring

tiindustries to remote reservations.

:..A related feature of the late 1960's was the development of
- industrial parks and motels by tribes persuaded...that paradise 46'

lay just beyond the next project. Today, industrial parks...
lie hidden in the weeds baking in the hot'sun..[and most of these
[tourist] projects have long since scaled down to a local motel and
on occasion for conferences-and training sessions by the tribe itself,
with little or no tourism to'help pay foethem.

16.
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While past funding efforts may have'reflected national rather than tribal

or reservation priorities, there is every indicatia that the latter part

of the 1970s has been characterized by a shift to the funding of econoMi)c

development opqrations that are more;Oosely compatible with reservation

priorities. Timber, agriculture, aquaculture and traditioftal. arts and

crafts oriented enterprises ore being funded by EDA, CSA, BIA and the Fish

and Wildlife Service. -These projects, while faged with the same.needs for

management and administrative.controls, seeth to hausha greater potential

for success. However,.it appears that individuals capable of managing such

enterprises are more readily available on or near the reservations, and the

highly technical problems presented by industrial parks and tourism com-

plexes are not as prevalent in the more indigenous-based enterprises.

The thrust toward compatibility also seems to promote secondary or tertiary

spinoffs such al local food production, cannery operations, etc. It remains

to be ren whether such projects are successful, but.it appears that they

have a better chance .sof success.

A Backlash Against Indian Success

\ The past feW years have seen the governmental, population and develop-

mental expansion of many r servations in the U.S. They have.also seen

some dramatic cou. es involving water and fishing rights, land

claims, and restitution for past injuries. Furthermee, tribal lands .

once.considered uSeless are now recognized 4s resource-rich and vitaf to our

nation's energy policy. 00n the heels of these blessings has come the specter

of an anti-Indian backlash that has vmpted the introduction of Congressional

legislation to terminate the special relationship between Indians and other

Native Americans and the federal government. It has also spawned the for-

mation of special private interest-groups to lobby for that legislation.

Such.movements have characterized much of the history of Indian affairs.in

the United States. Often the most virulent opponentsti Indians are those

who have stood to gainithe most from the divestiture of reservation lands.

The similarity between past rTressions and the current backlash movement

17.



is apparent to many id' Indiad country.. Many-people view much of federal

programming tot romote Indian self-determination as "termination." As such- '

.. ..s .

there is a para which faces many tribal governments--the desire to move

quickly to achieve self-support, and the desire to retain the special
. .. .-:,.

relationship with the federal government. This has prompted some tribes
,'s,:i

.to limit their use of P1.93-638 contracting to assure that the B1A and IHS.
t -.3..;:-..

-,:

will perforn their respodsibilities. It has prompted others to reject .; 4'4
.

econom4C or community development opportunities for the same reason. In
.

short, the recent success of many reservations has caused others to become

more conservative; the recent availability of federal program support has

caused other reservations to wonder how long it will last. And in many

instances, it has occasioned the deterioration of relationships between

reservationt and surrounding non-Indian communities,.

0

The receding discussion ha7Fuched on a number of overriding issues which

served o shape and expand tie Study of CETA Plans and geservation Economic

'Developmedt. <In succeedidg sections of this report, the study findings are

discussed, fhe conclusions and Oolicy recommendations are presented, and

the methodology.prepared for the study is outlined.

4
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1 . FINDINGS 4

I

.The findings which follow reflect the efforts of the study team to provide

a general perspective on the relationship between CETA and economic deve.lop-,

ment on twenty-five Lndian reservations. A concerted effort has heen made to

present as broad a view as possible tn the hope that the Mure efforts of

the Department of Labor in promoting economic and community development on

, reservations will be sulCessfuI. The natdre of the 'Study dictatts that the *.

findings be organized intd a number of critical discussion areas: These

include:

41 Reservation Planning .

Linkages Between CETA and Economic Developmrl
.-,-,.." ' i., :1', , .

..

Constraints to CETA Cinkages

-.i.-° '.:= Problems of Economic Development.Support
(

4. 4;;.':1.`

I

6 eillplary Program ElementsOc . .

4
P

. I

AL

RESERVATIA,PLANNING ,

.....0- .
.

7' The study team found that planning constitutes the most vital administrative

, %*.,:: activity performed by the reservation tribal governments represented in the
i C ,

istudy. This is due to the fact that reservation governments, unlike Other.
...

_....nohl-Indian local general purposp municipal go'vernments, have no significafit,

$,,t4roperty tax base to support them and must 'rely. in turn upon .the federal -

,* , .1...A14rant-in-aid system to support public services. Likewise, the federal govern-
.

%; .*4e-lnent provides most of ,the support available .for economic development on
,

,Wservations due to the general reluctance of private lending iristitutigns
-

. 4i;i.and.private investment capital to become involved in Indian e.conomic, devel-

Annierit. Of the twenty-five reservations visited, only six have had sufficient
.

.

4., : from resource or economic development to maintain a level (albeit much

A--:-. 10 r) of tribal government without federal support if -it'became necessary..,.
k 0 a... :.

l' , i,.. :4:b.
a

.4,1.. -le 4 . .

Thjsygliance on grantsmanship has resulted in a wide vatiety of reservation

T1a40., rgr approacheS.' This varietyjs.most apparent when 'an examination is
...:',..f. j,--.., ::t...-

v. . .

.i.,.. A . '

.: '' ''i

.

''Cf.:

.

.

sou

. ) Ir..
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. made of planning structures, planning. fundi.ng Sources and planning decision

making responsibility.

Planning Structures

The follow.igg table provides a general perspective on the range of planning

structurei, observed at the studydsites..

TABLE 1

ON-RESERVATION PLANNING.STRUCTURE

fRIBES/POPULATION ED
CONSORTIUM

,

PLANNING
DEPARTMENT

SINGLE
PLANNER

DISTRICT
PLANNER .

OTHER-1

<1.000 (6)
1.000 - 3.000
1,000 - 5.000
5.000 - 10.000

,>10.000 (4)

TQTAL

(8)

(3)

(4)

.

6

3
5

0

0

0

0
7

.3

4

- 3

0
0

0

0

. 1

b

0

0

0

1

/..

5

4.

1 -.

2

'1
.

9

.

17
.

4 1 13

10ther includes: CETA-funded comMunity advocate, planning coMOssioner, CETA-funded
planner and resource developer, Consultant, housing authority, planning committee.

.. A-96 clearinghouse, industrial development commission, planning board; planning
,commissions, toning board.
-One gets no suppdrt iq deveippment of the OEOP.

As the table indicates, planning for the smaller tribes is conOucted hrough

planning consortia. Responsibility for on-site project selection and

priority setting may be vested in a9 individual whi,le the major plin prep-..
',aration activities are carried bn by the central consortium. In two cases,

the local planners functioned autonomously from the consortium central oper-

ations. 'The consortium structure is useful for small tribss without

sufficient population Sidze.or administrative capdifttymito merit a full-tim
. planner, and a reservation can receive valuable technical assistance through

a consortium. .

- /

The consortium set-up is not always satisfactory. There is a general tendency

oR the part of consortium members ,to Want to assume the major planning

responsibilities for their reservations. Once local experience is attained

20. S.



within the consortium structure, tribes may seek out their own planning

grants. This situation occurred in two of the reservations under study.

The problem this presents is that a period Of staff deve.lopment is required

to become familiar with the application, monitoring, and administrative

responsibilities formerly-assumed by the consortium. Planners and:tribal

leaders must 'also establish, and maintain relationghips with federal agency

xepresentatives. Often, this prdcess can be frustrating ana difficult for

both parties.

:Ay far the most cgmmon on-reservatton planning irrangement is'through a

planntng deimrtment.. However, the organization and administration of

planning departments differ widely. Of the seventeen planning deOartments

observed during the study, four were not administratiyely tied together but

rather were made up of individual, who were funded tbrough a number of plan,

ning grants and who had no internal working'relationships. Of the remaining

thirteen planning departments, only six have assumed Manning structures

which address comprehensive land use planning issues. The remainder are

geared to program planning, application preparation and grants monitoring.

Funding

It is interesting to note that major Planning responsibilities on thirtseen

reservations are assumed by entities ot individuals otner than the planning

departments. As Table'l suggests, these.entities may includvhousing

authorifies and industrial development commissions. This ts due in-part

td:the availability of planning funds from different sources.< Table 2

identifies the range of planning funding sourccurrently-used by the

study sites.
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TABLE 2

P4ANNIN3 FUNOING SOURCES

15

4.

fot `113

.-. -FTRIBESPOPUIATION

c1.000
1.000 - 3.000 , .

3.000 - 5.000
5,000 - 10,000
>10.000.

TOTAL

6

74
3

4

4

2
a
3

3

0
4

2

2

1

0
2

2

2
4

2

4

1

3
3

1.

1

4
3

1

2
2

24 9 4 13 .a 12

clibne iS in a COnsortium but receives no assistance
Of these only nine have current funding.
Planning trainee positions.

0" I

1

As the table indicates, t.he most consistent source of funding is through EDA

Planning Grants. As such, EDA-funded planners represent the major plannIng

workforce on reservations. - As EDA-funded planners, they are responsible for

preparation of the OEDP, support of the OEDP committee, preparation of OEDP

updatei and annual reports, and monitoring ofmost EDA-funded projects.

Since EDA Planning Gramp characteristically fund only one Oanner per site,

it is difficult for EDA-funded planners to assume a broader reservation-based

planning resporisibility. Table 3 displays the.structure of EDA-funded plan-
*ning,programs.

TABLE 3

STRUCTURE OF EDA-FUNOE0 PLANNING PROGRAMS

FORMAL APPARATUS EDA-FUNOWPLANNERS

TRIBES/POPULATION
-

: SINGLE TRUE CONSORTIUM ONE MULTI
.

<1,000. .

1,000 - 3.000
3,000 - 5,000 .

6.000 - 10,000

>10,000
-

TOTAL

.

,

. 2a
6
3
4

4

6,

3'

0

0
0

2
6
3

3 J

3

3b
1')

0..

1

1

v, 16
.

9
.

17 ,6

b
One planner is on-site but funded through atonsortium at two sites.
_One consortium is now defunct.
70ndt tribe.has no current relationship with its coneoriium.

31
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AS Table 3 suggests, only two of the larger tribes have more than one planner

funded through the EDA Planning Grant. In a number of cases, the EDA-funded

planner also assumes responsibility for CommunitY Development Block Grant

funding,,HUD housing applications,'and other economic an community develop-

ment based planning efforts. The diffie'ulty present
iol

ed this situation is

that there is no one available to deal with the broader issues of compreher-

sive planning, land usp planning, zoning and resource development planning
,'

areas that are crttical to.thepajority of the.reservations in the study.

HUD-funded planning is somewhat of an anomaly. As Table 2 notes,`a number

.of HUD-funded planning grants are now inactime. These represented 701 Planning

Grants which resulted in the preparation of reservation-comprehensive plans.

While a number of these documents remain useful planning tools, the butlk have

been rejected. 'The problem with 701 Plans is thatithey were prepared'by

consultants whoTbpon the completion of theplans. often thrminated their

relationships withthe reservations. Funds.have not been uniformly made avail-

able o update these plans and the recent growth of reservations has often

rend red theM obsolete. Also, many of the recommendations includedin the

planshousing developients, marinas, shopping centers, etc.--were overly

ambitious and assume a level of non-federal investment that has rarely been

provided.

A number of reservations have been able to secure planning support from

Community Development Block Grant funds.. On one Tervation, CDBG-funded

planners prepared the OEDP document and monitored EDA-funded grants. A

numbgr of the reservations that had relied upon CDBG.funds for.planning

expressed some concern over the institution of the new Indian set-Aside in

.CDBG. In thelpast,reservationscompeted aga.inst small communities-for funds

In developing the set-aside program, HUD has suggested that reservationi

will no Jonger be eligible to participate in the small city programs. :this

may result in a net reduction in CDBG funds for those reservattons which

previously participated in the program, and may impose a hardship on.them in

their long-term plann'ing an4 economic development activities.
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The third largest s-ource of planning funding has come through the Administra-

tion for Native Amerioans (ANA), the successor to the 0E0 CAP programs of the

sixties. While CAP-related funds have been somewhat diminished in recent

years, the ANA has maintained a general interest in-building the management

capacities of grantee reservations. ANA-funded technical assUtance has for

some time represented the.broadest, most comprehensive, and mist effective

assistance effort available to reservations. ANA fuhds have alto been used

to support tribal newspapers, elderly progra0s, transportation programs and

the like. ANA planning funds have suppo ted ommunity development planners

who have assisted local programs in obta 1 grant funds for services .

delivery. In at least one case an ANA funded planner has participated in

eall phases of reservation-based community.and economic development planning.

Planning funds have also been made available through PL 93-638 and PL 93-437

for general and health-related plannin.g. At the present time the role that

self-determination funding will.play'in the long term in reservation planning

is not known. Funds have been 'made available, but they do not appear to

have been sufficient to support planners at a high enough rate of pay.

Planner trainees are Usually not qualified to assume major'planning respon-

sibilities.

The same probleml)lack of adequate salaries, has affected the use of CETA

funds-for plarIng. CETA-funded planners are made available through Title

VI whicn-C3s a $10,000 salary limit which is often too low to attract

qualified planners. Most of the reservations in the study cannot supplement

that limit with tribal funds. Eight of the twelve CETA-funded planners were

considered planning trainees, two assumed grantspersons roles and the remain-.

ing two are on NAESP grants. Both,the grantspeople and the NAESP:-funded

plamprs assumed responsibilities which had immediate impact on their

resliective reservations.

I.

dETA funding support of reservation planning efforts, is an important link

:between CETA and economic development. In funding plannin4 trainees, CETA
t



is promoting the developmqnt of reservation-based planning Capabilities.

Unfortunately, the need for, additional planning funds is great right now.

EDA currently provides the bulk of planning support, but, as indicated

above, this is limited. HUD/COBG funds may prove to be effective, but the

limited.CDBG resources could pose problems. ANA funds have been drastically

reduced from the CAP levels of the 1960s. CETA and self-determination funds,

while potentially'helpful, have as rt not had a significant impact on

reservation planning activities.

Planning Roles oar,

The problems faced by reservation& in obtaining planning support dpustrates

-one of the most critical gaps in feileral funding support. Sincereservation

governments are in part slaves of the federal categorical grant-in-aid system,

the bulk of planning that is done is crisis-oriented program planning which

involves the preparation and submission of applications which may or may not

be funded. As the following table indicates the major planning roles have

been assumed by a range of individuals And groups at the reservation level.

*k.
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Table 4 cites the roles-piayed by four groups in reservation planning--

EDA-funded planners, Tribal Chairmen and Tribal Councils, CETA staffs, and

other reservation-based ad&nistrators. The areas of fUnctional responsi-

bility,are those involved in preparing the*OEDP, EDA project appliations,

EDA project imp mentation, project monitoring, land use planning, technical

assistance, grants anship, and manpower planning.

As can be expectedEDA-funded planners assume the,major responsibility for ,

preparing the OEDP and EDA peoject applications and next toTribal Executives

and Councfls are most likely to be responsible for project monitoring. They

are involved in granstmanship--that is, astisting the reservation in gaining

grants in any number of areas.

Tribal Chairmen, Councilmen, and Exebutive Directorswhile not .involved in

OEDP or application preparation , are consistently involved, in priority setting,

thonitoring, and implementation. Their role in grantsmanship is largely based

upon the relitive lobbying and advocacy roles they play in seeking funding.

Other administrative staff, whi)e rareq involived in OtDP or EDA.project

planning, are intimately involved in project .implementation and grantsmanship.

It is interesting to note that CETA staff is rarely involved with planning

activities other than those involved in administering the program. The study

team'tends,to attribute this both to the considerable amount of time required

/ to administer the CETA program and to.the 'fact that CETA is involved in
.

if providing support to projects already underway rather than in the planning

stages. In fact, CETA staffs work closely with all levels of tribal govern-

ment in supporting on7going administrative.and service delivery operations

as well as tribal enterprises generally.

Manpower Planning

Apart from the preparation of the manpower sections of the OEDP document and

the narrative of the CETA grant application, there is relatively little in

the way of comprehensive manpower planning carried on at the reservations



studitd. This is due in part to ttie general administrative requirements

placed upon CETA Indian prime sponsors. CETA progrMs are funded on a year-

to-year basis. During the past two fiscal years Indian CETA programs have

become eligible for additional sources of funding through increases in Title

VI allocations, the Youth Employment Training Program, and the Native

American Economic-Stimulus Program. Moreover, CETA programs consistently

do not know what their yearly.grant allocation will be due to Congressional

delays.iriCETA fund authorizations. This constant confusion over what CETA

funds, if any, will be available retards most desires to carry on manpower

planning actiVities in the,abstract.

The lack of manpower planning is also due to the fact that the administra-

tive structures that have developed around.the reservation CETA programs

rarely !include manpower planners. One is more likely to find a job devel-

oper or a manpower counselor, positions which require-cl se interaction be-

tween the progrAm, its clients and its placement services rather than plan-

ning and analysis. With few trained manpower planners, r servations are

reluctant to become involved in long-range.menpower planning.

Manpower planning on-Indian reservations is at best a difficult undertaking.

Mist tribes have not generated detailed information about.labor force needs,

available skills, etc. Most available manpower statistics relate to general

labor force data such as the unemployment rate. The OEDP and CETA Plan

usually do little more than'cite,such gross statistics. Tribes often do not

have the resources, staff. or knowledge to undertake a comprehensive survey,

although in many cases specific target groups have been identified, such

as Vietnam Vets, mothers on welfare, etc., which permit mde targeted Programs

to be develtped. 4

Tribes must rely on the BIA for most of the manpower data. Nominally the .

responsibility of the BIA Employment Assistance Program, manpower statistics

rarely reflect.the actual manpower situation on a reservation. A number of

CETA programsmotably Spokanl(through its prime sPonsor) and Oneida-:-are

in the process of conductIng reservation-wide surveys of population and

employment to prowide a ata base for more-detailed manpower planning

7.
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effort. A general employment survey had been conducted at Pine Ridge bythe

community college. Each was initfated,because the statistics available from

the BIA were either unavailable or clearly inaccurate.
,

Thus, manpower planning faces many of the same constraints that face

reservation planning in general. And like reservation planning in general,

the major focus of manpower planning is programmatic. There were three

basic CETA planning activities which the study team found: Basic grant

preparation, grant modification preparation, and NAESP application prePara-

tion. Each is tied to a particular prodpct and involves d distinct planning

process. The process used to develop the iSroduct reflects the structure of

the CETA program and the range of participants in CETA planning.

Nine of,the twenty-five study sites were members of consortia prime spOnsors,

Due to the multi-tribal nature of the consortia, the planning process neces-

sarily varied from that of single reservation prime sponsors. The process

used by consortia usually involved the activity of a CETA planning council

made up of the Tribal Chairman and the CETA Program Directors of the Member

'reservations. lOn four reservati.ons there was no local CETA administr:ative

structure, only a coordinator to shandle the considerable CETA bookkeeping

functions.) .

.These planping councils are responsible for setting priorities and program-

ming the allocation of grant funds ori a'reservation-by-reservation basis.

The prime sponsor--usually an independent administrative unit located on

a reservation or in a centrally-located municipality--is ultimately respon-

sible for data collection and grant preparation. For the most part each

reservation runs its CETA program independently of the other members of the
.

consortium, althou4) in at least one case members of a rdservation were ,

allowed to enroll in prorams developed by another reservation in the

consortium, 4nd in a number of cases programs were deVeloped by the prime

sponsor in which all members participated.

Planning within the consortium setting is often more difficult than-with a

single reservation prime sponsor, because there are always 'submission dead-

29.
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lines to be met; it is often difficult to convene the planning council

long enough to adequately.Get priorities and meet the expressed needs of

the members; the number of members in certain consortia (two in the study

had more than twenty members) make it difficult to adequately address ail'

of their concerns; and the 'funding levels available to consortia are often

limited by the two-fold administrative drain (central administtatibn and

reservation-based administeation) on the grant.

Single eeservation-based prime sponsors did not face the same administrative

difficulties which plague consortiUm primes, but they were Aso confronted

by certain obstacles in preparing grant applications..-First, to provide the

CETA staff with a perspective on the needs of the eservation and their

general priorities, there was a need td'establish makpower planning commit-

tees to'assist in the preparation of the grant. The formation of the

committee often took time and often involved some turnover. Seleatton of

participants often involved appointment by the Tribal Council. Characteris-

tically such committees. were made up of oi-fir reservation4ased program or

project heads. In such cases, the Council let prioritieg on the develop-

ment of projects and training programs whIA had an impact on the on-going

activities of the committee members. This could be both a blessing-;-in that

accurate infistmation was provided--and a burden--in that members tinded to

set their programs up as the highest priority for CETA support. Also

involved in such committees were Tribal Chairmen and Tribal Council members

as well as representatives from the community. A number of CETA Directors .,

praised the role of manpower committees in the development tf Title VI

projects especially. Most of the prime sponsors were concerned"about

adequately programming the Title VIjunds. The role of the manpower planning

councils in the development of Title VI projects enabied reservations to

secure vital services. It appears that, where active councils were involved,

the resulting projects were varied and committed to numerous innovative

approaches to program planning.

The following table prOvides a general perspective on the om-site CETA,plan-

ning operation$ observed during the itudy.

30.
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TABLE 5

ON-SITE CETA.QPERATIONS
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As the table suggests, not all reservations established committees,.and of

those established, not all were standing.

Manpower committees together mith the CETA Project Directors and thqir staffs

were responsible for.the preparation of a number of grant modifications during

the.last two fiscal years which reflected tfie addition of Title VI funds,

youth program funds, and other grant supOort. The abilitY of the prime

sponsor-to program this money in a timely,.creative and efficient manner

reflected in large part the ingenuity.of the manpoweh committee in establish-

ing projects which helped meet the needs f the servation. As later discus-

sions will show, a number of the reservAt re-quite creative in develop-.

ing projects whigh supported tribal economic development.

Table 5 also 6hows the 'relationship of committees to the securing of Balance..

-.of State and other CETA funaing support. As rater discussions will suggest,

balance of State of CETA Title I.funds can providea high level of support to

. reservation programs.

.,

t
.
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Perhaps the most dramatic example of creative manpower planning to support

economic development involved the pçojects funded under the Native American

Economic Stimulus Program (NAESP). The unique requirements-of NAESP--that.

*it-was to be a competitive application process and that direct links to

.economic or community development efforts were to be
)

establishedforce0
applicants to assuMe a different posture in NAESP planning thari they

normally did with CETA.

.1

The process resulted in the development of a number ofdinteresting planning

models which included: .

* Consortium prime.sponsors preparing applications for the,

consortium as a_whole and wi.th consortium members individually

(EWIC, Tlingit Haida)

Consortium members preparing proposals independent of other

members and the rime sponsor (Lumml). 4 %

CETA ProgrAm Dire tors preparing proposals with the dtrect

input of the proposed program directors or departmental heads
..,

who would be ultimately responsible for the program (Papago,

Oneida)

Non-CETA program developers developing the applications without.

appreciable CETA program participation (Lummi, Pine Ridge)

41.all, ten of the'twenty-five sites did nOt s it NAESP appVications for a

Vailety of reasons, including nat enough time, s' did not fit into -

. .

scheduling of planning, never received materials.

Given the fifteen project categories,.the initial step in the process was

project selection. Methods of project,selection varied. For consortia, the

prime may have either involved the members in a group priority'setting.

session where* members deaded upon consortium=Wide and individual'projects,

, or in merely passinvon the applicatiork guidelines to the members entouraging

theato submit their own projects.. One exemplary example of the former

A
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,

bythe Eastern Washington Indian Consortium, which made

veliiper/planner available to the individual trit;es for project

:

For ihd t prime,1 ponsors,-project selection was a priority-setting

exerci4'w h inv. , ,./different on-site representatives. For all NAESP

applcants-,.ojectseTtion as A difficult exercise in Round I due to time

constraintsVa4lUelo,i0 funded in Round I caused a few primes to dis-
.

regard the lip50".e.A.Rourid II.

Generally; thg;;.Y.MpAannihg proass gave reservations the opportunity to
4

engage in more ' ized.prOniqq,.to iptegtate programmatic themes And to

address the train needs bAtaff'for tribal.priprity projects. It
11,

also permitted a idt1 ere for 'training.

. :;-12\

NAESP planning pro.F., vangd, es4pdally depending on whether a consortia

or single reservatioh involv . Some consortia staff provided strong

planning anct strategy iitance d assistance in proposal writing. One,.

Spokane, even had a Oa r who tvItassigned specifically 'to develop Eco-

nomic Development propoxalt. witb'the tribes. Other consortia provided over,

all planning but left it.to the telbeito develop proposals, which*the then

reviewed and submitted tp DINAP. In other cases, the consortium developed

the proposals themselves, based on what they felt the needs to be, needs

that had teen identified as priorities in previoUs sessions, and submitted

them for the entire consortium. Once funded, consortium members were given

the opportunity to Oarticipate, while the prime sponsor retajned ptogi.am

administration responsibility.

ptce grants..were awarded, the mode af actual project development varied

fromreservation to reservation, 'The primary project developersAn-site.

were CETA.staff, program heads, inclUding planners, project directors,

eipecially' those Who potentially would be heading the project, and a few ..

proposals were developed with the assistance of.outside tralners'who would

be doing'the tAaining 1.f.the,project were funded. Orthe fifteen reservaT,

tions which did submit proposals, twelve had at least one itojeCt funded..
1

z
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Soap of the positive results of the'NAESP process observed included;

NAESP illows for a direct link to economic development planning

and operationt in. ways that'are beneficial.

NAESP allows for a longer commitment to a project, allowing

partieipants to receive adequate training fori difficult job

activities, and NAESP ensures funding of longer than one year,

which ls critical to the successvof ecAnomic development.
t.

NAESP planning tilrought nuMerous key reservation actors together

in planning efforts which heightened the understanding of CETA,.

apprised CETA personnel of the peoblems of economic development,

and created an).on-Ong atmosphere of mutual support-
-

Table 6, below,'gives a general perspective on the NAESP planning prItss.

As`the table tndicates, there. was almost equal involvement of CETA staff;

*gram heads, and NAESP Project -DirectOrs on the project planning. . This

suggest& a coordinated planning process not usually found in.the reser-

vation-programs &tudied. Also, the fact Oat CETA program involvement

was observed in the development stages suggests that the;involvement of

CETA staff in economic development extends beyond the planning.phase.
.
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a
Some tribes had suae proposals approved and some not funded; includes approvals in FY 1977
6c1 FY 1978.



LINKAGES BETWEEN CETA AND ECONOMIC DEVELORMfNT

The original focus of,the study was upon the 'integratiOn of CETA plans and

OEDPs. After considerable field research it became apparent.that the focus

should expand to the integration Of CETA and all economic development acti-

vities on reservations. As such, we have observed linkages between CETA

and economic Avvelopment ln the areas of. program planning, program develop-
. .

ment and program operations.

Plannint Linkages

The very nature of economic development planning makes it difficult to

integrate with CETA manpower planning. EDA and HUD projects (especially

housing projects) may take yearn to be funded while CETA is programmed

. on a fiscal year basis. Hence, the appropriate time for linkages between

the two is often after an economic developmentproject has been funded or

is in the final stages of review.

Although there was no evidence of comprehensive manpower plans being inte-

grated into reservationlolans, the study team observed a number of examples

of coordinated planning that reflected a level Of integration between CETA

and economic development planning:

On three reservaktions--Warm SpringL2regon; Ft. Peck, Montana;

and Salf River, Arizona--the on-going program planning activities ,

of the tribal government reflected a close linkage between...man-

power and economic community development. The planning processes

developed.on these reservations served to integrate manptler -

planning into the day-to-day plannimg activities.- It should be
. noted that each of-these reservations has established a planning

Asystem which appears- more sophisticated than those in glace on -

the other reservations included in the study;

NAESP planning involved EDA planners, CETA programs, departmental,

directors and others in "crisis-oriented " one-shot planning

efforts. NAESP,planning was the most prevalent example of

'coordinated planning obArved whith reflected the integration

of CETA and economic development;

35.
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In at least three cases, FY 1979 CETA Title VI funds were earmarked

to EDA-funded projects which indicated the commitment of CETA

fundt in the project application progess rather than after the fact;

In a number of cases people involved with the CETA program also

served on OEDP committees which were involved in the preparation

of the OEDP document; .and

In a number of cases, the EDA planner served on the CETA manpower

planning committee.

Thè'following table represents an attempt to describe the linkages between
CETA and the OEDP/Economic Development Planning Trocess on the rftervations

studied.

-Az;"

- fABLE 7

FORMAL LINKAGES BETWEEN CETA AND OEDP

PLANNING PROCESS

TRIBES/POPULATLON

>1,000 (6)
1,000 - 3,000 (8)
3,000 -'5,000 (3)
5,000 - 10,000 (4)
<10,000 (4)

TOTAL
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IN OEOP
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2

2

4
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3

3

3

4

3
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2
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2

16 16 14 14

4In some cases this is use of OEDP statistics or EDA apptication.statistics
rather than formal manpoWer plans.a .
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Table 7 reflects the formal linkages observed between CETA and the OEDP

planning process (see Background for a discussion of the process). As .

mentioned earlierfone link is through the establishment of CETA trainee

positions. On sparsely populated reservations, these positions are most

.cHtical because they often reflect'the only.on-site person involved in

economic developmddt planning. On larger,reserVations they represent

individuals who can, with training, support the complex planning needs

of larger reservations. CETA staff or Director participation on OEDP

committees is critical because it provides the CETA staff with a perspec-

tive on economic development and keeps them abreast of economic development

initiatives.

The columns referring to "CETA Inpue," "Reference to CETA in OEDP,"

and "Integration of OEDP Manpower Plan in CETA Narrative" all refer,to the

actual OEDP and CETA pl'anning document prepared for the reservations. Of

these, the Tost critical is the "CETA Input" designation because it reflects

the general participation of the CETA Directorl'in providing the EDA planner

information to prepare the manpower portion of the OEDP.

The final category reflects the participation of CETA,staff,in the NAESP

planning process. CETA program staff participation in the NAESP planning

process vks evident in fourteen of the fiffey44'eser-liations which submitted,

app1ic4ions. As mentioned, above, this wasithe most significant link between

CETA and economic development planners and was cited ofEen as the beginning

of an established relationship between the two programs. In at least three

cases, these program planning linkages have been extended b6ond the NAESP

process into the regular CETA planning process. One interesting point that

should be made is that on a'number of reservations--those of ler 5000

population--there exist numerous %formal linkages between CETA Directors

and EDA 'planners. This often makes it easy'for on-going communications a d

coordination between the two. For-a number of the reservations this point

was reflected somewhat in'the fact that the3CETA narrative and the manpower

section of the OEDR were identical.

4 113 7
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Developmental Linkaiges

The study team has designated "development" to identify those links betvieen

CETA and eco9omic development that fall between the planning of a project or

enterprise and the actual operation of that project or enterprise.. Accord-

ingly,t "development" connotes those CCU staff development-activities

invOlved in preparing the staff of a project for their eventual work activ-

ities and the support provided bit CETA in the actual construction.or "develop-

ment" of project facilities.

Due to the lack of available training resources.on a number of reservations,

the limited time available for training under the OJT and classroom training

.elements of the aTA program, and emphasis plaCed on Title VI in the

Ieservation CETA programs, the developmental linkage appeared to be the;

eakest of.the linkages tetween CETA and economic development observed by

the study team--that is, if one disregards the NAESP program which represents'

a strong and important developmental link.

The lack of OJT programs on reservations is dye.tO a number of factors.'

First, there are few non-Indian enterprises Willing to institute such

Programs. The tribally-owned industrial plants were mo're likely to use

Title VI placements rather than OJT, and the non-Indian owned plants were

more likely to use the BIA OJT program.

The BIA OJT program supports adult vocational training. A firm located on

or near or intending to jocate on or near a reservation may enter into a

contract witii theoBIA to train Indian workers who will work in the plant

when it is/constructed. In some cases.bie BIA will pay the expenses Of

4 sending the Indian OJT candidate from the reservation to the company's manu-

factiuring,plant in another city or state for training.

' Since there tends

in the first year

fact that the OJT

half the starting

6211 be maintained.

to:be a rather high rate of labor turnover and absenteeism

among industries which locate on Indian reservations, the

program is continuous and reimburses the company up to one-

wage for eaCh worker in training, means.that low labor costs

The contract amount is 'agreed upon by the BIA and the

A
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company, with the company designing.the training program it requires. The

maximum term of training is two years with few exceptions.

The benefits provided by the BIA OJT program may outweigh those of the

comparable CETA OJT program. First, the tribe is.not necessarily involved

in the effort. The BIA and the branch plant can maintain their relationship

apart from the tribe. The situation may tend to promote heavy turnover: The

company has an incentive to maintain as many people as possible on OJT to

serve the subsidY. Apparently there is no counseling component tied to the

program (at least that is what our observations revealed). Hence, the plant

may ultimately hurtlhe tribe in its efforts to establish a stable work force.

One solution that is available to overcome the potential abuses present in

BIA OJT is for the tribe to contract for it under PL 93-638. lie do not know

if it is possible for a tribe to do so, but inquires could prbve positive.

The-contracted program could be run by the CETA program and orientation and

. other Title III services could be made available to BIA OJT trainers. Absent

such a set up the corporation would opt for BIA OJT and the tribe may go

along to preserve their CETA funds for other efforts..

An interesting issue which surfaced during the research was the provision

of developmental training to a number of Title III.primes and consortium

members by Title I or Balance of State prime sponsors. Oneida, Nett Lake,

Pyramid Lake and Santee receive'd support from other prime sponsors in

developing programs. (This raises an interesting point and that is, what

should the role of DINAP be in assisting prime sponsprs in tapp ng into

state and local CETA furids? Most of the prime sponsors had attfempted to

secure such support for their programs, but not all were successful.

Oneida's effort in securing local suppvt and the Papago effort in organ-

izing reservation and urban Imdians to advocate for support were potentially

exemplary efforts in this regard.)
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It appears that the key to developmental efforts in training, including

NAESP, q'rthe mobilizatton of local training I'esOurces, including the

involvement of community colleges, reservation-based colleges, vocational-

technical institutes, etc. Mobilization of these key resources and their

involvement in CETA planning and program development is an important

element in a smooth running CETA program. The addition of a resource

development specialist who could also serve as the CETA planner (see above),

would be a beneficial addition to the CETA staff. .(The Eastern Washington

Indian Consortium has a Oanner/resource developer on the staff who assists

the Consortium members.)

With regard to construction or facilities development, the study team

observed a number of cases where CETA-funded construction efforts performed
BIA/HIP, HUD modernization, or other construction rehabilitation a6tivitie.

What is involved is the formation of a Title VI project to conduct the

necessary activities. These activities either supplement or take the place

of the training and work efforts performed.by the Indian Action Team programs
of the tIA.

Table 8 below illustrates the linkages between CETA and the development

of reservation projects, including construction of 'projects and staff

preparation for the running and.panagement of projects. Less than half

of the tribes have used CETA trainees for construction of projects and

facilities; most of the'te were forEDA- and BIA-funded activities. CETA

was linked to BIA-Tribal Work Experience program (TWEP) in only one instance,

and to the Indian Action Team (IAT) only four times. In these cases IAT

training funds were used as a first step training level and as people weres,
trained they were elevated to CETA, at a higher salary level. This step

ladder enabled tribes to provide a longer training period, which is

especially important when developing skills in construction, which usually

requires an apprenticeship of several years.

In spite of HVD and EDA funding of millions of dollars worth of,Indian

projects, many projects are forced to go off the reservation for bid due to

40.
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tinting requirements of agencies or the necessity of going to the lowest

bidder. Tribes with forcd accounts were able to save money, and to utilize

Indians for their own construction projects while providing training okportun-

i ties.

TABLE

CETA LINKAGLS-OLVELOPMENT (CORSTRUCUON, STAEF_PREPARATION1

PROJECT TYPE TRAINING LINKAGES '.

TRIBES/POPULATION

<1,000
1,000 - 3,000
3,000 - 5,000
5,000 - 10,000
10,000

tAL

'KC

2 3 1 2 2

1 3 3 0 1

1 1 1 0 0

1 2 2 1 1

0 2 3 0 1

5 11. 10 3 5

0

I

4/11b

0

0

1 1 2

2 2. 3

I 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 I '2

I 4 4 7

d

Operational Linkages

The most significant link between CETA and economis aniconmunity.development

on the reservations studied is the operational link--the support provided by

'PSE enrollees id programs and enterprises and the actual operations Of the

NAESP grant programs. In a number of cases, CETAirovides the sole source

of capital for trib 1 dkerprises. .The following is a listing Of the

operational support provided by CETA to the reservations studied:

444
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12 of the 25 reservations received planning upport

25 of the 25 reservations received administrative support

17 of the 25 reservation Housing Authorities received support

14 of the BIA agedcies received support

20 of the 25 reservations received support to their health and
social servites programs

22 of the 25 reservaiions received direct support to their economic
development enterprises

An examination of the field trip reports will give a better indicatton of the

economic enterprise support ,provided by CETA, but the following is an

abbreviated rundown: '

Hannahville, Michigan - agriculture, swine farm, construction (IAT), store

Craig, Alaska - none, due to unique makeup of profit and nod-profit
entities at'regional and village level (see trip
report)

Santee.Sioux - tribal store, agriculture program, cannery (NAESP),
industrial development (NAESP)

Pyramid Lake - aquaculture project (Title I);,fencing project

-Nett Lake - timber mill

Passamaquoddy - trucking company, construction, food co-op
Hoopa - forestry service

Spokane - agricultural program

San Juan Pueblo -*none; infohued that enterprises (even tribally owned)
not eligible for Title VI

Mescalero none; informed that enterprises (even tribally owned)
not eligible for Title VI

Salt River - sand and gravel operation, constftction company
Lummi - none; informed that enterprises not eligible.

Oneida refuse service, agricultural programs (NAESP),
support of planned print forms 'plant

Warm Springs - none; informed that enterprises not eligible'

Fort Hall agriculture, trading Oost, livestock complex
Fort Berthold - tribal utilities, maintenance service

Choctaw - development company (YETP), arts amd crafts'store

Cherokee, N.C. - land project, construction

San Carlos - peridot project, jojoba project,,tribal bowling
alley (planned), agriculture and irrigation

Y'';4"' -Z1/44 "*"
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Wind River - pole-post enterprise, Arap4ho Ranch

Fort Peck - construction (NAESP), domesiie fuel (NAESP),
.industrial park management (NAESP)

Rosebud - ranching, construction

Pine Ridge - arrow factory, agricultural _program (NAESP),
telecommunications 4NAESP)

Papago - agriculture (NAESP), livestock (NAESP), industrtal
development (NAESP) 4.

Cherokee, Okla. tourismagriculture (orchard-ranch)

As the above' list suggests, ca number of tribes were advised that use of PSE

funds for tribal enterpriseq was not permitted. It is interesting to note,

however, that PSE provides 4 source of venture capital to allow nascent

enterprises, with no line 9f.capital, to support operations in getting a

position where they can become Self-supporting and eventually profit-ffiaking.

It is also intenoting 'to note that the profits, if they are'ever achieved,

are in many cases to be committed to themaintenance of human services programs

which are sadly underfunded. There needs to be a clear defJnition of the

potential for PSE and NAESP funds and, if necessary, the drafting of legis-

lation to exempt Title III prime sponsors from some of the more restrictive

and irrelevant regulations tied to, ZETA nationwide.

Table 9 presents the range of operational linkages observed on the study.sites.

GO-

. TABLE 9

CETA LINKAGES-OPERATIONS

TRIBAL
STAFF

TRIBES/POPULATION

<1,000
1,000 - 3,0oo
Limo - 5,000
5:600 - 10.000 .

>10,000

IOTAL

4
3

1

2

2

6

8
3

4
4 rr

12 25

5- -

4

1

4

0

4

2

4

4

3

6

3

4

4

5-

7

2

4

17 14 20 22

1

5

2

3

3

1

2

1

1

*1

14 6
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CONSTRAINTS TO CETA JNKAGES '

CETA is vital to the operations of most tribal governments visited in its

support of essential'social services provision, in direct linkages to eco-

ncmfc development ventures, and in the development of a governmental structure

capable of managing future economic activities. During the site visits,

however, mention %es consistently made of a number of factors which act as.

constraints to morq efficient utilization of CETA and as impediments to

linkingTETA to tribal economic development efforts. Ttiese factors have been

grouped into discrete areas:
,

Communication

Regulations

Reporting Requirements

Assistance

.011

Table 10 below details the consistency with which the problems with DINAP

support were mentioned by the study sites.. Ieshou14.be noted that in

collecting data regarding problems with CETA sUpport, reservation represent-

atives were.not asked to respond to direct inquirfts atput support. Rather-

they were asked abbut problems with CETA in general. ht table below reflects

the efforts of the study team to organize the responses.
ta

o
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Communiceation

Problems were noted with respect to communication from DINAP, especially from

the Washington office. There is no regular flow of communications from DINAP.

Bulletins are,lAsued from time to time but many tribes expressed a desire for

more consistent and informative pattern of communication. When communication

is established, it is usually one-way: from Washington to the tribes or region-

al offices and slow, in coming. The table reflects this concern 'about delay.

Eleven sites reported that communication was slow. It should be recognized

that a number of those sites weremembers of consortiums. DINAP policy is

to commurficate directly to prime sponsors. Consortium members itust rely upon

the prime to provide them with information.. This creates a definite time lag

_and creates problems for both%prime sponsors and their members. Tribes

receive a great deai of support from their consortia, whether it be in admin-

istration, management, planning, or other types of assistance. Some tribes

are generally satisfied with the consortium arrangement, while others expressed

a strong level of dissatisfaction. A few were in the process of beaming

prime sponsors, either because of their size or dissatisfaction with the

performance of the consortium.

Some tribes:especially those which are not very small,felt that the admin-

istrative overhead pulled qff by the consortium was a drain on the total amount

of resources due the tribe. The presence oT a consortium imposes another

level of bureaucracy, and tended in many cases to exacerbate communication

problems between thp tribes and DINAP. In once instance a consortTum member

did not recetve notification of NAESP until one d0 before the proposals were

due, and at that received only the cover letter and not the packet of infor-

mation describing the program. The additional level of CETA program admin-

istrators also makes a participatory planning process difficult, given the

limited time DINAP usually allows for modifications and applications'.

Some tribes complained of a total lack of serVices on the part.of the consor-

tium. In a few cases the-consortium drew a large overhead rate for administer-

ing a CETA program that was in reality almost completely administered by the

tribal CETA staff. Tribal CETA staff haye aTso experienced difficulty in

some casts in obtaining assis'tance or information from the DINAP project



officer, who insisted on dealing only with the consortium staff. This is a

problem, especially when the tribe staff could not obtain the necessary

assistance from the consortium.

Many tribes would like to see more of a dialogue between DINAP and the field.

. Areas where communication was cited 6 be deficient wei-e: grant award notifi-

cation, general program changes or announcements (such as NAESP), information .

about other CETA programs, regulations, pending legislation, and requests for

information. .An area of particular concern was the impact of proposed changes

in CETA legislati.on.on CETA programs. DefiCi-encies included delays in

response from DINAP, too limited amount of inforvation provided, sporadic

communication, and limited feedback--especially on proposals orapplic'ations:

submitted.

A number of reservations offered feedback-about NAESP. While there was.muoh

enthusiasm for NAESP and hopes that.it be continued, in some way, some general

issues were eaised that highlight the.communication problems cited above.

Ten out of the twenty-five tribes interviewed did not submit NAESP-applica-

tions. Many (including tribes who didsubmit) did not have enough time in

Round I to prepare their proposals adequately. Several, including some

consortium members, did not receive infolimation in time to prepare an applica-

tion. 5ince most projeet officers were 'not very knowledgeable aboutNAESP,

limited assistance was.available in project planning and development. A. few

tribes did not receive sufficient funding,to implement their projectt as

planned, and a few experienced.severe delays in funding and grant awarding.

There was limited feedback on why applications were noi-funded.

It should be noted that during our field trips, the concerns listed above

were not focused Qn specifically during interviews. Rather, we asked

generally about'problems that staff may have experienced with CETA so that

CETA program administrators would highlight the problems most important to

them. Since we did not probe but let the tribes identify the problem areas,

it is possible that more tribes than those which mentioned them may be

experiencing similar problems; The followin table represents the problems

experienced with the NAESP program.



TABLE 11

PROBLEMS EXP4RUNCE0 WITH NAESP PROGRAM ,

TRIBES/POPULATION

<1.000
1,000 - 3,000.
3.000 - 5,000
5.000 - 10.000
\10.000

TOTAL
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3 5 3 0 3 1 1 3 0
2 3 - 2 0 2 2 1 2 2
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The problems enumerated are llmost all involved with Communications and the

desire of CETA programs to engage.in a dialogue with DINAP and their individual

project officers.

During the studi a number of DINAP efforts to impro.ve communication were
.

started. ,Regional prime sponsor organizations were formed to assist in

. inter-program information sharing and the Indian and Native American CETA

48.



Coalition was encouraged to communicate to the prime sponsors regarding the

implications for CETA Indian programs of'the CETA reauthorization legislation

in FY 1979. During the latter part of the field research phase, respondents

were not.as adamant about communication problems as-they had been earlier.

However, all would agree that inadequate communications does remain a con-

siderable problem.

Regulations

Many of the koblems that Indian CETA programs experience with CETA regulations

are inherent in the CETA program itself and arise becaUse the regulations were

Clevised.for non-Indian economies and do not recognize the unique conditions
4

and needs of Indian tribes and Alaska Native communities. For instance, most

unemployment on reservations is s16ctural and will not be alleviated until

tribal economies are relativelyAelf-sustaining. Regulations requiring 15

weeks qf unemployment prior teluse of Title VI, 30 days for other ,Titles,

disregard.the seasonal nature of much tribal employment activity and the

cyclical nature of employment for 'eveh the most skilled workers. Time limits
'4

for participation in trainiug and PSE are also unrealistic in many instances,

'since the training period may not be long enough to adequatelArain someone

in needed ,skill areas, since there may.be no position's available in unsubsi-

dized.p6nanent employment once the.term is completed, and since the tribe

may not have adequate sources of funding to provide adequate support in public

service areas. Seventy-six percent of the reservations studied cited the

*mandatory 15-week unemployment figure and 56% of the reservations cited the

limits in PSE participation as detrimental to their reservation development.

The issue of participation presents an increasingly difficult constraint on

Indian economic development. As the findings above suggest, CETA is a vital

resource to reservation econoMies and economic development. If sug9ested

changes in PSE and.OJT programs which further limit participation by en-

r011ees are enacted and applied to reservations, there could be dramatic

repercussions 'for Indian Title VI prime sponsors.

4
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Enforcement of the requirements regarding nepotism has also been a problem .

given the interrelatedness of tribal families, and the small size of many of

the tribes studied. DINAP interpretation of eligibility for participation

in CETA when tribal members receive per capita shares from royalties, etc. was

also uneven.. 'Sometimes tribal members could participate in training but other
times a per capita share was construed to be income, so that potential trainees

exceeded income requirements. Limitations on PSE salaries prevent CETA from

being used for Higher level training, especially for management. This situa-.

tion occurred at some of the more organizationally complex reservations.

Besides the problems with tide participation and maximum length of participa-

tion for Title VI, a further problem exists when some tribes have tried to

use Title VI for "for-profit" enterprises. Here again, DINAP interpretation

has varied, and considerable confusion exists regarding use of Title VI.

In most instances so-called for-profit tribal enterprises have yet to show

profits. Income generated from these enterprises is earmarked to support

tribal operations, especially in the prqvision of services. Some tribes have

been able'to use CETA Title VI for enterprises and others have been told it

is not an allowable use. This-provision often prevents the integrattenof
4

manpower and economic development.

Reporting. Requirements

Another problem area relates to reporting requirements. Many tribes

commented that t very limited time frame in which to respond to DINAP requests

for reports and modifications, as well as the amount of paperwork required,

put stress on already understaffed CETA offices. A large number of tribes

complained of the time-consuming and burdensome process of preparing modifi-

cations. Most tribes felt that multi-year funding would considerably enhance

planning and project integration efforts. Many tribes, both those with complex

accounting systems and those with relatively unsophisticated fiscal capabil-

ities, expressed the desire for a simpler accounting system that could be

integrated into overall tribal accounting and administratipn overhead budgeting.
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Assistance

Support from pi-oject offieers is necessarily limited by the small'numben of
regional staff and the breadth of assistance required. Consistency in project
officer support'is constrained by the freTient turnover orsivgional staff; this
inhibits continuity in reservation CETA programs with respect to a relationship
developed between a project,officer and the CETA staff, especialay since each
reservation, or consortium has a unique set of problems and needs. CETA staff
loften receive conflitting information from project officers about regulations,
modifications and potential use of CETA, even within the-same regidnal office.
Many CETA project-directors stated a need for more on-site technical assistance
in program management, accounting, and Aevelopment and not just monitoring.
In cases where project officers had provided analysis of the tribe's program,
either fiscally or programmatically, many of the recommended*changes were
implemented to the satisfaction of the tribes and the project officer.

This request for more on-site teefinical assistance is also matched by a
.40

request for more relevant trajnirib opportunities for CETA directors and staff.
As CETA staff develop more sophistication through management of expanding
CETA programs, concurrent with tribal expansion and increasing complexity of
tribal dperations, many CETA directors feel .their project Rfficers 40 not have
the expertise, which can often only.be develoPed by running a CETA program,
to provide more advanced training. Outside trainers were sometimes thought
to be very useful', but many tr1bs expressed the desire to receive training

.from other experienced prime sponsors or to select their own trainers. This
is primarily important in the areas of mariagement and programdevelopment,
especially with respect to economic development.

Many tribes receive positions-from Balance of State (BOS) or other prime
sponsors:but many do not even though tribM populations are included in the
BOS or other applications for fund:Frig. A number ofotribes asked URSA/DKA
to request DINAP project officers to assist them in tapping thts resource.

.11
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PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
,

Support of Indian reservations, especially economic,developmept support, has

in many cases created more problems than it has resolved. It couid be said

that, for the most part, fund sources have experienced the same type of

difficulty through the funding of Indian programs as the Indiansitave had

in administering them. For example, the administrative responsibilities of
,

the*Division of Indian and Native American Programs of DOL haye expanded

from $76 million to over $200 million in FY 1978. This increase was absorbed

without any appreciable increase in support staff. EDA funding of Indian

reservations has expanded dramatically.in the type ofprograms funded since

1972 without any real increase in stafeto administer the program. PE 93-638

sdrcontracting has not been understood adequately by BIA and IHS pr ram staff

with the result being, in some cases, resistance to reservation contracting

and a lack of Mequate support. Witte of the direct problems such confusion

has caused include:

Gaps in Fupding Support

Inconsistent and Unrealistic Federal Expectations

A Lack of Coordination and Cooperation Among Agencies

Each of these is discussed below.

Gaps.in Funding Support

While much money is madeovailable to Indian reservations in the fonm of

categorical grants, the problems of/Tte specialized grant-in-aid system are

00.N exacerbated on reservations. Reservations faced with a need to support

administrative structures without a general property tax base must scour

the Catalogue.pf Federal Assistance to meet their needs., The case of

planning funding mentioned above is a good example.

1.t is also true in the case of much needed technical .assistance. While

sueort for managers is not normally available, neither is there adequate
4

technical assistance proVided to develop managers. Technical assistance is

often provided by consultants on a contract basis. Stich consultants often

.52.
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have little time to familiarize themselves with the situation on-site, are

given too lAtle time to perform their-work, and often are themselves over-

committed. The assstance received is often uneven and inconsistent; however,

several reservation$`surveyed have had excellent experiences..

)01

Ttie problem is exacerbated by the fact that technical assistance is needed'

in many areas and the assistance available is quite limited, when it is
A

available at all. Often one agency will provide it for its programs but not

for others. -This Is a problem facedloy all levels of government but it is

extremely -critical for the resource-poor reservations.

Another gap in support is centered in the widespread failure of federal

agencies to provide assistance to reservations in the area of resou'rce

identification. A necessary prelude to a comprehensive approach to economic

de'velopment lies in a knowledge of the reservation resource base. Only with

such a knowledge can the potentials for and constraints upon development be

analyzed and planned. Unfortunately, many tribes, including eleven of the

twenty-five surveyed, expressed a concern about the general lack of adequate

information on their resource base. Evidently this is especially true in

cases where leases have been let to energy companies who have performed

their own exploratory studies but not shared the information with the tribes.

Of the reservations surveyed, only one, Wind River, had the funds to hire a

resource development consultant to assist in the planning and. leasing .

activities.

Where funds are available in a given area they are often inadequate for the

job at hand. This is often most critical in economic development projects

such as timber.or agricultural operations where funding limits requirethe

splitting of grants into phases.. The problem arises when a project must

be completed prior to becoming a viable competitive entity. This is true

of numerous enterprises, perhaps most significantly the Indian Industrial

. Parks funded by EDA in the late sixties and early seventies. In many cases,

these parks could not offer adequate amenities such as buildings or warehouses

to prospective industries to attract them to locate. Recent EDA and NAESP

53.
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efforts ta provjcle support for the improvement of industrial parks at

Papago, Ar1zonknd Oneida, Wisconsin should help to alleviate the problems

there.

The type of support often presents a problem. Certain enterprises require

costly equipment. Such equipment can fie secured from government surplus.

Howeyer, securing maintenance-free equipment..is impossible and while

wintenance men are often supported through CETA, money for parts is 'unavail-

able. Hence generators and cold ltorage facilities lay unused (especially

in Alaska) due to inadequate fund support in key areas.

This underscores the critical issue of economic development on reservations--

the lack of venture capital and the inability of tribes to secure an adequate

line of credit from private lending institutions: Those tribes with established .

lines of credit can see projects through to completion; those without have

sgreat difficulties.
J.

Inconsistent and Unrealistic Federal Expectations 4

The expanded support that numerous agencies which fund Indian reservationsAhave

provided in the past few years, has at times been administered inconStslently

and, to some reservations, unfairly. One complaint often heard ls that there

is a lack of continuity in program administration. Federal representatives

are continually being reassigned, the result being that reservation program

staffs are continually being asked top shift their mode of operation to accom-

modate the new federal representative. *The problem extends to the interpreta-

tion of regulations in the manner in which applications are prepared or

structured, the monitoring or audit functions are conducted, or the actual

eligibility of certain kexprojects under certain fund programs.

In some instances federal programs are administered without any regard-for

the realities of reservation life.. For example, Farmer's Home Administration

funds are availabld for home loans, facilities loans and land acquisition.

However, few reservations are able.to secure FmHA support due to the require-

ment that'the land be mortgaged. Trust land cannot be mortgaged. Warm

.s
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Springs, Oregon got around the regulations by putting up other tribal

resources to secure the loan; less affluent reservations could not.

The time it takes to fund a.project cab be a burden. HUD IndtAp housing

projects take considerable time, often several years, to be completed.

In EDA the process is more uneven. Conventional Public Works prdjects

oor Title IX and X projects require feasibility.studies (often more than

one), while LPW Rounds I and II funds were allocated and construction

was to begin within 90 days. In isolated locales such as upper Minnesota

or Alaska this requtrement has been a problem.

Often'these problems stem from the fact that federal programs are rarely

structured to meet tht unique needs and limitatlons confronting the majority
/

of Indian reservations. Rather, a sktion establishing the eligibility

of Indian reservations for 4suPport is included in the broader piece of

legislation authorizing the federal grant program. Even in those instances

where Indian programs are established administratively, such as the HUD

Indian ZDBG set-aside, problems can ensue. (See Planning; above.;

Lack of Coordination and Coo eration Amons A encies

Indian economic and community development projects suffer from a lack of

intra- and inter-agency cooperation andcoordination. ExamOles of the lack.

'of internal ansistency within agencies are many. Re.servation EDA planners

cite numerous instances where there is a breakdown from the EDR to the .

regional office. Regio al office staff are often unfamiliar With and un-

sympathetic to the prob ems of reservations while individual EDRs are

seen as vital technical ass'054ce providers and advocates for reservation

projects. The BIA area office can and often does-upset the good will

established by the most sensitive and progressive agency superintendent.'

The log jam may be the Area Office Director or it may just be the Property

and Supply Division.

Often Washington is unaware of what is happening and the regions are not

adequately apprised of Washington's intention. In HUD the CDBG Indian set-

aside is currently being administered by the regions in a potentially



(iindependent manner .Washington to date has hot coordinate the effort. In

short, no real gverall development or support strategy characterizes the

response of individual federal agencies to their Indian grantees.
4,14

Examples of inter-agency coordination are even rarer. It is not uncommon

for geservations to face multiple demAis for reports, evaluations, fiscal t

accounting, letters of credit, audits, etc. Funding cycles vary, and

fund availability rarelyallows reservations to launch integrated projeas.

For example., water and sewer facilities must be developed for most

tA, reservation developments because reservations are chronically deficient

in availabTh public facilities. INS has traditionally had responsibility

for setting up and maintaining such faciltities ,(maintenance and construc-

tion are often now contracted for under PL 93-638.)

The funding process'orIHS requires considerable lead time to support a

project. Under projects such as EDA's 'LPW sufficient lead time isloften

not available, forcing the reservation to apply for.ejther a higher's' amount

(which may be rejected) or scrapping the project altogether. Also, the

problem orone-yeai funding cycles often plays havoc with the demands for

.longer term efforts. (EDA's+.Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy

(CEDS) program may be helpful to reservations in allowing for a more

holistic approach to development, but ather agencies are not as responsive.)

Even where considerable attempts to coordinate efforts on a9jniter-agency

level are launched, they may be unsuccessful. Couider the\Ooint Funding

Simplification ACt.experience. PL 93-510, the Joint Funding'Simplification

Act was passed in 1974. Its purpose is to enable local governments "to

use Federal assistance more effectively and.efficiently and to adapt that

assistance more readily to their particular need by "... drawing%pon

resources available from more thin one Federal agency': prOgram or

appropriation." "Joint funding" is the process through which local

governments, including Indian.tribes, receive assistance from two or more

federal and/or state agencies while going through only one consolidated

funding process. Thi means a tribe need prepare only one comprehensive

application for project funding,



The agencies which are possible joint funding sources-include: Interior

(BIA), HUD, OMB, Agriculture, Justice (LEAA),tivil Service Commission,-

f
_HEW (ANA), and Labor. Applications are submitted by trtbes to their

Federal Regional Council which is composed of representatives fram'the

above agencies. 0ne of the agencies is designated as a lead agency.

Joint funding offers many advantages to tribes. These include:

one letter of credit for *1 programs

one common fiscal year

one consolidated report for all programs

'one single audit for all programs

one evaluation for all programs

allows policy makers to monitor programs more closely

gives policy makers more time for other responsibilities

requires,comprehensive planning

devico'for obtaining more services

device for changing methods of services

causes federal agencies to work together

Although the Joint Funding Simplification Act is,law and is Imrticularly

relevant to the funding and assistance needs-of Native Americans, the

joint funding process has not been widely used by tribes. The Pima

Maricopa of Salt River in Arizona develbped a highly.sophisticated planning

and application process,'but experienced little increase in project coordi-

nation or funding support by federal algehcies. .Although the tribe's

internal planning and coordination was considerably enhanced, they

questioned the expenditure of so much staff time and resources to develop

an integrated grant application. Some federal agencies in Region IX,

including EDA and DOL, refused bit:even review the integrated grant appli-
.

cation.

The final resuJt of Salt River's $8 million JFSA application in PY lg78

. was toereceive a reduction in ANA support from the previous year. No other

funding was received. The problems identified by the tribe include:
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decision makers who could commit funds were not incligted. ill.'
ir the process; . , 4 . %,

. ,
(11 key agencies, such as EDA, would not participate; ;.

agencies were unwilling to relinquish their turf t6 4:1ead agencY1
:'.. .

and
v.

agencies were unwilling to relinquish theie review and monitoring
revonSibilities.
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This section of the findings has described some. of the key problews

the tribes surveyed during the study have experienced.in their economic
.

development efforts. Table 12 below provides a perspective on theektent

to which such problems were observed.
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EXEMNRY PROGRAMELEMENTS

In addition' to the identification and documentation'of linkages between

CETA and economic development, the contract callS for the identification of

notable approaches to linking CETA plans with reservation OEDPs. .As men-.

tioned in the Description.of Project Activities section and elsewhere above,

-..the.stUdy team found earlyAn that planning activit1es were constrained by

a lack of adequate statistical information-, t.hat on-going planning was not"

always possible giVen the responsibilities of tribal planners, that CETA

7-planning was tied,to program development and yearly CETA allocations', and

that'OEDPpreparation was only one element of the"econOmic development
t

process. ',fore importantly, the time involved.in economic development plan-

vning, from the application-through funding often was so.lengthy as to obscure

.the manpower planning.,activitiesdttet couldsupport it. ,Hence,'the study

team began.to focus_upon other ftedplary elements of CETA which Support

economic de.velopment,.including the activities of local manpower councils

in tlhe development Of.Title VI projects and the NAESP planning and project

development.activities -undertaken .0 supporfeconomic development enterprises

onreservations.

In examining the 25 reservation-based programs, we have identified nine

programs with exemplary elements which May be worthy Of replication else-

where. The.process of documenting these element's will involve further inves-

tigation in Phase II, but we hive provided discussions of the exemplary .ele-

ments below. It is necessary to discuss Ale p;vcIss 'of selection which the

study team worked through. .First, as .the field trip reportt suggested,
.

Yield efforts focused on.all elements of reservation economic ond dommunity

development. In order for a CETA element to be deemed exemplary, it was

felt that a,link to planning development Should be broad enough to warrant

replicatjon by other prime spons d
,

generalizable to more than one
.

Setting.'

Second, the study team identified-replicable elements Which would not encom-

Piss the entire CETA planning or operational process.. Third, the study team

tried to focus on the size of the prime sponsor and its status as a consor

tip member, consortium prime sponsor, or independent prime sponsor. ThiS
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(also would tend to focus on the replicability potential of the given ele-

ment--an elaborate system'developed by a large reservation would be impos-

sible to replicate on a smalT reservation and vice versa.

The exemplary elemetig identified by the study team for discussion.with,DINAP

and potentilal further documentation and validation in Phase II include:
.

Reservation

Spokane

Fort Peck

Prritme

EWIC

Tribal Executive
Board

Passamaquoddy Tribal Governors, Inc.'

Hannahville. ITC of Michigan, Inc.

00-

Craig

Fort Hali

Oneida

Papago

Salt River

I

4

CCTH

IITPB, I
(Tribal

Tribal C

nc.

Council, 1979)

ouncil

Tribal Council

fribal Council

Element

CETA and NAESP planning process

CETA coordination with other
agencies

Fiscal and enrollment documents

Consortium plannin process
and coordinat4on; centralized
fund accounting system

Planning session for community
organizations, linkages with
companion non-profits ancf
departments

Manpower 'planning council,
planning and project linkages

Reservation population.and
employment survey

District planning, orienUktion
process, inter-tribal CETA
advocacy

Integrated planning process



EXEMPLARY DISCUSSIONS

Tribe:

Prime Sponsor:

Population:

Land Base:

Tribal Land:

Geographic Region:

Program Elements: .

Descrlption of Exemplary Characteristics

Spokane

Eastern Washington Indian Consortium (EWIC)

Consortium Service Area--13,960: Tribe--1,500

Tribe received $6.7 million in 1967 for
land claims settlement

133,039.acres

Region X

CETA Planning Process and NAES1) Planning Process

Organized planning and economic development efforts have been undIrway at

Spokane for almost eleven years. In 1967 the tribe wgs awarded a $6.7

million land claims settlemt, which has been used for a land purchase pro-

gram, tribal investments (especially in timber), scholarship program, and

tribal credit program. The settlement gave the Tribal Council find staff

confidenee in the future of the reservation, and the Tribal Council became

full-time paid positions, expailding from three to five members as the work

load increased, due to tribal expansion and development. Today there is an

Executive Director, who is assigned several areas-by the Tribal Council, in-

cluding most tribal government departments. He reports to the Tribal Coun-

cil and works with planners and department 'managers. The council members

each have specific areas cif responsibility, such as health, timber, etc.,

as well as overall management of all tribal actiVities. As the tribe has

expanded, management expertise has been developed through tribal expendi-

. , tures on education, scholarship programs and business training, supplemented
-

by CETA and the Indian Action Team.

Planning at-Spokane is characterized bY strong interaction between depart-

ments and the Tribal Council. The'Planning Office has a Planning Director

who'has been at Spokane for eight yearst.an assistNA planner and a CETA

-trainee. In addition to EDA-related plahning activities, the planners act

.as a support to other departments who do not have plannthg capacity, writing

)
narratives and serving4as information sources. The planner has daily inter-

action with the Tribal Council and there is a mutual interchange of informa-

tion. The prime sponsor, Eastern WiShington Indian Consortium (EWIC),.is.
4
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administrative and reporting arm of the CETA program'serving the four member

tribes. ,EWICs line of authority rests with the eight-person Board of Direc-

tors comprised of an equal representation of two members from each of the

four Tribal Councils. (One tribe subttantially laiger than the others is

withdrawing in October, and will become a prime sponsor.)

Since its inception in 1974, EWIC has worked to create a strong cooperative

relationships among the tribes, which affects many areas of pan-tribal devel-

opment. The Consortium Board of Directors does not allocate funds to ead

tribe based on the DOL fact sheet, but rather through a cooperative process

determines the allocation based on the qeed of each.tribe compared to other

member activities. Each tribe-has a CETA repreSentative on-site who does

outreach, intake, placement, etc., and who acts as a liaison with the Tribal

Council. EWIC also has a research director who works with the Board of

Directors and individual tribal planners, seeking funds from other sources

of fundtng and linking CETA with ecoeomic development planning.

CETA planning starts.when DOL announces the CETA allocations. The EWIC

Board of Directors allocates funding as described above, and the PlIC Exe-

cutivelirector then meets with each Tribal Council for a planninglSession.

The CounCils.meet with their department heads and iribal tETA representa-

tive to define and prioritize their needs based on the EWIC allocation.

Every CETA Tttle planned for.is a concentrated effort to see where needs

match up and to link CETA to the OEDP planning Process, with the ultimate

goal of wo'rking trainees into permanent unsubsidized employment positions.

EWIC is beginning to emphasize both short- and long-term planning.and pro-

vides as much staff support as needed to each member tr'ibe. At Spokane,

after the Tribal Council sets priorities, the CETA representative interviews

prospective trainees and the Tribal Council does the hiring baied on staff

rêcommendation. CETA positions and trainee progress are tracked very

closely. Efforts.are constaMtly geared toward tying CETA training positions

into major tribal development efforts, such as agriculture, road construc-

tions, and mining. Many positions are utilized at the job site, and.the

tribe has tried to link'its two'manpower programs, CETA and Indian Action

62.
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Team, as much a possible. especially with IATstipends and supportive

services. CET lso links up with other departments to provide supportive

services as neces ary.

k

Spokane received a $105,982 FY 1977 NAESP grant for agricultural management

training and employment. This grant links CETA explicitly to the reservation's

top OEDP priority, agricultural development, which is currently funded by

EDAvand also the Bureau of Reclamation whith is providing $6.2 million for

an irrigation system. CETA trainees are being used,on the construction of

this irrigation system. This project is also linked to the BIA, the

tIndian Action Team Carpentry Program, the Tribal Learning Center, Washington

State University, and the Stevens County Extension Service.

Planning for the NAESP was.similar to the normal planning process. In this

case the EWIC Research Director met with each Tribal Council and explained
,

the program, then met with department managees (line Giefs)', discussing what

could be ane and how it'would benefit total tribe efforts. Idea's were
.

brought to-the Tribal Council and prioritized. Agriculture was a natural

for Spokane since their agricultural project had been a priority for so

long. .The EWIC Research Director 1114 with the Tribal Council, the Tribal

Planner, the CETA representative and the Farm Directoryand subsequently Wrote

the narrative for NAESP.

Another exemplary program characteristic is an effort to develop in-house

capability for demographic analysis. Spokane recently gave EWIC a CETA

trainee to.be .used cooperatively in developing updated demographic statistics

for u.se in program planning, proposals and as a basis for more accurate

funding. Given the relatively simplistic method now used by the BIA to

determine population and unemploymeht, the tribe expects this information

to provide a more detailed analysis of skills, needs and a more exact state-

': ment.of the unemployed:
3

Spokane thus has several 'exemplary program characteristics which are reflected

in the strong linkages between CETA and economic development efforts. The4

, existence of a full..time, paioltfive-member-Tribal Council who are professional

and have a.strong sense of directiq"nables the tribe to.pursue a consistent
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path of tribal,development. Continuity of lead staff in both CETA and EDA

project areas has fostered and facilitated the development of linkages and a

progressive planning structure, both for the tribe and for the consortium.

The position of the research director is particularly helpful for the

provision of technical assistance in proposal writing, grantsmanship and

tribal economic development. The existence of a staff statisticidn will

enable more complete and accurate manpower planning to occur. This is

particularly important.since most funding is based on inaccurate and under-

estimated population and employment data, often from the previous census

year.
N%

Replicability Poteritial

A planning structure which includes a Research Director can be replicated

by a consortium bf any size or a larger tribe Prime Sporisor and ii particularly

effecttve in special program response, such as NAESP, and for general support

as well. This type of position creates a specific link betweenTETA and

economic development planninT. The position of a CETA statistician, useful

for both CETA.and EDA-funded planning as weil as overall tribal development,

is also replicable by a consortium and a mid-to-large sized Tribe Prime

Sponsor.

.
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Tribe:

Prime Sponsor:

Pbpulation:

Land Base:

Fort Peck Reservation (Assiniboine and Sioux'

Tribal Executive Board

8,000 Enrollees, most of whom live on reservation
(600 other Indian people on reservation also)

Originally
Presently in Reservation Boundaries
Non-Indian'owned -r55.6%
Individually Indian owned--27.1%
Tribal government-owned--17.3%
Government-owned

fr
2,094,144 acres
2,093,124
1,162,733

567,320
362,309 " "

762

II Is

II 11

Trust lands were indicated by BIA to be divided in use as.follows:

Used by Indians 380,881,acres
Used by Non-Indians .

. 563,568
Idle 8,733 " "

Governance Structure: 15-member Tribal ExecUtive Board, elected biennially,
with Chairman, Vice-Chairman and sergeant-at-Arms
elected at large.

Geographic Region: VIII

Fort Peck is Loóted.in northeastern Montana, off the main lines of transcon-

tinental commercial and tourist travel. Elevations range from 1,900 to 3,100

feet. There are large reserves of low-sulphur lignite, and oil and gas pro-

duction from both trust.and alienated lands.

Use pafterns for trust.land are 649,850 acres in grazing, 12,600 acres in

timber, 274,166 acres of dry farming (small grains), 9,882 acres under

irrigation (from a BOR project utilizing Fort Peck Reservoir on the Missouri

River), 2,175 acres 'irrigated from private systems and 5,109 acres in non-

-agricultural uses.

p.

Exemplary Elements

Three integers--CETA training, community d i trial development efforts,

and conservation of land, Water and mJnerals--focus on two goals at Fo'rt

.Peck: (1) maximum develorpment of human resources and (2) husbanding reser-

vation assets as bases for future development.

Ine mechanisms,are (a) intensive planning coordinated at policy, management

and participant levels, (b) making maximum use of funding rese'rvojrs, (c)

utnizing coMbinations of the two tribes' elder statesmen, (d) hiring out-

/ .



side management when that is deemed expedient, and (e) recruiting younger

tribal members who have gained experience, education and training On or

off the reservation.

Innovation, experimentation, improvisation and new ideas are encouraged.

Meetings of the several coordinative planning bodies are frequent and.

functional. Tribal Council members combine with business di.recto# and
P

department heads to form planning components, all contributing to a process

which may be described as management by objective. k

Results of such processes and collaboration are evident in the trio of

plants in the industrial park, in the number and diversity of Indian

entrepreneurial businesses, and in the securing of six Native Aican

01
Economic Stimulus Program grants. The ESP grants are for Native American

.

0
Apprenticeship Outreach, Domestic Fuel Deimlopment, Emergency Vehicle

Operation, Industrial Park Management, Vietnam Veterans Training, and

paramedical/Health Training, totalling $1,035,022.

CLTA Program

4
The CETA Employability Team, which includes the CETA Director, the CETA

Program Coordinator and the chief of the Management Information System

Office, is at the heart of thenpower complex, which is called the

Reservation Department of Labor, since in addition to including top manage-

ment of the component, its members provide the daily"and formalized weekly

linkages with other.economic development segments of the reservation. CETAr%

eligibles are estimated at 4,916, some 34% of whom are in the 22-45 Age

11 bracket and 25% over 45.

The Reservation Department of Labor, which operates as a unit of the Fort

Peck Te4bal Executive Board, coordinates with the four Economic Planning

entities (the Executive Board itself; the Board's, Program Committee; the

Planning Center (composed.of administrators of BIA, IHS, ONAP, EDA, HUD,

CETA, commercial ventures, houSing and Chairmen of five Executive Board

committees] and the Planning Commissioh).

Sh.
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The OEDP includes an explanation of interrelationships of the planning

entities:

The Tribal Executive Board and the Planning Commission have line
authority over the activities of the Planning Center. The Planning
'Commission operates under planning authority of the Fort Peck Tribal
Executive Board and is composed of the six-member Tribal Programs
Committee. The Planning Commission relates as an equal and coordinates
with other Planning Commissions (State, County, and City.)

The Tribal Executive Board and Ptanning Commission have line authority
over the activities of the Planning Center. The Tribal Executive
Board delegates only planning authority in the Planning Commission,
while retaining all other powers. The'Planning Commission is viewed
asCclearinghousen for coordinating all planning on trust lands.

1

The Reservation Department of Labor, in addition to intensive intake,

counseling, coaching, career counseling, employment counseling, college

counseling, career guidanFe, orientation, job development, related supportive

services'and removal of artificial employment barriers--imposing tasks them-

selves--also:

Coordinates with the Tribal Aesources Training Center (funded by the

Civil Service Commission), with.the Bureau of Youth Services .(LEAA-funded),

the Department of Intergovernmental Affairs and Service (CSC), Summer Youth

Recreation Programming (C5A), and the Northeastern Montana Department of

.CommunityAffairs,(Title I CETA subgrantee);

11, *Operate& on Fort Peck Reservation and non-reservation areas ot Daniels,

Roosevelt, Sheridan and Valley Counties;

Assists in planning, job analysis, job restructuring, family planning

services, classroom training, OJT planning, and establishment of reservation-

wide personnel system with the Tribal. Resources TrainVnT Center;
At

Works with the Fort Peck Planning District on related socio-economic

planning, with the Frazer Town Council on socio-economic planning, with the

FAlt Peck Tribal Law and Court Systems on program planning, establgng 4
A .4 to

various technical services, assisting in operating a series of tri al media

projects, including the Wolanin tribal newspaper, and planning bilingual,

bIcultural programs;



Works with the Fort Peck Tribal Health Department in providing rehabil-

itative slots in the alcohollism and drug program;

'o Assists in operation of training in building trades, using HIP 4nd

winterization program with the Fort Peck Housing Authority;

Assists the Tribal Chairman and Council committees in special purpose

programs, in technical aspects of P1 93-638 contracts, and in other planning

with the Planning Commission and in special cleanups and maintenance of

publ ic_ grounds;

Develops nutrition and health programs, youth tutoring programs, employ-

ability analysiS and counseling, testing of enrollees, technical training and

program services and related staff development in inter-agency resource

allocation and utili ation, development of the local Native American Talent

Bank, and coordinate the Day Care prolgram for the reservation;'

Implements in-service training for paraprofessional staffs on career

development as specified in the reservatidh's CETA personnel policies and

merit system and affinmative action plan;

.41 Also manages'other funded programs as component operations assigned to

the Tribal Council or by special requests of the grantors.

Summation

The ,picture at fort Peck is of a committed, able and fully occupied CETA

staff which is fully integrated into development of the reservation and its

people by the process of involvemenl in every major Sdministrat e move.

Major focus at he reservation is-expansion of productive capacity and out,

put through pproved use of land, labor, capital and technology by deliberate

calliboration.between CETA, tribal governthent and, where possible., with the.

private-sector.

l
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Tribe: Passamaquoddy

Prime Sponsor: Trital Governors, Inc.

Population: 510, Pleasant Point '

382, Indian Township

Consortium Population; Approximately 4,000.

Land Base: Original Reservation Size--N.A.

Trib,i1 Land " 23,100 acres

Leased Land: .sr,noo acres

Currently suing the State of. Maine to recover
Approximately 1,000,000 acressof land '

Geographic Region

Program,Element: CETA fiscal and Enrollment Documekts

Description of Exemplary Characteristics

Tribal Governors, Inc. (TGI), is a consortium of the three Maine Indian

reservations and two Indian associations. -TGI has seven ser\fice delivery

units (including one at each reservation) which are responsible for intake,

counseling, monitoring, etc. at the local level. The planning and policy

body of TGI is comprised of the governors'of the five reservations and

Indian associations; this board assumes a very active role in CETA planning

and program integration. Thd board meets at least monthly, and meetings are

attended by CAP directors, the acting director for TGI, program heads,

plannees and community members. TGI has board meetings and local community

meetings when policy must be decided for projects'and programs not falling - -

within a regular schedule, such as NAESP. The CETA director does a fairly -

of,

extensive analysis of local and statewiae labor market and economic conditions

and trends, and meets with reservation program heads, planners and the tribal
,

governors.to determine tribal needs Sand peiorities. Through this process a
4%

CETA,plan i devised.and submitted to the community at the board meeting.

,TbI has Several insttlients initiated at the request of the governors to ;

t,

.asist ln their planning, both locally and for the entire consortium. Theie
.

41Utruments pre ilsed.to track CETA financially and programmatjcally and are 77-'

, used by the lOcal CETA staff,"the.gArnors and the Tribal Councils. . They

14%

%.
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also make the CETA program more understandable to program heads who may use

CETA&. CETA staff aria governors of each reservation commented on the value of

these instruments for monitoring and planning purposes, as well as for

signaling the time to push trainees for placement either in permanent

unsubsidized employment or in other government funded staff positions.

One document, the CETA fiscal report, is published weekly and lists infor-

mation for each tribe or organization. Details include the amount spent that

week, weeks remaining in the fiscal year, and. a listing by program (with

the purpose of eacirvrogram outlined) of the original amount of funds avail-

able, the persons how\on the program, and the total amount of funds expended

to date.

4.

\Quarterly reports are produced for each program area (such as Title III, 303),

) showing the number of trainees, planned and cumulative for each program area

(classroom training, work experience, OJT, etc.), the number of terminations,

and supportive services provided.

Replicability Potential

The fiscal and enrollment documents provide .current information on the CETA.

program. which enables the local service delivery unit, CETA staff and tribal

leaders to monitor the CETA pr'ogramiand engage in planning for both budgeting

and placement on a.weekly or quarterly basis rather.than just annually.

* These documents also assist the governors in planning for the entire consor-

tium and asSist the CETA diretor of TGI in-his overal) monitoring and

planning of fhe CETA programs: These types of instruments could be used by

a local Prime Sponsor or a consortium to as.sist in,the maintenance o.f an '

op-g0 oing.program.

s
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ro.

Tribe:

Prime Sponsor:

Population:

Population Service
Area for ITCM:

Land Base:

Tribal Land:

Allotted Land:

Geographic Region:

Program.Elements:

41.4,

Hannatville (potawatomi)

Inter-Tribal-Council of Michigan, Inc. (ITtM)

232

Approximately 2,000

The Potawatomis are not originally from Michigan
and are awaiting a land claims settlement

3,400 Acres

300 atres

V

Consortium planning process and program coordination,
centralized fund accounting system

4,
Description of Exemplary Characteristics

Inter-Tribal Council of Michigan, Inc. (ITCM) is the administrative unit of

the four federally-recognized Indian reservations in Michigan. Because the

tribes are small with very limited economic and land resources, the intent of

organtzing ITCM was to have most reservation activities anti programs combined

under one central office. The Departments of the Interior (BIA/IAT), Energy,

and the Community.Services Administration funnel grant money to ITCM through

the Michigan Commu 'ty Action Association. State and federal Department of

Labor funds go direct to ITCM. ITCM is also the recipient of EDA's

planning grant; EDA and UD project ffionies.go directly to the tribes.

The cotordinatNe. activities X. ITCM pravide the CETA program with support

--frOwBrA:taining and Employment. Assistance, an Indian Action Team, the
. "

ITCM SociO.Services Program (heli, food and nutrition,-!ietc.); and EDA-
.

funded planning. All activ4tiis, and Rrorams are'-thqs :Combined under one
" ,

centrol Office., . rA

4 I
4* .

°. 4 ..q.he Man1ower4ecialiit (MA. Director) is' responsible )foiN all CETA progi-am
I

,

activitia. The,Board'of,Directors fi responsible.fof.setting program'

policy The iMember board.is.comppied of(7fourirriba,1 .atinci'l members and

thelObarthairperSon from each oftfre'-;tmir,*ervations. Wh'en-ap" a,1107 .

Nation is maci4, the Manpower Specfalist.m4itshwilh each Tribal chairman to :
S .
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discuss needs and set up priorities and projects. Each reservation Tribal

Council has a meeting before the full board meeting, which is held two to

th'iTe weeks after the allocations are announced, wherein each tribe

determines its priorities; tribal representatives then convey their recom-

mendations to the full board. In the interim, the Manpower Specialist

formulates alternative overall and title-related activirp,plans.iThe full

board meeting is the forum where each reservation's priorities and alter-

native plans are considered and an overall plan decided upon and finalized..

There are four work-site coordinators, one for each reservation. The

coordinator monitors work sites, logs trainee activities and does time

sheets. ITCM handles all fiscal management. The coordinator works closely

with all program directors, both to monitor trainees and to identify and

develop work opportunities. ITCM CETA staff visits all the reservations

frequently, providing on-site technical assistance and supervision as needed.

The ITCM Manpower Specialist subMitsan overall evaltiation of pach CETA

program to the Board of Directors every three months. The ITCM work exper-

ience coordinator does the inta.04a all clerical work for the trainees

selected by the tribes.

On the reservation, the Tribal Council determines priorities for project

and job positions. Department heads and members ofthe Tribal Council

participate in the actual selection ot trainees. An effbrt is made to place

those with the greatest need, given tribal priorikles. Due to general low-
.

level economic bases and lismired resources, priorities are to establish

training positions for potentially se4f-supportim enterprises.
4 w.

''

The CETA planning and allocation .process seems to work to the satisfaction of

all.involved. I.TCM staff spends a lot' of time in the field and additionally

offers the advantage of cOordinating reSourcesIthrough väriou programs to
.

support CETA trainees. :The kanpower Specialist and bireetor of Social
..

Services at ITCM1mirk.together to a§sis.t the tribes With preparation%of

e * bfdgets forLtheir.proposIls. Ylanning in -apll prOgram areas is facilitated
.

,
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by the informal links among.tribal members. 'The CETA Directly has been with

the program forlipur years; his accounting background has been particularly
44

helpful, both in assisting the tribes to prepare other proposals and in

understdndin4 the fiscal intricacies of the CETA program.'

ITCM has a centralized fund accounting system with a federally-approved

indirect cost rate (of 21%) allowing for good internal program coordination

\atpci management, alleviating the complaint many tribes have concerning the

necess-ity to have separate program accounting dnd reporting to meet the

requirements of various federal agencies. This system,-while complex, gives

ITCM much more flexibility. ITCM has already :illustrated the use of the

system to other prime sponsor and other agencies.

Replicability Potential

This process can be replicated by other consortia wt serve a flnumber of,

small and administratively/economically resource-liMited reservations and-who

administer other programs, along with CETA, which can'provide supportive

social services and planning capabilities. The internal.structure of IJCM,

both by department,and by its centralized fund accounting system, leads

to a high level of coordination and Maximizatibn of resources within ITCM

and at the reserVation. Such structure, complemented by the fiscal back-.-

ground and experience of the Manpower Specialit, permits 0 colitinuou

and varied level of technical assistance to be rendered to the*ibes.
4

The centralized fund accoUnting system could be replicated by any'prime

sponsor, whether a tribe Or a consortium of tribes. In fact, many oler
%.A

Agencies and prime sponsors have sought assistance from ITCM in setting up

such a system, which illustrates the potential of prime sponsbrs to provide

peer groUp-training in areas of proven experience.

1 I.
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'.Alaska Native ComMUnity:. Craig.

Prime'SponSbr;,;iii.,,..: Central Council of the Tlingit an0 Haida (CCTH)
.

. Southeast Region,

..:-

_... .

. .:. .

Topulation: -*';- Craig - 260 s
.. . Service Population for CCTH - 15,389

.1:.

. landmease: .

_

4101t

. Under Alaska Natiy*Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA
the Regional For-Alrofit Corporation, Sealaska
receive over 200,000-acres; each Native commu ty,'

.through'its for-profit village corporation, 11

rece,ive 2.3,-040.acres of land:(of which 1,2
acres-is to be transferred to the munittality
for general usage). Despite settlement-In:1971,
'most land has,yef to be conveyed. Cash payments for
lands not returned have also been conveyed to the
regional and village for-profit corporations. The
regions have established non-profit corporations u

to handle humah resourte activities. These regional CA
non-profit corporations are eligible'eeciPient\of
government funding. At the,community level, the sio

, IRS Council it the designated EDA/BIA target or0n-
Azation for Native%American program fundihg. -

.

eographie Region: X
1 .

. PrograM Elements: Prime r Planning-Session.for community organ-*,
tz nkages with companion-non-profit,corpo- -

ra departMents; NAESMOnd4I planningrand
. 0

project a ministration for paramedical training.

. .

,
Descripti of Exemplary Characteristtcs .r

...

I -The non-profit Southeast Regional Central Council 'Of- the Tlingit and Haisla
.

. ..

. (CCTH) and other separately i ncorporated but cooperative non-profit.bodies
. ,.

.

. : _ serve the soci,a1 needs of pe region's fiftepn.rural commuOties and. five
.. .

'urban Native.coMmunitiesj The population of mnt the,pural comunities- 44-
.

t -.1s predomjnantly Native Alaskan. CCTHI.S:manpowe elision admipisteg,thé

tETA prograrii; the-Division ofIcOnoniic and SoC'ialDevelopment .(pE6Tis4ther

retiOfent of EDA's-iylanning.grmptNfor Ihe Southeast .iteg19nandthe
4

'east Agency priMarily adalnisters.BIA Contracts for the regi.on4 communities.,_

The Tlingit and Haida Regional Hoilsjng Authority (HA), the Southeast-Alaska
.

,
:' . ',4,-

.

.

..
4 Regjonal Health*COrporafifn -'6EARHC), and,the.Tlingit'apd Haida Ejihiries

..

1 ,

*

s.
Developftnt COrporation:lare separate4 incorpo'rated t1L4 closely lif,!ked to.

_

"CCTH,lespecially-in thguir utilization of eETA,frthe lattec tWo eorpc4itiqps' Y

1 U, 4

are administering theee .NAE-0 grantst, '
P

. ' 1 '
.

. . ,e;'7°Z .
., .. .. 4) %

,
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1'

The village Of Craig Illustrates the diyiCulties of planning and linking
.

CETA to economic development. Villages are acces44,16le bnly by air or t/ water,.

and access is uncerFain duringwinter Monfths. Emp)oyment is very seasonal;

-most villages are small,.isolated, and lacking in .ipost community infra-
,

struCture or Potential training siteS.'In spostsvillages, the administratiVe,
H

mdnagerial and financial expertise required to link for-profit (land-based)

d non-yr:ofit (governalent-fünded) resources and'Undertake economic develop-

t is -in short sully,especially, for cominunities until recently dominated

by a subsistencemode of lifeStyle.- \
In spite of these constraints and conflicts,1CCTH has developed and is .

continually reTining an outreach and community participatory approach to
4 P

servicing tWenty geoqraphically dispersed communities,.both prough

mentAf tra:ineesdirectly in communities and through allocatibn-of,klots to

other CUR departments and affiliated non-profit corporations. 1

4.

,
Local community,participation in CETA planning is asjollows: CCTH uses thef

administrative portion of-the CETA affocation every time there is a grant .

award to invi.te community-based or4nization representatives to cane to .

. ....Juneau for a,two-day,orientafiq,and planning workshop session. Representa-

tives include members of Tltngit andl-laide tommaity Councils, IRA Councils,

AlAska Native Brotherhoods and Sisterhoods, other loeal organiiations, and
.

mayort. CCTR staff lead discug'sillon groupscovering atsigned topics; alter-

,

native Oroject and fundling parameters are presen ed &nd the'community repre-

. .t-ietltatives finalize tOlir.pkogram activities d prio.r.ities after they Aturnet
, .

"to their c mmuntties. Some V
ave--diffitulty' putting their dtA4.

oe' 0

phOosal-s (actually a workplan) togetheif after a workshop seision:, So CCTH.

.

,

' ,sends outprodPam s4;taff'ito assist them. COT staff used OEDPs to aid.in.-

.their localplaming efforts, Whenin the communities, they, meeit with -

variovslocal groups,'assess their needs' and try to Coadinate heeds and.
.0%prolgram efforts. .4

..
.

........ .

. .

...

.unimanpoweistaff apprises other departments and dgenciessof CETA Talloca- ..
. ,

tions'dind4specialWograMs, such as NAESP. 10E support of these agencies
.

. .

.
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.401%

I

t
. permits outreach, liaison, and development of.,,,locold tawity in the areas

, 4
planning, health care, hwsing, and future -fisterius and tittiber-relA,ted

acti v Nies. s

1

0 4. It '
,

, .. .,,. . ,.. , ..
,

.

--- In FY 1977, Phase I of thiiV4artment of EcOnOliiic and:SpaaliDexelopmeiit's4 ,,----, r rr

(DESD) operatiot consisted of a field operatt4ns Manager and' 4 research. -#

. .

. - #1- ,.. i
,

assistant, worki with Nerve Native community advocates, . The staff

recruited, organized and trained the cimmunity advoeat to wock in ek ach7.
.

q4.4

community as a' link between the communities'and DESD. Affer thpir training
.../k

vphase, advocates were responsible for gathering da.fa and Working withttie

community on Vocal analisis, planning, Wlementation and delivery of ,

services. Most of the colnpunity advocates were funded by CCTH' s CETA -Titie

VI program, .and some were funded by ACTION. Oth'r program ftinding support ,
for this phase came from ANA and DJA. ,

s --.4k . ..

Phase II was. handled ,bY DESD's EDA-funded, planning direor; whoprovided-
4 . 4

.

on-3ite technical assistance to Native communities, yrimaHly instruction
.. . -

in basicplanning stages and the pneparation of OM's. She alSo.ilegan tO

work with Nacive communities; in urban areas .(where Natives are, 'a iiviriorityt

'population) to set up Native planning cgmmittees to adVoc4ate feor recolini-
, - e

tion,of Native needs.

...0') : : ,

The limited DESD planning staff and the isolation.and.large number'of

comimmities to service has made the Neld Operations Component (cdmmunity ohi. If

. advocates) essential for maintaining a link b een BESD and the communAties,ro
The 'Vanning director goes into, the field tb m nifor activities 4rid stimul'afe.

7 pr,pgram integration at the local level': DESD iS.,trying .ta direct(eardina-

tive -efforts through the IRA *Council ; st;ccegvaries loCall'Sf dna. is. 41,4 ..' 1 .

strongly dePendent on leadership and fhe "local (DEDP 'process. The DEDP

committee is the focal point,for :tying all prO0ams 6gethers th'rou4gh

0,

#

`lepresentation of various groups on the OEI1P comaittee. "'This is
.

ally

true as EnA-funded -planning for Neive communities in Alaskatiffprs from

- Y fliat which Occurs on reserVatfong wher'e tfle "unit of local govertent" is
,

. .
. ii. 4

4" the trtbe; in*Alaska.no4Nat1ves live in Native communities and are.Often
7

directly
,-»

associated with Native econqiiiic development efforts. Thu!, DEDS's

.

76.
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.

assistance to a Native Alaska communIty includes planning for the community
as a whole, linking the IRA Council, 'the Chapters of- the Alaska Native
Brotherhood a.nd Sisterhood, the Ilingit and I-Jaida Council., the health
counc Is, the Johns.on-O' Ma l ley Counci 1 , the vi l age for-profit corporations,
and the municipal government.

From the perspective of DESD; many loCal people have been trained and are
in place on community OEDP committees. Staff will put future emphasis on
analysis of local development issfs, strategies for development, grantsman-'
ship, etc. In the coming fisca year, communities can decide whether they
404ant a field person, or wish instead-to tie directly into a training program
to, be implemented OS/ DESD. Ta program7; being 'developed with .the State

. 'of AlaSka and will hook into CETA Title III for (1"-Yaining.funds. Another.
thrus" t of DESD will be to .4tkUd tip orgaDizing and training capacities and
l ink into other agencies jtiore -effectively.. 9.

..
. The,succeSs Of this-approach was visible in Craig during the past-year. °

. .Supervi'sed by the.,president of the IRA Council,. Graig's community advocate .
-.. ..

....
- was a'very dynamic persou who was gxceptionally good in her role 'as.liaisOn . .-

I - e . t. ' :
s

,, t ..

i betweezi 'the municipal.ity an&thd Native.community. As an OEDP comittee'.
she was instrumental- in the. preparation of the.OEDP;

.**1 ,, . .

The 'Southeat Alaska RegiAval Flealt\Corporation ikEARHC), had1l8 CETA:-.
_

. - 4 ? ti 1. ,\NpOsitions; nine were used for trainees J.in accoutitTng, clerjcal/tyr)ing artkas, `v., .. . . ,- ..:" liealp-data arialys. s, and techntcians; nine o.thec's.seryed asbptred.ch workto :' 1-4 '
,

.

. t - i n seven c oMmun i t ',es , provi.d img btsic Medica5 cate to rt.m6te areas. !Many.
_ 9... , .. . 4.

1 . *N..

S.

. .

. iof the local trainees were .ablie to var.ade their stil.ls' in emer ency4nedical ,,a. .
.

4

. ., *,t9.tratning and a4coholco.-un's.eling through NAES11.. EAIIIIC is be ihning a., . . ..,..;-i
qlannjng &fort arld'hars' usq.cf bEpl34. for health planning and prepa aelon a its .

.
I 4"

t I .8
8 4 i . .1 4:',81. - 1 1. : ESP proposal. . . .

%
..,. 4 . .

c "I * ..
. . *e... q . 4 .

.
me Tlingit-a:ndHaida aegional Housing Authprie (HA). has used C tr nee* .. . ..c , .

-
lo'r a long time- in liarious areas. HA has utilfied GETA for staff r inin,g .

.
P

o 4 ,7

and many trainees have assumed permanent pos.i.tioils.; in Many cases. the usefull- -,
. ..

_
.

, ness Qf tbeCETA trainees) demonstrated'. the need 4or a 'permanent posi ti on;

%. .
1

4.
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with increased funding being provided byliUD once the position was established.
4.*

Permanent placements include two ,clerk/typist traind6 who shave moved up to

posVtion aS a housing counselor and as a Section 8 rental assistant. Many
s,

--, ,

of.th,e HA's housing'ProjeCts haveSCETA trainees proividing management and
, .

..

(

waintepance, which is.theonlz way the HA can providb% essential services.

t CCTH Ws reserved several CEiA posit)ons for the HA to use as on-site manag-'41.

,-*. ment and'maintenance'staff.for the HA's elderly houS1ng.projects.(105 units
O . 4

to in several different'communities). The UA uses many Native

Alaskans:duri construction'orprojects.and has used CETA...trainees under
... ,

the force.actount rehabilitation project. KeUhikan, one of the urban
. . , ,

.

communities: has a CEfA construction-crew working, uhder the B1A Housing ,., ".. 4 ,
Improvement Pregram (IiIPnd the CSA weatherization program.

.-. ,.'.

It*

IX1-11 applied fur and recelved four-NAESP splkants. The proposal awarded in

. Round,1 for paramedical training was p'ePared'by SEARHC Upon notification

. of NAESP by. the -EPA dTh.ector. SEARHC providesilirect services to 15 rural

, villages under contra to IHtirough community health'ai s, many o'f them.
1 N .

funde'. through CETA. Through this cOntract,.SEARHC had id ntffied in
*

. extrem need far ritore set-I./ices and upgraded training in rural areas. During

fr

an intengive two-day planning session, the'president,' executive director,

4

t.

fijrd coordlnator for: ;the Heal4 Aide Program, the EMS coordinator and the

coordinator worked on retommendatibns for each program area. RecoMmen-

dations; and workylp4-wei-e compild and refined and a rirrXive written.

AS the.program.got. under way, tra.in'ilag.was monitored and adApted to fit

as not deirly identtfied dui-ing the initfai planning process.

' qANIC has:a newsletter whiQh, detaifs service delivery aneother agency
;iv

;(iAtti-vitte*S00 levaLitems relati NAESP wete excellent for dissem-
,

.

iRatirig:i.nfermartlai 4,11.0ut the paramedical grant,"Iv

. I,
At

All 40

'The 'three,Round 1I.NAESP Oropafals were prepared by the tETA,director. The

fasheriet and mber projects were long-standing and well-define.d. needs. The

CETAAirector met with staff of Sdalasla to structure the timber program;

.4 t ' 's

After the fishgries prpposal was wnitten, the.CETA director consulted wit)]

. I 4.

4.
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,the Central Counci Di r of Fisheries and Timber who agi-eed to do the,.'l
training. for both pro& . Tourism has also been identified as a dev p-

ment potmiktial r b village and regional corpOrkiions, thus the ra ionale

for a hotel/motel trainIng program to be attended by trainees from villages

which haveunder'construttion or are planning a hotel/motgl project.

d'S

"Veplitabtlity Potattial
S.

There are s.everal elements. of the CCTH program which can be replicated by
.

othipr'Alas.ta-NAive non-profit regionalrorporations, and by other-consVia
674

tspme case6. 'The initial two-day CF.TAplanning and training session. Mr.
t .

- 1 piitAram iallyadministratdrs arl potential user organizations is espec.0A*4
,

4
...gopd -or oonsoreium prime sponsors having a very geographically dispersed,_.

(4, se ice4a 'omprised of many sm'cIll vifTages.
, t.

,

Xl4ska N tiv commUrriti s are unique in that non-proftt socipl services
...-

elq(ery is the funct f/Ron of one type of organization.4,44m0.non-prdfit corp-
, ,-

orati6n and.village IRA Councils), ald for-profit economic develiopment
,.

..I. ventures are the function of another (regional and village foneprofit corpr

orations). There is thus no Ohe tribal dr Native organization able to un4er-

-a, .,....eoke directly integrated ocial and economic activities: CCTH's support tb..
. -7-

: and interaction with companion agencies is an exemplary linkage when CETA is

utilized to fund anA train local community members as outreach worke s and-

liaisons to regional offices, especially ftr econotnic development plajnning

and health. In this manner,,CETA'assists in the development of both social',

and 'economic development infrastructuresat the local level.

NIMsNAESPIAmmingandprogrmfollow-upproce5.for the.Round I para-.

mediCal grant especially.is exemplary, and can be replicated by both AlasKa
. v.

Native andlAher consortiUm prime sponsors.

V.
4
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Tribe

Prime 5ponsor:1*

Population: .

Land Base:

-

-

Shoshone-Bannock Tribes1 Fort Hall

- Idaho Inter-Tribal Policy Board, Inc.

3,113

'Tribal Land--523,204 acres

Allotted Land--N.A., although amount is substantial

Geographic Region: .. X

Program Ely'rgents: - .-Manpower Planning Council, Planning and Project

,

"Linkages

Description of Exemplary Characteristics

. The Fort Hall aTA prOgram by and arge operates independently of the prime

sponsor. The tribes are attempting to obtain prime sponsorship status for

their CETkprogram. The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes, Inc. reorganized their

management structure in 1975. Currently, the Fort Hall Business Council--

seven members,selectO from ttie five reservation dfStricts--is assisted by

three tribal employees (the economic planner, the contracting officer, and

the financial manager). These three men also serve as technical resources

to the directorsof the.tribal departments and programs of law and order,

education, health and welfare,,land use, Indian Action Team', CETA (emploYmenlip

and training) and credit,-Organizationally, the structure is divided into

human resources; natural -resources, and economic development. The tribal

enterprises of agriculture, the Smoke Shop, and the reipntly-completed

trading post are rumby .seagers who also are supported by the "technical

resource team." The contracts officer serves as the granstman for the

tribes' department directors. As.such, he Assists the departments of e

cation, health and welfare, and law and order. (He is a,resource to 9TA .1.

if and when the need arises...)

The CETA director is supported y two outreach worker/job developers, a

statistician, a youth coord.init r and a secretary. A planning committee

vade up of,the CETA director, BIA emplOment assistance officer, director

of the manpower planning Indian Action Teem, and the education directdr

assuMe's the Major manpower planning and placement functions of.the.program.

. TheHmanpower planning committe6 meets wrkly to discuss staffing requests

submittedbytr:ibaldepartmltsandenterprises.After a posttion is.

ie-46
identified and-vertfied by the commiltee, a two-week annpuncement period is..
:.. \...: . I
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provided for eligible persons to apply. The committee then screens and makes

the final selection decision. (This process'differs from the normal tribal

procedure, which has the Tribal .Council making all final selections.)

The coninittee's modus operandi is exemplary in that it concerns itself with

long-term employment issues, such as the need to provide PSE slots to tribal

./1 enterprises when they become operative, and the need to support tribal depart-

ments as their assume more service responsibilities. The committee deals with

issues that concern BIA employment assistance and the Indian Action Team as

well as CETA. The staff of these three programs worqc together beyond the

confines of the committee. The close working relationships have provided

an excellent opportunity for integrated manpower development.

An additional planning resource is provided throu0 the meetings, held"at

least quarterly, of the Fort Hall Planoing Council, the local planning bady

for Idaho Inter-Tribal Policy Board, Inc. Council members jnclude the CETA

, Director, the BIA employment assistance director, the education-planner, the
-/

Tribal Chairman (or Tribal Council member), the tribal education committee

chJirperson, the econ mic development planner, and the financial mana.ger:

CETA is vital to the expansion and consolidation of the Shoshone-Bannock

Tribes, Inc. institutional Structyre, and has been particularly important to-

tribal law enforcement andhealth and welfare. CETA is also directly linkdd

to Fort.Hall's EDA-funded agriculture and livestock projects, a top tribal

'development priority. Aiarticularly.noteworthy example of program integnation

is seen in the.develoijment.of.fhe tribal and BIA-fundedmoke Shop apd trading

post..

The tradingyost (market, SmokatthLpik:retail outlet) is unique in that it

was constructed entirely by the Indian Aotion Team. i-he success-of-the Action. .

Team .is expected to-promote further tribally-baied construction effprts in the

futuee. CETA olasseOom training is proyided Indian Action Teurparticipants.

in GED,.blueprint reading, and general eonstruction techniques. CETA
,....

III and VI enrollees are programmed .for the tribal trading post..gumnercial
,

enterprise Once it becomes opertiie." :
. .., ., .
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Repl icabi i_ty Potential

;-
A manpower planning committee comprised of those involved in tribal training

and education, and oriented to liNking CETA to ongoing and future project

development planning--a foi'mal manpower planning process--i eplicable on a

mid-to-large-size reservation, which is fairly complex or anizati ally. This
kind of planning integration between CUM and economic develonment osters

integration in project funding and implementation, and maximize training
.. .i 4,

resources.
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Tribe: -

. . Prime Sponsor:.

.

I Oneida% Indian Tr*.Of Wis sin

_Oneida Tribal Council

PopOation: 2504 .
"

IandBase
.

,:* 500 acres allotted
-- 2,100 acres tribal

Geographic Region:
3 -

-PrQoiam Elemenf: Manpower Survey

. pgscription of Exemplary CharactpristiO

°
S.

The Oneida tribe of1Wisconsin is faded with a relar4ely small amount of'

tribal land,and is thus constrained from developing-economically. The

population and employment has been fluctuating, and there is no clear way

of maintaintng_an adequate data base without'information.
. .-7.

. , ., . S S. .,

The.tribe is attempting to set up a plan ing commissipn to hanale land use- '

issue to re.strict development where po and to promote the interests.

'of tribal members. Recent court decisions rounding the Oneida of New

Xork will serve to provide support to individuals and.tribal operations,
q

Due to the above, there was a need for an upgrading of the basic statistics.

and identification of the services needs of the tribal members. Accordingly,s

thq CETA program and the:tribal planning department i)repared a Community

-sur'vey tg be conducted throughout the reservation. The'survx project was

to be_administered by the planning departmeni and the result would be made.

available to all departments and.to-thetETA program to assist in.program

development!..4

The CETAsDireclor served On the OEDP comhittee and ilas therefore able to

incorpdrate thé..manpower planning élemerqs into bO6 the OEDP and'CETA

plans. The survey will be instrumental in assisting any-futilre.planning

or development activities. There are plans to upgrade the findings annually,. .

S.

Replicability

The instrumentv the process of development, survey techniques, analysis

techniques, results and uses should be replicable to a wide ripge of prime
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. sponsors concerned about dócuMintin.g p,911ation 9rowth and increased need

for services, skillsinventoi4y and manpower 'needs.
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Tribe:
.

Prime SPonsor.:

Population: "

Land Base:

Geographic Region:

Exemplary Elements:

OP /
IN

. s

-Nap Tribe 'of Arizona . ,

Papago Tribai:.Council

16,000. (estimated)

2,774,370 acres--Main
71,095 acres--San Xavier (allotted)

.10,409 atres--Gila Bend

IX

arto

;

v..

District Support Process, Participatory Ori ntatibn
Process; Inter-tribal CETA Advocacy

pescription _of ExemplarxCharacteristics

Th91 Papago CETA program received five NAESP grants whieh iiere.a testimony:to'
4

the innovat.ive and creative impetus behind the program. Beyond\NAESP., the

program had developed a number of importaht linkages with the Utversit 9f

Arizona, the loca14vocational technical institutes, ana the local prime

nsors.

As the field-trip report noted, Papago has a govern4e,structure similar to

other large reservations such as Pine Ridge and Rosebud, S uth Dakota, where .

local districts play a significant role in tribal' vernm t. One of the

majorillifficul6es faced by thesetreservations i e lack of employment

opportunities available,.and the constant nee for transportation to support .

any training efforts in'the mdjor service enter (Sells, Pine Ridge, Rosebud).

,The_gETA program developed a regional allocation process which provided

disti.icts with a certain 'level of Title VI finis and initiated a planning

process to assist in prdject development. lastly, a special regional resource

.developer was, signed to assist the disificts in mplementing their programs

and in Obtaining needed servAces or equipMent. This effort was CICed as

being instrumentaf in delivering jobs Ind resokirces in tne.ai-eas where they
. .

were needed mist.

.

Because .of the circumstances surrounding the,field trip, it/Was impossible to

adequately track.the planning process. If the`exemplary element is selected,

fdrther inquiries will be made.
. .

,

. `-.... -1 1010kt., :
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' Another.interesting'element of the Papago CETA program wasjhe planned develop-
.

ment of an orjentation process, which would better prepare CETA enrollees

for their training, or placement positions. Developed by the CETA Program

and the Tucsom Skill Center, the orientation program was meant to provide a

Vital service that is 'often lacking in TitIle III programs. The orientation

process would serve as a major diagnostic tool in assisting the program to

determine the hest.possible placement to a given enrollee, and it was hopee'

that the impact of the process would be to limit turnover-and promote the

best interests of the enrollees.

Ip selecting the orientation process as txeTliplary, the study team is promoting

asconcept that, at the time of the field visit, had not yet been in operation.

Should this' serve as one of the exemplary elements; the study team would be

in an p,xcellent position to document the developmental process..

The final element to be offered as exemplary is critical to the relationship

betweewurban and reservation programs: It-involved the organizing of an ad

hoc Indian CETA advocacy committee to lobb-y the local Title I prime sponsor

to provide services to Indians. The process'of advocacy is on-going and the

results are cumulative. SoMe of them included the organization of reser-.

vation and urban Indians into 'a group that,had a mutual purpose--to promote

the interests of Indians, the eventual hiring of an Indian counselor by the

Title I prime, and the provision of compatible services to Indians seektng

CETA assistanCe.

The, proeess undertaken to establish thp dialogue ietwerc reservatiop and

urban people should.be critical to DINAP in prdmoting the best intereaof

urban and aoli!tpation prime sponsors. .The link to the Title I prime sponsor
.

obtaining other'CETA fmnds.

Replitability Pbtential
//

4

is-also important because it promotes the goals of Title' III primes in

,r

-. 4

t

Large prime sponsors with dififrict level governdiental structures midht find

'the Papago clistritt planning proceiss helpftil to their-siiiiations. The orien-4.
o

1
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0

tation process would benefit all peimes; hoViever, repliCation. material

would have to be structured in.such a waias.to recognpe the staff limita-

tions of smaller tribes. The inter-tribal advocacy process would be belpfUl

to Consortium prime sponsors, reservations near urban areas, reservation§

with strong ties to.urbnn areas or urban CETA programs. Such a program coUld

go a )oq way ia promoting the shared.interests of reservation and-urban

people.
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Tribe:

'Prime Sponsor:

Pima-Maricopa of Salt Rivcr) Arizona

Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community

Population: 2,260 -

Land Base: 49,294 acres

Geographic Region:

7

IX //.

Program Element: // Integrated Planning Process

Descrieion of Exemplary Characteristics

Planning has become an increasingly -complex and-sophisticated undertaking

at Salt River, and ts an exemPlary planning process. Salt River has a joint

funding 'application process%and is the only joint funding Indian program .

Reflon_IX.

In 1970,the community had one grant'from 0E0 and one contract with BIA. In

1971 the General Develvment Plan, funded under HUD's 7G1 prOgram, was the

community's first"professional attempt at long-range planning. The Work wdt

performed main* by consultants, It is jimited by Salt River's current r

standards. Also daring that time the tribe hired its first planning director

and began a formal Budgeting System and Capital Improvement Budget. ,The .

tribe begaa extensive contracting'with BIA-in 1968 for operating programs

previously under control of BIA. When-PL 93-638 funding became avillable

the tribe quickly moved to secure funding under it. The tribe's computer-

ized fiscal accounting system his'made tliis transition relatively simple.

As its planning capability expanded the communtty desired to go beyond.,the

year-to-year appltication process, so in 1973-1974 they.began.to integrate

planning efforts and combiming peoposals into the Integrated Grant Appli-

cation format (IGA).. This process was refined in 1975, and in 1976 the

- planning and budget systems were integrated to tie together all program

activitip, including grants and contractt, into the Joint Funding Simpli-

Jjcation Act format. The tribe also receivedOMB approval,to establish Salt

' River as an 1A-95 cjearinghouse, and established the Office of Management and

Program Development (OMPD), funded by ONAP to control an'd monitor ihe total

planning effort.

L .- I ,
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The joint funding process-developed by Salt River waS'quite innovative.

First, the staff from each department went through the Federal Domestic

Assistance Catalogue, which provIded information on program eligibility, but

not the availability or likelihood of funding. (USDA has developed a

computerized print-out of their and other federal programs--FICIAP--which is,

seen to be useful and a good thing for other agencies to Ouplicate. United

Indian Planners has been brought ihto the rIDAP compdler system.) Each

department prepared plans for the functional areas under its Viltrol. Thw

were integrated into an overall doeument which was submitted to Region IX

FRC.. Representatives from theOlegioh IX FRC were invited to Salt River

to review the application and to reveal what money was available. Specific

project areas were developed, and the tribe held a three-day session to

present their program to the federal participants in the tGA/JFSA and secure

commitments for projectunding.

The.tribe received verbal commitments for,18.projects but in terms of actual.

programs only three were ultimately funded. Moreover the tribe.was required
1

to submit separate grant applications ahd could not rely on the IGA/JFSA

process.

The tribe is now questioning the joint funding process in terms of its results

vis-avis the regular application process. They also feel'the need to have

I more departmental tnteraction to eliMinate areas of overlap.and pePceive that

.the A-95 Clearinghouse review process.will help in this respect. It is ,.

agreed that even if the IGA/JFSA is drOpped the tribe will continue its

internal planning process.

Other Planning Activities

The tribe is trying to fund a spetial programs persor) through ONAP funding

who could respond to spectalized RFPs.
.

. /

.

!

i

Under IA' 701 planning funds the tribe is updating its General Development
k

1

1.Plan. The origirial plan wds completeciabout 1970. Most departments except
i

CETA are involved. The key.to the effdl-t is to integrate the yearly coordi- .

i

1

nated planning effort with the General Development flan.
,

1* . 4
.

1
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Benefit4 of ple,IGA/JFSVlannine Precess

Fosters an excel)ent internal planning process.that is comprehensive,

11m4edepartments,.and provides an overall direction for phe tribe.

Develops good contacts with agency people,Ancreases flow of infbr-
.

mation to the tribe. 4.

Promaes interchange of information and interaction among federal

agencies.'

Gives planners a better idea of community needs

Disadvantages of the IGA/JFSA Planning Proces

Time is spent preparing proposals without any'assurance of receiving
.

money.

There is a lack of coordination on the part of federal agencies, who

have different regulations, Oriorities, etc., and who require sepdrate

applications for individual projects.

o Those federal staff working on the tribal application and brought
.

together for tribal presentations were by and large not those in'a

position to allocate funding.

A number of key agencies.(e.g., EDA, pm) are-absent from the IGA/

JFSA process.

Replicability Potential
4

' The Salt River Reservaiion is relatively &hall and contains a middle-sized

population. However, Vie planning process developed on the reservation would

be beneficial to reservation's of all Sizes. The Salt River planning eftorts

demonstrated that it is .not necessary for a reservation government to be

wealthy or large to acbieve a high.level'of integration,
-,

%
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings and conclusions presented in this report represent the first

phase in a multi-phased research and demonstration effort committed to the

strengthening of linkages between the CETA programs and the economic

development planning and programming activities on India% reservations and

Native AmeriCan comminities throughout the United State. Thus, the recom7

mendations which follow constitute the first in a series of,policy end .

program based suggestions to the.Department of Labor and the Division of..

Indian and Native American Peograms for the improvement ofindian CETA

programs in general and the promotion of Indian economic development

through CETA in particular.'

We have ch-osen to present the recommendations in three parth. The first

includes those which deal with the broader policy implications of the study

including interdepartmental coordination and cooperation, advocacy for

Indian prime sponsors, and long-range promotion of reservation-based eco-

nomic development. The second series of recommendations are operational

in nature and focus on suggested imPrOvements the operation and addhis-...

traCion of the Indian CETA program. The final.series of recommendations'.

highlight the suggested activities that should constitute the second phase

of this overall .effort.

POLICY AND PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

The close working relationship-established betNeen DINAP and the Indian

Office of EDA to suppone.this research sliauld be fostered and extended..

Care should Ese taken to insure that D1NAP and EDA continue to share in-

formation and to work together on issues .;f mutual interest. A memoran-

dum ofunderstanding between the two agencies should be eseablished to

promote this relationship and to provide directions to reservation-based-

grantees to strengthen thlir own OETA/EDA economic developrent linkages.

q *e
4.
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4.

The working relationships established.between DrNAP and the agencies

which participated in the NAESP application lieview process should be

maintained. Since Indian CET4 programs have become involved with a wide

range of community' economic development activities through NAESP,'DINAP

staff and local prowam staffs veed to bacome more familiar with the

.\ wide array offederal programs Which are involved in Anding those

activities. Accorelingly, DINAP should engage'in information sharing

activities with other federal agencies that support Indian reservations

to apprise them*f,the CETA program and bo leUrn of the other Anded

.prograA3 which CETA funds can support.

4

The findings of Phase I suggest that there is indeed something unique

:ibout Title 1II..reservation prime sponsors'whiclkwarrants.a request to

Congress forl special waivera from the more onerous sections of the pro-
.

posed CE1W legislation. The fifteen weeks unemployment requirement of

Title VI should be amended to reflect the structural unemployment prob-

lems faced by Indian reservations and thetseasonal and part-time natuiv

of much-of the work available on reservations. SoMe way of extending

the training for OJT or classroom training similar to that provided

through NAESP should be requested to reflect the need of Toot resimations

to attain a skill base ami achieve community and econoMic infrastructures

that more closely mflect the non-reservation world.

4

DINAP should pwrsue its efforts.to encourage private investment op\reser-
.

vations. In doing so, it should coordinate with the Indian Industric4
#

Development Pvogram'ofEDA, which has had considerable experience in this

area.

Consideration sko4ld be gi.rn to the establishment of multi-year CETA

funding. The present system of year-to -year funding places.constraints

on any..long-term vcbordinated manpower planning. The NAESP exper'ehce

received high marks for, allowing an extended grant period. A nuLer of
the problerobserved during the study could be reduced if a multi-year

funding system were establishgd.
1 ,

.
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OPERAT I ONAL RECOMMENDAT I ONS .

DINAP should proMote establishmlent of,a nawsletter that incorporates the

information- .tiom DINAP bulletins, provides inYormation on region prime

sponsor .1-aganizations, reports on notable" Cf:TA prograrn activities, and

provides information on legislation or regulations to clarify, issues for

prime spod§ors. The rndian and Native American CETA Coalition hap begun

such an eff'ort but it requires support and cooperation froth DINAP,

.

DINAP central staff and prject offiaers should be briefed on the results

of Ph,the I. and be propid d materials to encd,le them to assist in the pro-
.

motion of economic deve lo1pme nt on reservations through CM.

A limited study should be made.of the NAESP ,process detailing the lessons

to be learncd from Rounds I and II, including documentation of the devel-

opmeqt of the idea, the methods of screening sand project selection, and

analyzing the impact of the process. A report should be prepared for

dissemtnattOn to prime sponsors:

If poisible, an evaluation of the NAESP program should be undertaken.on

a random sample of reserv,ii-ons to .determine the impact of the program in

die various cAtegories and to identify areas where addi4ional support

and technical assistance is warranted.

0
COnsideration should be given to providing additiorzat proje-orv.fficer

staff to the regions. . Project officent should be provided traiqing to

0 help them better serve the interests of prime sponsors. If pdssible,

functional distinction designationsfitcal officer; program offi(cer,

' technical as istance/resource developMent officershould be promoted,
,

thus allowing for the deve4opment of project officer specialtsts and

cutting down on turnover and promoting continuity.

Consideration should be given to providing support to regional prime

sponsor organi24tions.' Information sharing, peer training, regional

conferences, etc., should be promoted and funded. Technical assistance

93.
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.resources should be aggregated on a regional basis, and an ANA-type

all6tment of consultant or other tedhnical support persondays should be

considelied pr the distribution of those resources.

I I

Rey issues surrounding allowable uses of Title VI support for economics

development should betecided and operationalized. Project officers

.should be regularly conve ed to be briefed onvcentral office staff

direction subsequent to an major policg decisions.

There.should be a meanS ofeoordileting consultant operations to DINAP.

The resources of each consultant contractor should be utilized to the

utmost by DINAP to iMprove operations and cardination. Consultants

shduld be apprised of each others activitias and be available to provide

information'when "asked.

Regional office staff should be encouragdd to establish and maintain

pelationships.with the regional staffs of othei, federal agencies serving

Indian peoples. This process should include at the very least a mutual

sharing-of information regarding the'programs and projects funded at the

eservation level and general insights into the developmental activities

underway on the reservations with the respective region.

. SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 'FOR PHASE I I

A full proposal detailing the tasks to be undertaken in the Phqse II

effort must be prepared and submitted to DINAP and OPE1? prior to any

:Phase II activities.

The study team and DIV' s hould engage in substantive discussions to

deteriiine the focus of the exemplary program effort. Once the p rocess

is determined; TAT and project 6fficert8taffshouldbe involved in the

.docuMentation of exemplary eldments to ensur4 that the procitss will not

end with the Phase AI eff412;t..
A.

The key tat for Pha4 II should be the identification and documentation

of notable methods of using CETA funds to priomote reservaon development.

94.
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4

The notable approaches cite and described in the report shouLd be the

subject of; further research to document the processes involved in:their

development. Where possible, DINAP central and regional staffh should

be involved.in the documentation effort. The end product of Arther

research must be the prodyction Of replication materiats that are rele-

-vant to a wide range of prime sponsors.

S.

Consideration fhould be given to develop materials which would be

useful in establishing manpower planners/resource mobilizers--positions

which are not now routinely present on CETA staffs. Such materials would

hi,ghlight the activities suck persons should perfOrM and suggest some'
.

proven 4f4Antques. The key is that on reservationp job-development can.

be job creation unless the.CETA staff wOrks closely Oith the persons

responsible for economic and,community development at the reservatton-

level.

The Phase effort should involve the documentation of the D1NAP busi-

ness development initiative. The DINAFcgstractor should serve as a

liails6n between EDA and DINAP and the private sector in this effort and

'should document the prOcess which evolves in the furtherance af the

initiative alV report on any notable approaches to business development

that flow out of the initiative. k4

All activities of Phase)II should where pgssibte involve the participation

of the Indialand Natieis American CETA coalition and the newly-formed

Regional Prime Sponsor Organizations to demonstrate the potential of

these groups and to insiAre the widespread disseAation- of Phasq II-
.products.

4
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IV. RESEARCH DESIGN

The methodology develloped.for the study was di.vided ihto three distinct

areas: Site Selection, Data Collection, and Data Analysis, The methods

developed iollowed the approach outlined and Aiscussed in the URSA Proposal....

The following is a discussion of'that developmental process.

A. SITE SELEtTION

In the URSA proposal site selection was ideniified as a. critical task which

would shape the entire study. URSA had proposed that the selection process

be adopted which:

A reflected the priorities of USDOL;

provided a iational basis for categorizing site .

eligibility; add

-highlighted a.range of analytical variables to assure

for later comparative analyses.

The site selection process ultimately adopted'by DOL and the study team
$

involved three 'steps:

An identiftcatiorLby the study team of dlimited group

V 39 sites and the preparation of.study profiles for
.

each of.the sites.
-

A finalized selectiod meeting which involved representa- 4

tives of OPER, DINAP, EDA and the study team.

The preparation of background profiles for the final

sample and the general adjustment of the final saMple

throughout the siudy.
9.

Initial Identification

\ Upon contract award, the study team immediately begah to identify appropri-

ate sites-fortresearch. As stated inthe URSA proposal, care was taken to

(



provide a mix of reservations which woOd constitute a representative sample

- in terms of population, land base, relative wealth, and tuiture.
.

In preparation for the initial orientation and site selection meeting ith

i-eptesentatives of.OPER, DINAP, and EDA, the study team made an initial
. .

independent selection of thirty-nine (39) sites to serve as.a basisAor sub-

sequent discussions. Profiles were developed for each of the sites, and a

package was submitted to the project officer to help focus the site selection

activities.
_

--k .

The process adopted by the study team to select sites highlighted a number

of considerations. First, the sites were selected from the lists of reser-

vations and commurilties.currently receiving EDA 1301(b) planning grants and/

(or with actiye OEDPs.' EDA had provided a list of grantees to the study team,

and OPER and DINAP agreed that the list would control study site eligibility.

Second, care was taken ainclude as broad a geographic mix as possible.

The identified sites were located in 20 states from eight of the ten federal

regions. Third, discussions were raised with roppresentativet of HUD, IHS/

PHS, BIA and EDA to identify sites which they perceived to be interesting to

the study due to the planning capabilities, on-going ventures or activities,

or progressive nature of the-tribal* group. Fourthf a range of sites was

seltcted to provide Interesting comparisons to the sites identified by

government representatives. These were siies where skills in the planning"

and implementaiion of government programs were considered to be limited.

. .

Finally, sites with which the study team had had experience were selected.
.

----._

These sites by and large,also fit the other criteria for selectionsbut had .

the added advantage of affording easy field entree to the study team.

As mentioned above, once the_tentative.sites were identified, profiles were

developedlor each, detatling a number of characteristics which'were thought

to be critical in the final analysis. These inclami

Populatfon. Popubation figures for 1960 aria a more recent

BIA census were identified. Significant increases in

populationipver time were identified early on
1

as an indi-

cation of increased activity and re5ervation development.



,

I

Land. and Resource Base. Land sizilandresbutce base were

expected to help identify development potential to help

. ishape issues to be addressed on si e.

Site Characteristics. The physical characteilstics if the

reservation were highlighted to proliide a genera] perspec-.

tive on,,the site., its proximity to major population centers,

and the prevailing climatic,conditions.

Cultural/Historical/Sociological InforWion. General in-
.

formation detailing relative nature of lifestyle, cultural

patterns, language, and history was includO.

Economics. Recent employment and urtaployment figures, any

special community development activities, and general

employment activities were included,

Known Ventures. Ventures that are\tribal ruk,managed'ind,

operated by residents, etc.; were iaentified:,

Sources of Tribal Incoffie. Taken from Development.of Indfan

Resources, Hough. This °source was out of date; but
.

pro:-

vided sole comparison to Current sources and levels.of

income.

Government Structure. jdentified issues otorgantOtion..

and control. .

4

w 111.

111

/

A general profile was prepared-for each of the 3911tes, including informi- -

tion that was available. The sources We used included BIA, HUD, DOL docu.-. ,

mentsoand study team contaqs in the field. These profilesv while,qpite.
.

if.

basic, were helpful'in developing the site I;aselines that wete requi-red,in:

the overall analysis. A copy Of the formAised In developing .site prOfflei.
. I .

is included in Appendix A of this report.
.

.
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tite Selection Meeting

Oh. January 12.and 13, 1978 the iite seleetion.meeting was held. The meeting

served also as an orientation session, involved contract review and .plan-
ning, and served to identify addftional res'ource data etswell. The follow*
ing represents -the substance of those sessions:

Contra t- Review an Plannin . 1URSA-wass oriented V!) the organizational

0 structure of DINAP an inforMed of the roles DINAP staff intended to assume.

An early bOt assumi)tion that- D.1NAP field staff would i.tccompany the prOject
team on evety-field:visitAgas challenged'when it was learned .tha.t: the fiel
staff wtirkload was' probably too great to allow,for. that much:commitment of ..

. time to the project. ,.. ...-
.... , '

.......
. I

I.

1
. ,.1 .

., P: N .

_ -
*.- .

r '. . .4'
.

. ,^
. - , 3 .. IL.

The Economic Stimulus :program was.distussed and 'it.wo-s,ag*ne-ed that. efforts
4,

,%.vould be Mode to InctudiNAESP grantees -where poskible .in .the stidy. The.
, . , .:.;",

:need to-, inveStigate the integration of -CETA with:activities on-stte.dttier
t - .*

than merely with the'OEDP was stressed.
,

-.The. participants agt%eeit that this .*

.,
.

,
*ould iiwolve an .expansiqn of dItotrie..scope. of the effort, hut also agreedAtat .,.. ..'

. ,.. I , . .

the informatiOn that would flow froin such inveitigations-.would assist DIIVAPI*. .. '4-.,0.,

in
. .

improng site. operations.' .
.

,

I
,

. ,
'.. * At

, - 1. ....
. .-, ,..

* - . . . ** 4..
,

.

11 IdentificatiOn- of-DOL and-Oth r Federal A enc Back round Data. EDA bad:. -. ,. *"...**.

provided bINAP With-the -copieS it.had of, availibie reservation;OEDPs:... These.: -1 ., -
..

. 0EDPs wer`e packed and sent- 6 URSA at the k..19se. of the.meetIngr . CETA plan. '. -.v. ;, . ..

'. narrati(fp's werealSo made available ici URSA: Refevant .doCtimentslwere 01.3-

. vided prior tO ahd .after the ibeetings.. by both MA and- 06C.. : 4 *as '.#9rgelte . ,.11:.. .2. ., :-
, .

that URSA wotIld have' to secure-. any additio'nal iloatIentS .fronf:ither ftderal
,-

..

, ..., ft,
i , agenties or on-.:Site .for those programs -4pefatingt Sel.ectechstrteits..,7. ; ''`', ,

-4; , % ; -4

; 4

. / i Nr$, .
. -.,. .k..- 4._ .4

V

& '.$1,te ,Selectitn. DINAP staff .had",prepa.;.ed a list of potential sites...
' . priOr -to 'the meeting'. -The'010A15 11St- and' file study team list wkre ciinpared

.. r ? . ;ori

. and disCussions of thef.laPpropriatdniss.'of givgn °sites wer&helfl. - . 44 -e'
d . .

., ' - ': . i e
.4

* ' %. e
. ... * . :. fl ...

. . .: / 0., . 1 I * * I . .9 : 0*
I . , .. . .' .0 . /.. /

Repre.§entatiVektfrom. the TDA. Indian desk, pirtid4pAteda.in these -discussions. .. .... -, .:,,,, .,
. I - . :.' p
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of sites and to inclUde consortium'pqme sponsorS where44póssible. RDA's.
; %.

.consfderations were to provide a sample Of sites that would repretent,a

. ringe "of-EDA planfitn4 grantees.,an0 OA development gtant areas,. The final

sample arrived at.in this collaboritIve prbcess included 13 of the Sites

initially identified by the study team. With regard to consortium prime

sponsors, it was agreed that only one reservation p& seleCted consortium

be,studied. The following list.represdnts the final-selection of

sites arrived at during the site selectibn prot'ess:1

r

4

;

-

Reeon I ' Passamaquoddy, Maine (Pleasant Point,
Indian Township)

Regitm..JV Choctaw, Mississippi
Cherokee, North Carolina

'Region V Oneida, Wisconsin
Nett Lake,.Minnesota
Hannahville, Michlgan.(Esconaba,
Sault Saint Marie)'

RegionyI Cherokee, Oklahoma
Mescalero, New Mexico (Albuquerque, ,

Mescalero)
San juan Pueblo, New Mexico (Albuquer-

.

que,.San Quan)

Re0on. VII Santee,,Nebraska (Santee; Winnebago)

Region VIII -Fort Peck, Montana
. Wind River, Woming

Fort-Berthofd, North Dakota
-Rosebud, South Dakota
"Pjne Ridge, South Dakota ".

kegion IX Hoopa, California
Pyramid Lake, Nevada (Pyramid.Lake,

4
5.w Reno).
.Salt River, Arizona, 1
Papago, ArizOna

. San-Carlos, Arizona
. .

4.

..
1 Pa;enih ses ( ) indicate sitei where field trips required visits to more

1

than one location.

* r

loi.
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Region X, Warm Springs, Oregon n-4

. Spokane, Washington
lummi, Washington (Bellingham, Evei.ett)
Fort Hall, Idaho
Craig, Alaska (Craig, Juneau)

2,

Profile Refinement

At the conclusion of the formalized site selection process, the study team

refined and expanded the original reservation profiles. A meeting was con-

vened to accomplish this task. In.attendance were Mr. Vine Deloria, Jr.,

Professor of Political Science at the University of Arizona, author, and

past President of the National Congress of American Indians, and.Mr. Gerald

Wilkinson, Executive DireCtor of the National Indian Youth Council. At the

meeting the site selection process was reviewed and each individual site was

discussed. Thetdiscussions focused upon historical and culturdkfactors

relevant to elOaqmic development, recent and current developmental activities,

pending disputesJand/or relevant court as-es, and reservation goVernance

-Iscpcture and politics.

'1 w the .conclusfOn.of the meeting, 'the original profiles were expandedlind

updated: -The resultift:profilies,constituted the initial baCkground data .

required for.tfie MA woik aptiVitfes and the-end of the-site selection
.4.-,

pro"cess. , %
t

-, .i

.4t

. 4 - .it..,.; .
'

-

lb. s)i #,- .s . -4, ,. , ... .f:
V 1.. r

A

.1'
B. DATA.COWCTION :

?' VRF' .

1
The demanO-of the fut* reqtareethe deve1Opment of three dtstinct research

.methods.toatcOplith the three distinct.dita collection activities: .

. ..
.

V. 0 Fiea4 loglittes Opining
..., .

.

. Al Off-sited ia col4ection

--- On-site t Oection
Le. . it.' z..: ,
..

At . 4 .,
4 , ot..

1 '4 t c : ?;

4, k4' 4,, .:', :wilavook; AlasWhiT been identified p the'site selection process, but the
444.;.Itirime.sponso*(11.40git Haida Native AssociatiOn) suggested that Craig would

''''. 2:-.,,r b..more ifiteres*ing for purposei of the study. Craig was visited after

4." Obtisultation witb the Government Project Officer. , .

102.
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field Logistics Plantlin9

The demands of the studyr-conducting.twentypfive site visits to remote

Indian reservations within a limited time frame--dictated the need for

formal field logistits.. The critical elements td be considered included .

securing entree to reervationt, rigid trip scheduling, and adequate feed-

4; back and reporting mechanitms. Ii was imperative that a logistical system

be developed and tetted prior to any actual field work. -Accordingly,

logistics were discussed at the initial orientation session.

(F

First, the process of obtaining the .cooperatiOn and participation of sites .

was reviewed. It was agreed that a formal letter signed.by A. McNabb, DINAP

Ofrector, would be mailed to the Tribal Chairman with copies to'the CETA,

Director. EDA Indian Program Director Ray Tanner also agreed to lave a

letter go out under his name to EDA planners and Planning Directors. Letters

were drafted by the study team and approved by EDA.and DINAP. In order to.

maintain consisiency in scheduling, it was agreed that signed copies and

franked envelopes would be provided to the study team, which woUld Mail

letters out at the appropriate time according to the logistics plan.

Field trip scheduling was an on-going process:given the problem that accom-

pany any study that has a major ffeld-trip emphasis. Scheduling was con-

. trolled by a number of key-considerations, First; the size of the reserva-

tion and its relative governmental compleXity dictated in R!Irt 'the actual

tiMe on siteeihich-would be required. Second, travel time, especfally

ground transportation from-airport to reservation, had to be tiken into con-

sideration in scheduling. Third, Aere possible, visits were to be made to

two relatively close reservations to maximize contract resources. Fourth,

weather was to be considered as a factor and.hence field trips were to avoid.

. the far north and east during the winter. Last), the scheduliRg had to .be

'flexible enough to accommodate the withes of the study sites. Schedules were

prepared and updated monthly throughout the study: Field trip activities

took approximately'dsix and one-half months, from the last week in February

'through the first week in July.

103.
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The process ran smoothly, due in large part to the logistical plan developed

by the project'ss support ttaff-6s4ing on past.major.field experiences. The IF

following suthmarizes that plan for an IndividuaP4site:
.

Set up tentative date fbr site"visit. Mark date on tentative

'calendar only. Master Calendar is used only for confirded

dates.

At least three weeks prior to scheduled site visit, mail

()lit CETA/DINAP and EDA/Indian Program,letters to appropriate

indiviivals. Keep carbon of letter for verification of date

and addressee. P2si first Mailing date on CETA Master Calendar

for all site visits.

One week after first mailinj, contact site.by telephone to

verify receipt of letter, discuss study time requirements,

and general focus. . nswer all questions. Verify the date

of the site visit t the satisfaction of all respondents.

Be sure to contact Thal Chairman, CETA Director, and EDA

Planner to b e sure everyone understands the nature of the

study. Verification date and actual site visit date are to

be marked on the Master Calendar.

After the verification call (preferably the Same day) pre-

pare confirmationletters. The second mailing should be

timed to arrfie approximately five dys prior to the site

visit. The letter is to reaffirm,the date of the visit, to

outline the process of the field trAp identify the individ-

uals that should be interviewed, and to answer more fully any

questions raisedin the telephone call.

Conduct site visit. *.

Within one week after the field trip, thank you letts should

be drafted and mailed. The Tribal Chairman.should nive

one, as should the CETA Director. If any special information

is to be sentib provide feedback to the reservation or to prO-

vide additiobal information to anyone who requeSted it, it

should be sent at thts time.

t.



*

* Within bne week"atter a field trip, altrip report should
4

be Npared, following the approOtiate format, and sub-

mitted to the Pr.oject Director for review and editing.

All-materials gathered on site are to- be aggregated into

the individual file kept for each study site. Raw field

notes are to be reproduced and a copy placed in the site

file. .

Aif-Site Data Collection

Due td the limited time 'available for on-site activities, off-site data

collection was considered vital to the overall 'Success of the study. Accord-

ingly, a three-phased system:of off-site data collection was developed to

assure that the 'widest range of material was collected and analyzed. The 4

system was characteriied by general material gathering, individual site-

material gathering, and material -review and analysis. ?

the URSA proposal highlighted,the broad scope of federal grant programs which

participate in Indian economic devellment. Throughout the course of the

study, the siudy-team was.involved in the acquisition anq review of witten

reports and files.and the condUct of limited interviewS with reprOtentatives

of agencies-involved in Indian economic development.

The subject matter involved in these literature and informational gathering

activities included:3

EDA. Relevant diaterials on Indian economic development, EDA

strategies for development, interviews with EDA Indian program

staff, EDA Regional Offices, EDRS.

HUD. Relevant material5 on Indian housing and the Indian

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) set-aside, inter-

views with HUD Regional.Office staff and Economic Development '*

Law.Project staff.

3
See Bibliography for citations.
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V

USDA. Gathering of relevant-meXeria4son Indian programs/
,

SBA. Gathering of relevant,mkerials, discussions with
.

% regionafand'alka office staff. .

4 Senate'elect Committee on 4dian'Affairs. Gathering of

.\Poli.cy Review CoMmission Reports, discussions with cOmmittee

staff.

CETA. Securing DINAP and OPER reports,, interviews with

central and regional staffs..

.

The general off-site data collection activities were characterized by a

rigorous document search. The consultant' advisors were asked to cite rele-

vant materials regarding Indian economic and community development in

general. The study team obtained subsckptions to relevant pubfications in-

cludihg the United Indian Planners' Associatión Newsletter, the'UIPA News,

and the an for Community Ecohomic Development Newsletter. Copies of

reports and studies, both published and unpub)ished, which dealt with Indian

deyelopm t were obtijned.

Inf mal interviews with'state -and federal agency staff were characterized by

an open-ended exchapge of information. Care was taken to find out about

application and funding processes, problems faced by reservations in dealing

with the agencies san4 vice versa, and any specific gouernment initiatives

regarding Indianidevtikppment.

Study team members were assigned to rewiew the materials collected and to

prepare abstracts.* Interviews were written up in memorandum form and dis-

tributed to the.core staff. In all, the general data collection activities

served to expand the collective knowledge ofIthe study team re§ardkng.the

unique.natures of Indian resurce, economic, community, and manpower develop-

ment and to prepare the staff for field work.

The off-site data collection actiyitiei involving the individual study'sites

'included, as a minimum; securing and reviewing the OEDP document and the CETA

glans. Moreover, where Possible, any.additional documents which discussed '

f
the history, culture, and.current developMent statys Of the reservation

106.
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were colleAed. Much of this data collection was carrie0 on ubsruent to

. the .verification phone call (see Field LpgIstics Planning, ab The field

' team rouiinely requestedtopies df any relevant reports and inquired about
40

any additional information which could be made Available prior to the'field ..
%

tripl Also, after certain field trips, _the st000, ieam.attempted ts secure

any documents observed or identified on-Site'which were unavailable at the

time of the field visit. Much of the site-specific information ob ained in

either off-site or on:site data collection activities has not beemiaentified
1

in the Bibliography includedwith this report..
'

-Material review ails] analysis activities were conducted both prior and sub-;

sequent to field visits. Because of their importance to the study, OEDPs

and CETA pTans were subjected to extensive review. Three formats were devel-

oped to facilitate that review and analysis. These are:

r-

OEDP Summary

CETA Plan/Report Summary :

o CETA/OEDP Comparisons

1

These documents (included in AppendiX C of this report) were geared to pro-

vide the study team with a pre-site assessment of the on.going and planned

community and economic development actieties, the manpower development

activities, and the relationships between the two as expresseq in the plan-

'ning documents which def e them. The formats Cere designed to correspond

to the general'outlines #ollowed in the larger planning documents. 4s,

objectives, and priorities were to be highlighted as were specific program

emphasis areas. Care was taken to provid the reviewer with the opportunity

to compare the "manOower section of the' OEDP with the CETA narrative'in lan-
.

guage, focus, and statistics.

Due to the wide'range of materials gathered, no additional formats were de-

veloped for document review. However, individual study team staff:where

appropriate, reviewed and provided summaries for the project.



On-Site Oita Collection

Twenty-five reservations were visited dOing the fteld research phase of the

effort. Site visits took'from two to four days.depending on thfsize, the

complexity, and the accessibillity of the reservation. Field teams cons_isted

of between one arid three members. In all, seven staff members were involved

in the field work Ernest Fazio, Project Director and DominIc Garofalo,'

Supervising Partner of-URSA; James Draper, Field Director and Patricia Kelly,

Senior Researcher of Draper/Kelfy AssociateN; and Gerald, Wilkinson; Michael

Cross, and James Pierce, Native American conultants. The nature of the

study dictated that a limited number of-skliled field researchers be involved

to insure a level of consistency and conformity in data collected and to pro-

vide a level of control for data analysis.

As proposed by URSA, an open-ended interview style was used to insure that

; the'maximum amount of informatNI could be collected, that unique areas of

interest could be probed, and that the study itself could evolve.and adjust

as new issues or areas of interest wfaced. On-site field visit teams were

advised id leArn as much as possible about individual sites prior to the

field trip to, aklow for key areas to be identified and probed at the outset.

It was underi.t9othat'reservations were highly complex social, economic, '

political, and institutional entities. A field team's work could be useless

unless each member had a sophisticated appreciation of the reservation under

study.

On-site field activitiA were shaped around data needs and data sources- A

checklist was.develpped to identify the universe of data needs by source ,

prior to start of field research (see Appendix F). This checklist provided

the field team with a reference point to focus on both prior to a field trip.

(to prepare the visit) and subsequent.to a visit (to organize the data

collected by source).

The actual on-site field process was developed prior to the intial field

test.visit to the Lummi and Hoopa Reservations, February 20724, 1978. The

document prepared is included as Appendix D to this report. Subsequently,

a refined and updated on-site fieldlprocess was developed and used by the

field teams dUring the remainder of the field research phase (Appendix E).
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Arrangements for field interviews were made by field staff on-site. At a

minimum, thg gETA Director, EDA Platiner,' Tribal Chairman, and Tribal Execu-

tive Director were to be interviewed. In a number of 'cases thiC was not

possible. In cases where additional data was required Of a sourile
9

unavail-

able during the field visit, follow-up interviews by Aejephone were conducted.

Other sources were identified as relevant as the project progressed, and at- .

tempts weimade te interview themr. Such sources included: Manpower.Plan- .

ning Committee members, OEDP committee members,- Indian Action Team Directors,

BIA Agency Superintendents, Employment Assistance Offfcers, and Higher Educa-

tion OffiCers, Housing Authority Directorl, other reservation planner-s, per-

sonnel directors, ANA/CAP program directors, health and 'social services

program directors, and Tribal En erprise Manage The actual number of

interviews conducted on-site vari d, as did th substance of the interview. '

Care was taken to: (1) relate the usirkss of the interviewee to the CETA

program, (2)'identify issUA-4.nvolv Wth (3) focus on other grant

program resources, and (4) identified pot links between CETA and

eonomic and community development.

Study team members preserved their interview notes. Subsequen to field

trips, debrieding sessions were held which served,to focus on the key issues

present at the site, provided a level of control for the study, and enabled

the person responsible for preparing the field.trip report/case study to be

provided with the information needeq to prepare that document.
0

Also discussed at the debriefing,were any additional documents collected on-

site or to be obtained. At every site, team members were provided written

information which supplementedand expanded upoh the interview data. For

example, ill a number of oases, OEDP updates ot annual reports were provided

which expanded upon the earlier analyzed OEDP. The field team secured a

wide range of documentary information.on-site which assisted the overall

effort.

Among the most critical of the onTsite data collection activities was the

identification of exemplary approaches to integrating CETA and economic devel-

opment. As will be discusied in the Data Analysis section of thts chapter;

109.
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exemplary analysis is a process that of necessity involves a significant level- .

. of on-site activity. Due to the limited time available on-site, and the range./

(of potentially exemplary program elements, exemplary.data collecpon was most

criticAl. The field teams focused upon'anyl(processes or procedures developed
.

\ 0 /independently by individual study sites that tended to promote linkages with.,
,

economic development. In order to identify exemplary elements,theinterviewer

would focus primarily on the CETA Director interview. tfTcertain processes or

proCedures surfaced out of the interview, the interviewer would Atempt to

validate their effectiveness by relying upon other respondents.
1.4

-

The ori-site data gatheringgforts were enhanced by the team building used in

.the study. Field interviewers ere routinely convened a discuss issues of

conctrn, 'problems, and production approaches which relate to the O'ocess of on-

site data collection. Hence, in addition to reports of de.substantive infor-

mation secur in the field, team members shared their perceptions of the .

field expet ence and incrementalfy im6roved Ihe on-site data livllection process.fr
This process was most reevant to the gathering of exeMplary program related

data. Excellent program elements were identified and discUssed in debriefing

sessions. As field work progressed this process of identification became
,

more sophisticated and the field team Gecame more skilled at identifyil
4Q

unique and innovative approathes in CETA programming. Once identified,-the

approaches becaMe the focus of the more structured analytical process,. dis-
.

cussed below in.Data Analytis.
.

04 ,

DATA ANALYSIS

The aata analysis activities of the URSA approach were geared to the devei-

opment of two distinct products:

25 case studies which detailed the process by which and the degree

In which CETA Indian manpower programs were integrated into the

economid development plans and activities of the selected sites;. and

The identification of nOtable or exemplary approaches to integration

adopted by selected sites through a comparative analysis. .
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Case Study Analysis

The^development of\case studies was.a Uitable method for tracking the devel-

opment and implementation.(4 i program pr process Such as envisioned by the
,----

study. However, the piirpose of the study dictated that the case studies be

di more than static detettrittons of steps in a devOopmental process. There

was a need to present an overviey of the real'world situation which shapes

41ind defines the process under scrutiny. It was determined that the case

study should transcend the immedtate element of inquiry,:in this c.ise the

process by which CETA and economic development efforts are integrated, and

analyze flle impact of other exogenous forces upon that element.

The-development of site case studies Was characterized by a three-step

analytical approach. First, a community baseline was preparedcfor each

site, Data collected both off- and on-site Was organized into broad general

categories which, when taken together, provided the study team with a basic

description of the community. These categories can be best described as

"environments.", Data was aggregated around the cultural environment, the

political and the social services environment, the economic environment,

etc. The-current trends and issues in these "environments" were noted and

analyzed givem the limits-Of the study. Quantitative information was supple-

mented by the qualitative impressions and perceptions gained by fiela staff

ddring field trips. 'Such:Impressions or perceptions, while subjective, were

valuable analytical tools in the hands of the study team because they enabled

.he stddy team to gain a sense of the community and its dynamics that mere

quantitative data can rarely provide. Elements of baselines included:

Overview--population size, demographics, community history,

general issues.

Cultural envibanment--traditional versus modernist or

assimilationist positions, religious character, reten-

tion'of traditional patterns, etc.

Economic environment --income levels, available services,

land use, natural resource base, employment base, industry

base,,developmental potential, trend$ in business.develop-

ment, Native and non-Native ownership of businesses.

4111.
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Political environment --site.leadership, decision-making

process, appointment or election procils, leadership

trends, inteis and intra-familiil and tribal alliances,

community alitonomy,Artc.

Social service's environme(t-- housing stock and community

services; public assistance levelslkervice program avail-

ability; federal fund sources; BIA historical and current

role; role of other federal, state, local government

agencies; Native or non-NatiVe control of programs; staf-

fing of programs; service delivery problems or constraints;

role of service providers in community, educational system;

control of education; Native/non-Native staffing of schools,

power generation; public works; health care.

Second, the actual development and implementation of the CETA and OEDP plans

were analyzed. This involved the analysis of the written plans and the dis-

cussions conducted with the DINAP and EDA representatives involved with the

plans, and key individuals or groups who participated in.the process on'-

site. 'Care was taken to identify the following issues, among others:

The relationship between OEDP and CETA advisory committees

and programs, staffs, and administrators.

o The role of tribal leaders, program.administcators'and

staff, advisory committees, consultants, EORs, 'ccmcerned

observers, local developers.

Selection processes--administratorand staff selecticin,

advisory committee selection, consultant selection, etc.

o Plaraling processes--identification of issues, prioritization

of issues, evolution of prtorities, long range/short-term

- considerations, program approaches, program development,

schedules.

tl

Implementation processes--fund allocatio project delivery,

fund expansion and management, additio fund sources,

program results program status.



o Relationship of other proliams and.agencilts
.8

,
Leaderlhip and control issues--procesi-.controlled.bietriiial:

.

leaders, staff, advisory cOmmittee, consultants4:outsWiOncy

or group, etc.

Pirticipatory and decision-making OrocesSeS-7fu1 l pbrticipation, .,

pro forma participation, consensus decjsion-making, public/
. r

private decision-making, etc. . . .1,.*8
:

,

,Outside influences--relAtionship to outlying tomMilnity, aiilabtliity
..

.

of non-governmental financial suppOrt, eelairionship"tb offeker-

vation businesses.

e

The result of these analyses was organized in a .chronological .format WhiCh
I ,

provided the study team the opportunity to describe the relationthibs bettigeen

CETA and the broader on-site economic development"plans, the role ot keyo:

actors involved-in the development of the plans, 4nd the impact of key :

variables (both endogenous and exogenous) on the process.

Third, an attempt was made to identify the strengths aand weaknesses of the

approach to plan development and thereupon to analyze the reasons why thew

degree of integration exhibited by the process was achieved. This step was

necessary to insure codformity and comparability in the case study process.'

Drawing upon the chronology and the baseline, each element was measured .

against the degree to which it promoted or impedediniegration, Thus, on

some reservations, a purposeful distinction was made between 'people protects"

and economic development, And CETA was,perceived as a people project while

the OEDP was considered economic development. That element, social services

environment, was considered a constraint to integration. Likewise, where

a strong CETA program administrator promoted integration, his role was noted

as an aid to integration. By using this method of debit and credit, the

key variables in achieving or failing to achieve integration at a given site

began to'surface.

113.
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In aur proposal; URSA antigipated or hypothesized'Ahat several kinds or
olasses of factorstwould be shown'td have 'affected ihe level' of integration
of CETA.Indian manpower programs in Indian Economic Development Plans for
reservations. The thre identified were:

fixed characteristics concerning population size, location .,.
. and natural weal th. Of the .reservation; .

,

variable characteristfcs (in the sense that over time they will,
or can be changed) such as socioeconomic, education and labor
force _status of 'pie population; established political and
organizational structures; historical and virrent economic
development status; etc.'.

characterlstics of the CETA and econom development planning

processes including how they were structured, who nfanaged them,.
... who partigaipated, at what points was there involvement by outside

(non-reservation) people and agendies.

It
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It was also'hypothesized'that tnere would be a torrelation among character-

istics, that is, that a given set of fixed and variable conditions on a

reservation would establish certain requirements for an effective planning

process. Determination of thse correlations was critical to the identifi-

fr cation of notable approaches to program integration appropriate for

replication by other Indian prime sponsorS,

It became apparent early on during the field research phase of the project

tha,t the aqitious proposed comparative analysis plan would hhe to be

, *curtailed. At the outset the study team forind that only population would

serve as an appropriatefixed characteristic for analysis purposes.

Reservation land size and location could not be easily categorized to

provide a suitable
a

framework for analysis. Natural resource base, while

providing a.perspoctive on the relative wealth of a reservation, was deemed

inapproprifte for a number of reasonsvery few reservations had an,

adequate inventory of resources, and only a few reservations had been able

to exploit their'reSOgices to a point where income had been generated.

Hence, population served as the critical fixed characteristic for the

comparative analysis.

The following table (Table.13) is the,base for the study and ese tsthe

' basic sfattAtics of the reservations included in the study. e site

selection process4nsured, the sites present a reasonable cross-section

of.reservations in size, geographic region,..and land area. As discussed
- w

.above in the Introduction, one signifidant finding regarding population

is that the reservations all show an increase in population.* In many cases

this increase was evident even while surrounding non-reservatJon areas

registered declines in population.

t
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TABLE 13

POPULATION, ESTIMATED tiNUAL GROWTH RATE5, AND LAND AR

POPULATION
(ON OR ADJACENT TO RESERVATICN)

TRIBES/POPULATION PAST RECENT
,

ANNUAL
GROWTH
RATE

.

LAND AREA

_

'(.1 000

159
153
269
414
662
620

1.074
581

1,428

1.970.

---
937

1,980
1,575

2,744
2,750
3,294

4,880
4,772
4,277

6,202

7,488

11,353
13,013
21,414

1972)

1970)
1970)
1972)

1972)

1970),

1972)
1972).

1972)

1970)

1970)

1972).

1970)

(1972)
(1972)
(1972)

(1972)
1972)

1971)
1973)

(1972)

(1972)
(1973)
(1972)

230
260
425
665
750

892

1,300
1,500
1,663
2.222
2,260
2,500
2,504
2,881

3,113
3,226
4,052

5,729
6,000
6,742
6,800

12,186
12,500
15,742
17,619

(1977)

(1977)
'1977)

.1977)

1977)

(1977)

,

1977)

1977)

1977)

1977)

1977)

(1977)
(1977)

(1976)

,

(1977)

(1976)

(1976)

(1977)

1977)

1977)

(1977)
(1977)
(1977)

(1976)

8.9%
10.0%
8.3%
12.1%
2.7%
6.3%

4.2%
31.6%
1'3%
1.8%
c..

23.8%
5.3%

13.8%

2.3%
4.3%
5.8%

3.5%
5.1%
9.6%
2.4%

12.5%
2.0%
5.2%
7.2%

. 3,400 A
a
9,221 A

476,669 A
. 41784 A

23,000 A
100 A

86,974.A
133,039 A
12,234 A

460,000 A
49,294 A
7,250 A
2,600 A

637,143 A.

523,204 A
417,303 A
17,819 A

56,573 A.
4826,541 A
1;888,000 A
878,267 A

958,792 A
1,461,320 A
2,8559874 A

17,718 A
_

Hannahville (C)
Craig (C) '

Santee Sioux (P) ,

Pyramid Lalie (C)
t,Nett Lake Chippew (P)

Passamaquoddy (C)

,

Indian township
' Pleasant Point

1,000 - 3,000

Hoopa (P) .
.

Spokane (C)'"
San Juan Pueblo (C)
Mescalero Apacle (C)
S.s.lt River. P1MA-MariC0po (P)

Lummi (C)
Oneida (P)
tiarm Springs (P/C)

,

1:1000 - 5,000
t , -

%Fort Hall (C)

'Fort Berthold (P)
,.dhoctaw (P)

5%000 - 101000

-,pherokee, North Carolina (P)
San Carlos Apache (P)

i .nd Riverr(P)
' ogrt Peck (P) 4., it

01)000 1

44sebud (P)
14,100idge (P)

(1,.$0412 (P)
',C11071ile of Oklahoma (P) '

I.and has not yet been conveyed under ANCSA.
Orlwrp'elme; C Consortium.
Sbu irf Federal and State Ind1ant_Res9rvations and Indian Trust AreaS,-U.S..0epartment .

of: rce, 1974; B1A; Tribal (IEDPs; most recent CEA or BIA'reports.
.
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These population increases reflect both in-migration-Tincreases due to the

availability of housing, through HUD; community services, through EDA, HUD,
di

etc.;and jobs, especially through CETA--as well as a naturally high rate of

birth among tndian peoples. Increases due to advances In health and

subsequent decreases in child mortality., and extensions in life expectancy

were also cited as contributing to population increases. These figures

are also important in noting that most fUnding is predicated on1970 Census

information and BIA information which is generally considered conservative..

Just in terms of our limited study-size one camsee the magnitude of the

pupulation increase in total reservation terms--almost thirty thOusand

persons in approximately.5-7 years, against an original base. of about

94,000 persons.

The land area figures included in the table reflect both tribally*owned and

allotted lands: Non-Indian owned land within reservatjon boundaries is not

'.included in the-table. The range in acreage reflects a general finding of

the study that,suggests that relatfve wealth and economic development

potential are intiMately tie0 to reservation land area. . Those reservations

'with limited land areas are necessarily constrained in the level-of economic'

development Which can reasonably lie expected. Hence, a reservation such as.

Oneida in Wisconsin is limited in tts-development pcqentidl. ne interesting

point to be made howeve,r, is that Oneida, the Lummi, and numerous other

tribes in the sample are invOlved'in lend claims and resource or water rights

litigation. The complexity of these issues and their importance.to Uuture

growth made it additionally inadvisab)e to use land area as a basis for

comparative purposes.

Table 14 below represents the compromise reached in anducting the comparative

...analysis. Under ihis method.reseryation§ were organized into fime categories

according to population--under 1000, 1000-3000, 3000-50Ot 5000-10,000, and

over..10,000. These categories were selected because they reflected not only

population but the governmental, political idd services infrastructures that

dre required to support that population. It was hypothesized that interesting

issues would surface regarding the relative integration of CETA and economic

development and the appropriateness of certain exemplary approathes for

.replication by other similarly situated reservations.
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TAIM 14

POPULA110N(LAR0 AREA

LAND AREA

TRIBES/POPULATION
LESS THAN
25.000 A

25.000
100.000 A

100.000 -
800.000 A

000.000 A
& OVER

.
.

<1.000
1,000 - 3,000
3.000 - 5.000
5.000 - 10.000
>10,000

TOTAL

'

. 4
u 3

1

0

1

'

1

2

0

1

0

'.,

1

3

2

0
0

t
0

0

0

3

3
_

9

,

4
,

6 6
,

t.

As Tablel4 suggests, smaller tribes tend to tiave smaller land area while

lar4er tribes tend to have larger land area. The nature of the comparative

.analysis therefore developed into a measurement of the comparability along

population lines of a given variable.

A number of the study variables were dictated by the study purpose--linkages

between CETA and economic deielopment--while others surfaced during the

field research stage--constraints to economic dwielgpment. By adopting

the mairix approach, the study team was able to use the individual site.

data in a broad comparative manner. Those variables which tended to produce

results which cut across pbpulation lines were highlighted in the findings

and .conclusions that were the results of the Analysis.

, .The explioratory methodology 'tended to identify diffkrent levels ,at which

integration occurs. This suggests that it is abte that any, given

approach at a site towards integration wil e succ 1 on,one level but

not on another. .For example, a close worki g relationship between the CETA

and EDA, representatives facIlitates integration, but where .social or other

environmental factors lire present which would tend to inhibit integratton,

-integration falters. Thus, in'order to generate good working hypotheses,

or-typologies for succestful integration, it has been necessary to devise

a modular approach on ighich to base the hypotheses and recommendations.

Such.a modular approach prevents overgeneralization,--i.e.,.a pocess which



Jacilitates integration in one given site may not necessarily be replicable at

another site, due to differing socioeconomic or environmental 'variables

'between sites. This modular approach allowed the study teaM to select out

those elements of a model integrative approach wtlich would be relevant to

the social, economic, political and environmental fatets of each site, thus

allowing the team to emphasize and capitalize on the positive elements at a

given site, and de-emptiasize and wOrk around the negative ones.

The work-of Phase I has resulted in the generation of a number of exemplary

elements which are potentially worthy of replicaWn. During Phase II, a

closer examination of these'notable approaches will be further analyzed to

document and validate their appropriateness for replication by subjecting

the sites to a feasibility screening process which will tend to focus on

those elements which are he result of the unique forces at work on site

at the individual reservations.

A,
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spoY SITE RESERVATION PROFILE APPENDIX A

RESERVATIbN/TRIBE/LOCATION:

RESIDENT POPULATION:

1960:.0

RESOURCE BASE:

Land:

Other:

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

\.
4.

CULTURAL/HISTORICAL/SOOIOLOGICAL:

ECONOMICS :

Employed :

Unemployment Rate:

CDC: '

Racent:

123.
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Tribe:

KNOWN VENTURES:

SOURCES OF TRIBAL INCOME:

GOVERNMENTAL STRUCTURE:



Dear

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
ENPLOYMINT AND TRAINING ADMINIMATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 202 I 5

10

I am writing Ahis letter to seek your participation in a study of
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) Indian and Waive
American Programs. The Office of Policy, Evaluation and Reswarch
(oPR) of the U.S. Department of Labor, working closely with the
Division of Indian.and Native American Programs (DINO) has funded
this research effort to improve the coordination between CETA Indian
and Native American Programs and .econemic planning and development
aetimities 611 reservations and Native American communities. _The pur-
pose of this project.is to determine a means of assuriwg Ahat future
employment and braining effotts both reflect the employment needs and
.opportunities of reservations and promote-the objectives of Indian
self-determination as spelled out in the Indian Self:-D1,termination and-
Education Act of 1975.

APPENDIX

The project is an attempt to learn more about the planning activities
that reserv tions go through in preparing an'Overall Economic Develop-
ment Plan (OEDP) and other esponomic and community development activities.
ThLs is not an evaluation of-your programs. It will not affect your
funding. It may affect national policy regarding Indian employment and
traiAhg programs.

Urban and Rural Systems Associates (URSA) bf San Francisco, California,
has been selected by the Department of Labor to conduct this study.
URSA together with.lts subcontractor Draper-Kelly Associates (DKA)
will be visiting 25 reElervations and Native American communities
around the United States to learn about tht on-going CETA and economic
and community development planning activities at those places. Visits
arc to take about two days...)A number Qf persons including yourself,
the'CETA staff, the-economic development planner, the business manager,
and the CETA and OEDP committees will be interviewed. All interviews
will be confidential.

125.
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A person from URSA will be contacting you shortly tb confirm your

participation in our project and to answer'any questions you may

have about.it. our MAP project officer will also be able to

answer questions nterning this project.

I hope.that you will be able to.partiCipate in this important project.

Sincerely,
t,

f .

ALEXANDER S. MACNABB
Director
Division of Indian and
Native American Programs.

126.132
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Eaonomio Development Administration
Washington. D.C. 20230

The.U. S. Department of Labor's Division of Indian and Native
American Programs (DINAP) and Office of Policy, Evaluatio

..and Research are funding a research effort to improve the
coordination between CETA Programs and economic planning nd
development activitães on reservationsand Native American
communities.

Urban and Rural Sybtems Associates (URSA) of San Francisco,
California has been selected by the Department of Labor to
conduct the study. URS'A together with.its subcontractor
Draper-Kelly Associates will visit 25 reservations to obtain
information about on-going economic and coMmunity development
planning activities. A number of persons, including yourself,

. will be contacted for confidential interviews.

We feel this is an important project which will improve overall .

coordination between Federal agencies with economic development
programs on-Indian reservations. It is hoped that you wily
cooperate fully when contacted by URSA..

4'

Sincerely,

4
) et-

RhY E. TANNER
/*Special Assistant
for Indian Affairs

4.
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OEDP SU2MMARY

I. Tribal Organization

Description of Area, Land Use

II. Historical Assessment of Past Development Issues

III. Reservation: Economy and Conditions

.Demographigs

Resources, Economic Base

Problems

a

A

IV. Potentials for Growtti, Economic Development

Us.

P.A..P!9?.7...*"...h.*.P.94.i . 1.34
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V. 'Goalsiand'Objectives Priorities for Development

st

.o

Prolect Selection - Listtirik of Reservation Prg9rams -

VII. Plan for'Implementation

11.

)0.

VIII. Manpower Issues

CETA Recognitions -.Comparisons

n
,

4.

V

1

130.
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Alt

I: Title

Program Emphasis

CETA PLANappRT -somARy

Funding_ Level
FX 7z rx 78

II. Description of Economic lindition

III. Labor Force Characteristics

Labor Force

4.

imaloyed

-

Unemployed

IV. Objectives and Goals

V. Assessment of Skills Shortages

131.,
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0
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VI. Manpower Needs

4or

VII. Results and Benefits Expected

VIII. Performance

tis

116

elk

OW'

IX. Problem Areas Identified as Related io Progra Areas

ft

X. Projects

132.
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CETA-OEDP COMPARISONS

31 RELATION TO
4

PROJECT CETA GOALS, OEDP GOALS
PRIORITS

6

How well do goals of CEt1.rjs mesh with goals of DEDP?

"a

N" 41i
1.4 I.

Now well does CETA project funding mesh with economic development adtivities
an4 with goals 'cited in the OEDP?

4

-

. .



2
A.

411 Did EDA grants follow as a result of OEDP prfority liting?

1.

40

What activities do EDA-funded planning grants address?

Mb

Do implementation plans of ()EDP's call for specific utilization of
CETA funding/projects?

*



PROPOSED FIELD PROCESS AND METHODS APPLNUfX_LL

44)

As URSA/DKA perceivelf the.field work called for under th7xcontract will

Gvolve the following stages:

- I. Site Selection

sites are to be seLected during the 4rientation session

lette.rs will go out addressed to the Tribal Chairpersons, CETA

prima sponsor representatives, etc. requesting the participation

of the selected sites/teleOlone follow-up

contact with DINAP field staff to expedite the field logistics

contact with site representatives to expedite field trip

A scheduling/assignments of stSff

II. Site Preparation

secure OEDP and OEDP annual reports. CETA Title.III and Title VI

reports. NAESP application. DINAP central and regional office

materials. Contact appropriate EDR to discern development issues.

review materials 'to Aentify and document linkages betwey OEDP
A

and CETA efforts, to identify key actors--OEDP committee, CETA

board and staff--and to refine site documentation

identify issues to be considered, during field trip

what other development programs operating on-site

U. Conduct Field Trip

interview key actors

secure additional materials

et

follow leads identified.on-site (especially other federal programs)

track planning and.operating processes

IV. Analyze Data and Prepare Case Study

135.
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A. Federal

CETA/ECONONIC DEVELOPMENT

Off-Site Contacts Checklist

c-

EDR--EDA business development or public works project applications;
.0EDP yearly reports

.

CETA/DINAP staff, central and regional--fitle III and VI plans'andie
reports

HUD region'al office, Indian desk staffCMG plans, 701 Planning Grant
Reports; Indian Housing Authority reports and applications

41. Indian Health Service OW staff--health planning documents, annual
ltiports

OMBE, SBA (where relevant), applications.from reservations

B. State (where relevant)

."Office of Economic DeyeAMent"--relevant contacts with reservations

"Office of Housing and Community Development"--relevant contacts with
reservations

C. Local

Tribal Chairman Ascertain economic and community
Business Mana.ger development activities being considered;
CETA Program-Director identify key local informants
EDA Planner

%

Tribal'Rlanner

NOTE,e, All contacts should be maile with individuals responsible for the
, reservation in question. If copies of documents are unavailable,

the substance of thedocuments in question should be sought
verbally. WHere possible, the DINAP regional staff person shouid
be asked to assist in the securing of.documents.from other'agency
representatives. ,

. .

136.
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CETA--ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Field Process

To Be Followed by.Field Teams

. ApPENDIX E

A field trip will involve seVeral key interviews and several secondary
interviews. The process"will vary according to the wishes of the tribe.
At the Lummi visit, in addition to individual interviews, a general meeting
was convened involving the Chairman, the aecutive Director, the Administra-
tive Office, the CETA Coordinator, and the Planning Director of LIBC and a
group of interested' individuals who made up.an ad hoc Manpower Planning
Committee. At Hoopa Valley, by and large, individual interviews were con-
ducted.

The-first rule is to be flexible and to repond to the needs and desires of .

the reservation.

TRIBAL CHAIRMAN

The first interview should be with the Tribal Chairman. After the intention
of the trip, its length, and. the ptobable results are identified, the dis-
cussion will focus on the recent history of the reservation. The interview-
ers will already haVe analyzed the OEDP and CETA plans and will therefore be
somewhat familiar with the general direction the people appear to be taking.
These imkessions should beverified.

IS

Once a general overview has been provided the discussiop should begin to focus
on several critical areas. These include:

The Rela ive Role of Federal Agencies

What supp ad ce, guidance, difficulties, problems, etc. have the federal
funding agen provided or created? In generayfthe agencies discussed
should be EDA, IHS, BIA, FmNA, HUD, and CETA. The initial focus should be on
the general funding support and the problems created by trying to fit the
tribe's needs into federal guideline requirements. Afterwards the Chairman
should be asked about the assistance provided by the various federal repres-
entatives in the funding and grant administration process. The interviewer
should probe to learn' of.any significant efforts of individual federal reps-
(EDR, IHS rep,.BIA agent, ONAP/ANA person, CETA project officer, etc.) and
the type of service or assistanCe prOvided. Especially critical are examples
where onerepresentative assisted the reservation in linking up his or her grant
program to a program from another agency or where repreientatives impeded
integrated efforts that the tribe was trying to develop. The interviewer should

r
attempt to learn more about those integrated projects.where two sources of
funding (especially capital developmeht and services delivery funds) were
combined.

The Tribal Chairman,may.not be the best source oZ this information or'these
subjects in all cases, but it is important that we inquire of his or her
general perspective on them. .

S.

4 .
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CETA Potential

The interview should also fbcus upon the general understanding of the CETA
program held by the,chairman. The interviewer should ask questions in the
following areas:

What are the reservation's primary CETA objectives?

'What are the different uses the tribe wishes to make of CETA?

What economic development activities, enterprises, or other long
term efforts does CETA currently support?

What other areas present a potential for CETA to support?

What constraints does the CETA program currently operate under that
limit the Ktablishment of linkages? .(in this latter area certain
problem have already surfaced, i.e., profit-making tribal enter-
prises are not elegible to receive Public Service Employment--.Title
FT OP VIplacement; eligibility criteria/Or Title VI requires -3

enrollees to bi? unemployed for 15 to.20 Weks which renders indiv-
iduals who have held part time employment within the time period
ineligible; non-Indian employers are reluctant to establish OJT
programs; Title IIT Ative American Prime Sponsors often have to
compet(.? with Title I Prime Sponsors and other subsidized work pro-
grams (WIN) to place individuals; the tribe is unaware of the goten-
tial of CETA; etc.) It is important that we learn of the problems
faced by CETA prime sponsors in administering the program so that
we can document the extent of a given constraint and the actual ways
that certain reservations overcome or handle such constraints.

Local Issues

The local realities of life on the reservation will temper all the interviews.
Issues of land ownership--is the land tribally owned, allotted, or alienated
to non-Indians, do outstanding leases exist which affect land use rights,
etc.--will be critical. Also important are water rights, the 'Winters doctrine,
past damming of lakes and rivers, current fishing or industrial pollution
disputes. Hunting and fishing rights and confrontations with state or federal
wardens may be critical, as may conflicts between law enforcement and other
legal jurisdktions. Law suits may be pending which involve tribal membership
or enrollment, land claims, etc. The field team should have a general perspec-
tive on,these issues poior to arriving on site. Since such issues may be
sensitive, the interviewer should not initiate discussions of them. However,
the fact remains that it is likely one or mord will come up and it will be the
responsibility of the field team to place the purpose of our study into a
perspective that allows unique lo6al issues to be analyzed.,

CETA PROGRAM DIRECTOR AND STAFF

The'CETA program.staff should be given a considerable amount of attention
during the field trip. If possible, the interviews should follow the same
general outline as the Tribal Chairman's interview. However, certain issues
should be stressed in addition. These include:

'a
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Planning.--How is the grant application prepared; who is involved;
WhatTS the extent'of the involvement; is a planning process
involved or a crisis management process; how did NAESP applicdti
preparation.(if relevant) differ from normal process; what wa he
extent of participation in the NAESP process; how were the 1 nkages
with other programs established.

4

0 erations--What are the Programs currently operating; how were OJT
and Work Experience contracts set up (if relevant); are other
avenues being sought; how were Title II and VI placements made;
what percent of time spent in other tasks; are trfbal enterprises
receiving CETA focus; what services are available (job
counseling, referral, placement, follow-up, child care).

LinkagesWhat is relationship to planning department, ANA(ONAP)
programs, tribal program operations, tribal government, federal
programs other than CETA, etc.

Constraints and Supports--What are major problems with regulations;
what are greatest administrative needs; what are greatest program-
Thiatic needs; what support gained from other prime sponsors, CETA/
DINAP, other federal representatives; what are T&TA needs; what
are available T&TA resources.

The size of the program will dictate the level of the inquiry. A Slophisiti-
cated program staff should provide us with a wealth of information on oper-
ations and planning processes. All programs will be .able to discuss con-
straints (in fact such discussions reinformce our statements that we are not
evaluating the program). Irthe program is large enough to have a full
complement of staff positions, interviewers should take care to interview as
many as possible. One issue to focus on is the status of the CETA project in
relation to the overall tribal government. The be part of a
personnel department, it may be a separate Manpower d ion, or (in the case
of gETA consortium.members) it may'rsdrely consist'of one records-keeping
clerk/coordinator. Another critical issue is the velationiship of the program
administratively to the major *Tribal Planning Department.

As with other interviews, Tocal issues relating to CETA will surface. In
pursuing such issues, we should take care to analyze their relevance to our
overall effort.

PLANNING DIRECTOR AND STAFF ,*
. .

The Planning Director and his staff are key individuals. It is possible that
they will perform the major.planning and.grantsmanship functfons for all
programs (even CETA in some cases). The critical issues to discuss include:

Process--How is planning done for OEN, individual grant program
app116ations, who is involved; if planning role is broad, how are
project operators brought into planngng process; if planning role is
narrow (only OEDP/EDA related), how are linkages with other reser-

. vation programs maintained; what was role in NAESP application process;

139.



LinknesAre attempts made to establish planning linkages or secure
multiple sources of funding for invididual projects; is potential of
CETA for management and staffing.of project realized; is CETA pro-
gram included in planning; etc.

Federal RelatiOnshipsWhat is relationshi0 to federal agencies (EDA,
HUD, etc.); whi-Ch agencies are viewed as helpful and supportive;
which, are viewed as responsive to requests for information.

ConstraintsWhat are major planning problems, how will/can they be
resolved, what are problems with fund restrictions,yroject eligibil-
ity, etc.

OTHER GROUPS

It will.vary from reservation; however, certain other-individuals should be
interviewed to provide field staff with the broadest perspective possible.
Likely subjects are:

Indian Housing Authority program (construction work, apprenticeship,
. facility maintenance issues should be stressed)

JHS Clinic anestaff (water and sewer system issues should be stressed)

BIA/IAT Programs

ANA (ne. *MAP) Programs (links between CETA and service delivery)

local enterprises (if relationships with CETA exist)

The above should be considered guidelines for conducting a field,trip. If the
pre-trip preparation activities are adequately conducted, the team (or indiv-
idual) should.have a good impression of the reservatio6.* We:will try to expand
on our pre-trip efforts where possible, but field teams can expect to be some-
what prepared. The question areas included in the guidelines should provide
the information we need. Field staff, will be expected to file a trip report
and to prepare a taped dr oral debriefing including as much as possible of the
impressions gained, the activities observed, and the issues probed in conduct-
ing the study.

4.
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APPENDIX F

DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES CHECKLIST

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE IDENTIFIED/CiONTACTED

I. OTHER AGENCY STAFF

II. OTHER SITE,REPORTS

III. CETA PROGRAM STAFF

IV. CETA ADVISORY COMMITTEE

V. CETA PARTICIPANTS

VI. OEDP GONSULTANTS

VII. OEDP COMMITTEE .

VIII. LOCAL DEVELOPERS

IX. ON-SITE PROGRAM STAFF

X. TRIBAL OR COMMUNITY LEADERS

XI. ON-SITE COMMUNITY SERVICE PROVIDERS

) XII. OTHER (CDC, etc.)

0

.1
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\DATA NtEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

PATA IOURCE: I. OTHER AGENCY STAFF

Data Weds

BASELINE

) Relationship to Nearby Service
Centers

A

2) Tie-in to CETA Programming

Analysis:

0.
Da te Ob tai ned

AVt

142.,

.

Comments



DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE: II. OTHER SITE REPORTS

Data Needs Date Obtained Comments

BASELINt
c.

I) Availability of Qualified
1 Professionals

Analysis:

).4

A,

143.
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DAtA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

-OAfA SOURCE: III. 'CETA PROGRAM STAFF

1)

21

clata Needs and Issues Date Obtained Comments

. BASELINE

1,

Community Politics and Power
Structure

Detision-Making Proces in
, tr

General.(formal and i formal)

1) Current DevelopmentWctivities

4) Current Services Activities

5) Availability of Qualified
s Professionals

6) Critical Local Issues

7) Critical.Developmental Issues

8) Program Fund Sources

V

9) Important_Community Ch4racteristici

10) Types of Local Economic and Industry
Base

lv
.

'11) Types of Local Businesses and
'Service Sector

121 'Relevance of OEDP and CETA Plans
to ED Potential

1
-13) .Relevance of Other Development

Activities to CETA/OEDP

14) Private Sector Development .'

PROCESS RELATED

1) Staff Selection Proctisss

.2) AdvisoryCommittee $elec6on PrOCess

i) Representativeness of Advisory \
Committees

.

A

144.

149

*
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DATA NEEDS AND. SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE./ III. CETA PROGRAM STAFF/pa.ge 2

Data Needs Date Obtained Comments

4) Plan Development Process/Schedules

5), Leadership/Control of Process
(Staff, Committee, Tribal Council)

6) Role of Staff

7) Role of Tribal Council

8) Existence of Consultant

9) Rble of Consultant

10) Role of Other Agencies ,

11) Role of ED Representative

12) Role of Federal Monitor

.v
13) CriticAl Issues in Process 5

14) Perceived Relevance of Process
000.

154 Perceived Reasons Why Integration
of OEDP/CETA Plans Not Achieved

16) Perceived Needs of OOP or CETA
Processes to Facilitate IntegratiorL

17) Perceived Relevance pf Integratidn

13) Role .of Other Reservation or Community-

g.

Based Indian Agencies, Corporations,
Cooperatives', in Process

19) Rroblems'Presehted- by Federal Regula-
tiont/Mehitoring

.720) Problems Presented by Federal
Funding Schemes .

21) Problems Presented by Aederal .

Application Processes

n

s!k.

22), Perceived XhangeS Required to
Reduce,Problems/Ensure tntegration

frt.

. ,
A.1

.
..,-

. .
. 1 .54) - .

.
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jpATA NEEDS AND,SOURCES

COLEECTED ON-SITE

S2E1A21,11iCL_ILL....S.VAPROGRA

Vata NeeA.

23) Perceived funding,Needs

24)- PerceiVed Non-Funding.Support
Needs :

25) Problems Presented by CETA
-% Service Emphosis Over OEDP

Economic Development,Emphasis

Analysis:

'Date Obtained Comments

146.

151
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DATA NEEDS AD SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

4) Critical Local Issues

5) Critical Developmental Issues

6) Relevance of OEDP and CETA Plans
to ED'Potential

.7) Relevance of Other Development
Activities to CETA/OEDP

PROCESS RELATED

1) Staff Selection Process

2) Advisory Committee Selection
Process

3) Representativeness of Advisory
Committees

Data Needs

BASELINE

.1) Geneeil Community Organization

2) Community Politics and Power
Structure .

3). Decision-Mating Proces; in
General (formal and informal)

DATA SOURCE: I V., CETA ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Date Obtained

ik

p.

4). .Plan Development Process/Schedules

5). Leadership/Control of Process, Staff,,
iiirittees, Tribal Council

6) Role of Staff

7) Role of Tribal Council

8) Role of Consultant

*-9). Role of ED Representative

10) Role of Other Agencies ,

11) Crttical. Issues in Process

12) Perceived Relevance.of Process

,

v

4r

147.
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DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

bATTA 5OURCE:-. IV. CETA ADVISORY COMMITTEE/page 2

Data Needs

'13) Perceived Integration of
.0EDP/CETA Processes, Plans,
and Programs

14) Perceived Reasons Why Inte-
gration Was.Not Achieved

15) Perceived Needs of OEDP or
CETA Processes to .Facilitate
Integration

16) Perteived Relevance of Integration

Date Ob ta i ned Conunents

e-

17) Role of Other Reservati on or Communi ty-
Based Indian Agencies, Corporations,
Cooperatives in Process

18) Problems Presented by Federal

Regulations/Monitoring

19) Problems. Presented by Federal Funding
Schemes

Problems Presented by Federal Applica-
tion Processes

21) Perceived Changes Required to Reduce
Problems/Ensure Integration

22). Perceived Funding Needs

'23) Perceived Non-Funding Support Needs

24) Problems Presentel,by CETA Service
Emphasis Over OEDP'Economic Develbp-
ment Emphasis.

148.
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DATA SQUKE:

DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

CTA PARTICIPANTS .

Data Needs. Date Obtained Comments

BASELINE

1) General Community Organization

2) Placement

PROCESS RELATED

1) Leadership/Control of Process
(Staff, Committee, Tribal. Coundl)

2) Role of Staff

3) Role of Tribal Council

4) Role of Consultant

5) -Rble bf Other Agencies

6) . Critical Issues in Process

7) Perceived Relevance of Process

8) Perceived Integraion of OEDP/CETA
Processes, Plans and Programs

9) Role.of Other Reservation or
Community-Based Indian Agencies,
Corporations, Cooperatives in
Process

10) Problems Presented by Federal
Reg4jations/Monitoring

11) Problems Presented by e
Fund1ng Schemes

C..

12) Problems Presented by Eederal
Applicdtion Processes

13) Perceived Changes Rewired to
Reduce Problems/Ensure Integration

14) Perceived Furding Needs

15) PerceivediNon-Funding Support Needs
Y.

16) Problems Presented by CETA Service
Emphasis Over OEDP Economic Development
Emphasis

Analysis:

149.
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DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES_

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA. SOURCE: yI: OEDP CONSULTANTS
.

. Data Needs and Issues Date '0 b t a i ned

1 ) General Commulni ty drgani za ti on 4

2) Current Demelopment Activities

3) Cri ti cal . Developmental Issues

4) Program Fund Sources

5) Type. of Local Economic and Industry
Base

Comments

6) Types of Local Businesses dhd
Service Sector

7) Relevance of 0E1P and CETA Plans
to ED potential

8) Relevance of other Developmental
Activities to cETA/OEDP

9) Private Sector Development

PROCESS RELATED

:1) Staff Selection Process

2) Advisory Committee Zelection Process

3) Representati veness .o f Advi sory
Commi t tee

4) Plan Develoliment Process/Schedules

5) Leadership/Control of Process (Staff,
Committee, Tri 1 Council)

6) Role of Sta

7) Role of Tribal Council

8) Role of Consultant

9) Role of ED Representative

10) Role of Feeeral Monitor
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DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE: OEDP CONSULTANT% Page 2 .

Data Needs
- Date Obtained

11) Critical Asues in ProcesS

12) Perceived Relevance of Process

13) Perceived Integration of OUP/
CETA Processes, Plans and Programs

14) Perceived Reasons Why Integration was.
Not Achieved

t.

15) Perceived needs of OEDP or CETA
Processes to Facilitate Integration

16) Perceived Relevance of Integration

17) Role of other Reservation or
Community-Based Indian Agencies,
Corporations, Cooperatives in Process

18) Problems Presented by Federal
Regulations/MOnitoring4

19) Problems Presented by Federal
Funding Schemes

20) Problems Presented by. Federal
Application Processes

21) Perceived Changes Required to
Reduce Problems/Ensure-Antegrattpa

22) Perceived Funding Needs

23) Perceived Non-Funding Support
Okeds

It

0

..>"

11'
.s1.1, tt,PP*, u/

N

24) Problems Presented by CETA Service.
Emphasis.Over OEDP Economic DeVelopment.
Emphasis

Analysis:

151 .

1 .5
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DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

.

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE: VI-I. ofp COMMITTEE

D;ita NOds Date Obtained.

BASEI_INE

1) Current Development Activities

2) Critical Local Issues

3) Critical Developmental Issues

4) Relevance of OEDp and CETA Plans -ta-

to ED Potential

5) Relevance of Other Development
Activities to CETA/OEDP

PROCESS RELATED

1) Staff Selection Process'

t2) Advisory Committee Selection
Process

3) Representativeness of Advisory
Committees

4) Plan Deyelopment Process/Schedules

5) Leadership/Control of Process (Staff,
Committee, Tribal Council)

.6) Role of Staff

menyl
) Role of Tribal Council

8) Role of Consultan

'9). kole of ED Representative

IP

.10i Critical Issues in Process -

II) Perceived Relevance of Process

12) Perceived Integration of OEDP/CETA
Processes, Plans and Programs

13) Perceived Reasons Why Integration'
Not Achieved

WO'

152.

157'
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DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE: VII. OEDP COMMITTEE, Page 2

Data Weds Date 013tained Comment%

14).Perceived Needs of,OEDP or CETA
Processes to Facilitate Integration

15) Perceived Relevance of Integration

16) Role of Other Re.servation or Community-
'Based Indian Agencies Corporations,
Cooperatives in Process

17) Problems Presented by Federal
Regulations/Monitoring

18) Problems presented by Federal Funding
Schemes

19) Problems Presented by Federal Application
Processes

20) Perceived Changes REquired to Reduce
Problems/Ensure Integration

21) Perceived Funding Needs

22) Perceived non-Funding Support Needs

23) Problems Presented by-CETA service
emphasis over OEDP economic development
emphasis

Analysis:

1

. 153.

58
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DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE: V41I: OCALDEVELOPERS

Data Weds.

BASELINE

1) Current Development Activities

- Date Obtained

2) Critical DevOopmnt Issues

3) Important Community Characteristics IT

4) Relationship to Nearby Service Centers

5)* Type of Local Economic and Industry
Base

6) Type of Local Businesses and Service
Sector

7) Relevance of OEDPs'and CETA Plans to
ED Potential

3) Relevance of Other Development
Activities to CETA/OEDP

9) Private Sector Development

PROCESS RELATED

1) Role of Developers

2) Role of Other Agencies

3) Critical Issues in Process

4) Perceived Relevance of Process

5) Perceived Integration of OEDP/CETA
Processes, Plans and Programs

6) Perceived Reasons Why Integratiow
Not Achieved

7) Perceived Needs of OEDPi or CETA
Processes. to Facilitate Integration

3) Perceived Changes Required to Redtice
sProblems/Ensure"Integration

154..
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DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE: VIII: LOCAL DEVELOPERS', Page 2

a

Data Needs

9) Problems Presented by CETA Service
Emphasis over OEDP Economic
Development Emphasis

10) Community Perception of Processes
and Their Relevance

Analysis:

s

Date Obtained

155. ,

1 60

Conunents
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DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

.ia.COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE:%IX. ON-SITE PRoGRAM STAFF

Data Weeds

BASELINE

1) General Community Organization

o.

Date Obtained

2) Community Politics and Power
% Structure

3) CITent Development Activities

4) Current Services Activities

5) Critical Local Issues

6) Program Fund Sources

7)* Important Community Characteristics

4*4

Comments

8) Types of Local Businesses and
Service Sector .

PROCESS RELATED
.

-

1) leadership/Control of Process (Staff,
Camitiee, Tribal Council)

2) Role of Staff

3) Role of tribal Council
%

4) Role of Consultant
,

5). Role of Other,Agencies

6) Critical Issues in,Process

i7) Perceived Relevance pf Process

8) Perceived:Integration oP OEDP/
CETA.Pyoufsses, Plans and Programs

t

'Perceive4 Needs of GBP or CETA
processes to Facilitate LntegratIon

. 10) PercOived Relevance'of Integration



DATA NEEDS AND. SOURCES

COLLECTp ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE: IX. ON-SITE PROGRAM STAFF, Page 2

r-
Dalta Needs Date Obtained Commebts

11) Role of Other Reservation or
Community-Based Indian Agencies,
Corporations, ,Cooperatives in
Process

12) Problems Presented by Federal
Regulations/Monitoring

13) Problems Presented by Federal
Funding Schemes

1 ),Perceived Changes Required to

Reduce Problems/Ensure Integration

15) Perceived Funding Needs

16) Perceived Non-Funding Support Needs

17) Problems Presented by CETA Service
Emphasis over OEDP Economic Development
Emphasis

18) Community Perception of Processes
and Their Relevance

Analysis:



DATA SOURCE:

-Data Weeds

BASELINE

DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON41TE .

,

TRIBAL OR COMMUNITY 1pDERS 40,

1) General Community Org04ation.,

2). Decision-Making Process in wheral
(Formal and Informal )-

(r.

3) Current Development Activities
%

4) Critical Local Issues

5) Critical D elopmental Issues

6) Program Fund S urces

7) Relationship to Nearby Service Centers

8) Private Sector Development

PROCES5 RELATED
.0"

. 1) Staff Select;ion Process

2) Advisory Committee Selection
Process

..3) Representativeness of Advisory
Commi t tees

4) Leadership/Control of Process
(Staff,, Cowl ttee, Tribal Counci 1 )

5) Role of Staff .

6) Role of 'Tribal Council

7) Existence of Consultant

8) Role of Consultant

9) Role of Other Agencies

10) Role of *Federal 'Moni tor

11) Critical Issues in Process

. A,

01.
.

V
N.

gcmments
:.



DATA NEEDS AND, SOURCES .

COILECTED ON-SITE

DATA "S'OURCEs X. TRIBAL OR COMMUNITY LEADERS

ata Needs

12 Perceived Relevance of Process

13)-Percetmed Intenation. of OEDP/aTk.
, Processes, Plans.and Programs

14) Perceimed Needs, of OEDP or CETA Processes
tvFacilitate Iritegration

..

15). Percetlied,Relevance Of Integration ,.

.16)'Roje of Other Reservation or
Community-Based Indian Agencies
'Corporations, Cooperatives.in
Process

. .

17) Ptoblems Pretented by Federal
A

Funding.Schemes. .

4

Date Obtainq

18) Problems Presented by Federal
Application Processes

19) Perceived Changes Required to
Reduce Problems/Ensure Integration

#

20) Perceived Funding Needs

21) Perceived dtiOfFunding Support Needs

22)- Problems presented by CETA service
emphasis over OEDP Economic
Development Emphasis

23)'Community Percept4on of ProcesSes
and Their Relevance

It

.r,1

.

Analists:

S.

Zs.

164
159.

a

e

I.

)

Cominents

.(c

iro
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DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE
o

DATA SOURCE: XI. ON-SITE COMMUNITY SERVICE PROVIDERS

Data Weds & Issues or

BASELINE

1) General Community Organization

Date Obtained

rIP

2) Decision-Making Process in General
(Formal and /Woman

3) Current-Services Activities

4) Critical Local Issue's

5) Program Fund Sources

6) Important Community Characteristics

7) Relationship to Nearby Service
Centers

PROCES RELATED

1) Rale of Other Agencies

2) Critical Issues in Process

3) Perceived Relevance of Process

4) pprceived Integration of OEDP/
CETA Processes, Plans and
Programs ..

5) Role of Dther Reservation or
:Community-Based Indian Agencies,
Corporations, Cooperatives in Process.0

6) Problems Presented by Federal
funding Schemes

7) Perceived Funding Needs

8) Problems Presented by CETA.Service
Emphasis Over OEDP,Economic .

Development EmphaOs

9) Community PercepttpOof trocesses
and.Their;ReleVance

Analysis:
165'

160.

Comments
e



DATA NEEDS AND SOURCES

COLLECTED ON-SITE

DATA SOURCE: X. OTHER SCD

Data Needs

BASELINE

1) Community .Organization .

2) Current Development Activities

3) Current Services Activities

PROCESS' RELATED

Role-of Other Agencies

Critical Issues in Process

Perceived Relevance of Process

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)'

6)

Date Obtained

Perceived Integration of OEDP/CETA
Processes, Plans and Programs

Perceived Relevance of Integration'

Role of Other Reservation or'
Community-Based Indian- Agencies,
Corporations, Cooperatives in
Process

7) Problems Presented by Federal
Funding Schemes

.8) perceived Funding Needs

9) Pllems Presented by CETA Service

Developme mphasis

Emphasis OEDP Econom4c

10) Community PercePtion of Processes
and Their Relevance

Analysis:

11.



TRIBE:

PRIMIE'SPONSOR:

DATES VISITED:

FIELD TRIP TEAM:

PERSONS INTERVIEWED:

et

STUDY OF .

CETA PLANS AND RESERVATLON

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

TRIP REPORT

- APPENDIX p

UPDATES IN CETA AND OEDP ACTIVITIES FROM AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS:

OEDP--

4:.
2$

463.1 6 (7 °.

1-
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1

4

iPEOP cont.)

CETA--

PLANNING ACTIVITIES:

4



LINKAGES BETWEEN CETA AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:

.4*

FEDERAL ROLE:

c. 169
165.



(Federal Role, cont.)

uNIqg EXOGENOUS FACTORS:

-%

s

V

41.

166.
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